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Abstract

In the field of life sciences RNA modifications start to reveal their important
role in the dynamic regulation of gene expression which can be influenced by stress
response, immunity reactions or other environmental factors. These modifications
are found in archaea, bacteria and eukaryota where they decorate RNA molecules
and thus expand the nucleotide repertoire. Although methods were developed in
the past ten years that allow the detection of numerous modified RNA nucleosides,
these techniques still lack sufficient sensitivity and specificity.

The present PhD thesis addresses several aspects on detection of naturally oc-
curring RNA modifications. First, a library preparation protocol was adapted and
optimized to capture reverse transcriptase (RT) events during synthesis of a comple-
mentary DNA sequence. Therefore, not only abortive products, but also misincor-
porations could be traced and later used in a bioinformatic approach for detection
and prediction of modified sites.

Second, N-1-methyladenosine (m1A), a well described and highly conserved mod-
ification, was used as a model to test this approach. Two major events were observed:
(i) the methyl group at N-1 of adenosine leads to a substantial number of RT-stops
and (ii) a certain amount of read-through is possible, leading to misincorporations
at the modified positions. It was demonstrated that RT leaves a specific signature
at m1A sites depending not only on the underlying modification but also on the
3’-neighboring nucleoside. Together, these results led to the discovery of new m1A
positions.

Furthermore, the applicability of osmium tetroxide-bipyridine (os-bipy) as label-
ing agent for 5-methylcytidine and 5-methyluridine in RNA was evaluated. On the
nucleoside level, a five- and ten-fold preference, respectively, over the corresponding
unmodified nucleoside was observed. In a short pentanucleotide, however, this pref-
erence was strongly reduced. It was demonstrated that the sterical environment in
the short oligonucleotide has a strong hindering impact on the reaction rate. Im-
portantly, this effect could be linked to an altered diastereoselectivity which was
due to an impediment of the attack of os-bipy toward the preferred si side of the
diastereotopic 5,6 double bond of the nucleobase. As a result, in the pentanucleotide
context preference toward 5-methylcytidine over cytidine was almost lost, whereas
for 5-methyluridine it remained about eight times higher than for uridine.

Finally, labeling with osmium tetroxide-bipyridine was used in combination with
high-throughput sequencing on a total transfer RNA population of S. cerevisiae.
Bioinformatic analysis revealed a discrimination between 5-methylcytidine and cy-
tidine. On the contrary, 5-methyluridine containing sites remained undetectable
upon reaction with os-bipy. Nevertheless, results obtained from reaction of osmium
tetroxide and bipyridine with 5-methylpyrimidines are promising and provide an im-
portant basis for the development of appropriate labeling agents for a transcriptome-
wide detection of these modifications.
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Zusammenfassung

Im Bereich der therapeutischen Lebenswissenschaften nehmen Modifikationen
von Ribonukleinsäuren (RNS) eine entscheidende Rolle in der Regulierung der Gen-
expression ein, beeinflussbar durch eine Stressantwort, Immunreaktion oder andere
Umweltfaktoren. RNS-Modifikationen treten in Archaeen, in Bakterien und in Eu-
karyonten auf und erweitern somit deren Nukleotidrepertoire. Obwohl die Existenz
solcher Modifikationen schon seit etwa 70 Jahren bekannt ist, sind ihre vielfältigen
Funktionen bis heute nicht vollständig aufgeklärt. Dies kann durch die noch unzu-
reichende Sensitivität und Spezifizität der aktuell vorhandenen Detektionsmethoden
erklärt werden.

Die vorliegende Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit diversen Aspekten der Detekti-
on und Lokalisierung von natürlich vorkommenden RNS-Modifikationen. Zunächst
wurde ein Protokoll angepasst und optimiert, das zur Erfassung besonderer Ereig-
nisse bei der reversen Transkription (RT) von RNS zu komplementärer Deoxyribo-
nukleinsäure (DNS) Anwendung findet. Bei diesen Ereignisse handelt es sich vor-
nehmlich um RT-Abbrüche und den Fehleinbau von Deoxynukleotiden. Mithilfe des
Protokolls wurde das charakteristische Verhalten der RT bei natürlich vorkommen-
den RNS-Modifikationen analysiert und die auftretenden Erreignisse konnten für die
Entwicklung einer automatisierten Plattform zur Erkennung von Modifikationen ver-
wendet werden. Dabei wurde 1-Methyladenosin (m1A) als Modell ausgewählt und
sowohl in nativen, als auch in synthetisch hergestellten RNS-Molekülen untersucht.
Die Analyse ergab, dass das RT-Verhalten an m1A- Positionen in RNS sehr spezi-
fisch ist. Neben einem großen Anteil an RT-Abbrüchen konnten Nukleotid-spezifische
Fehlinkorporationen beobachtet werden. Darüber hinaus war die Fehlinkorporation
stark von dem 3’-benachbarten Nukleotid abhängig. Die Ergebnisse ermöglichten
eine Computer-gestützte Erkennung von neuen m1A-Positionen in verschiedenen
Organismen.

Weiterhin beschäftigt sich die vorgelegte Arbeit mit der Möglichkeit, unter Ver-
wendung von Osmiumtetroxid-Bipyridin die modifizierten Pyrimidinnukleoside 5-
Methyluridin (m5U) und 5-Methylcytidin (m5C) selektiv chemisch zu markieren
und durch anschließende Sequenzierung zu detektieren. Als Nukleosid reagierte m5U
etwa zehnfach schneller als sein unmodifiziertes Analogon und m5C etwa fünffach
schneller als Cytidin. In einem Pentanukleotid war diese Reaktivität jedoch deutlich
reduziert. Dieser Effekt beruht auf einer veränderten Diastereoselektivität, die auf
eine sterische Behinderung der bevorzugten si-Seite zurückzuführen ist.

Schließlich wurde die Markierung mit Osmiumtetroxid-Bipyridin an Transfer-
RNS von Hefe getestet. Durch Hochdurchsatz-Sequenzierung und nachfolgende bio-
informatische Analyse wurde eine Diskriminierung zwischen 5-Methylcytidin und
Cytidin beobachtet. Im Gegensatz dazu waren m5U-Positionen unter den gegebe-
nen Bedingungen nicht nachweisbar. Dennoch sind die Ergebnisse der Reaktion von
Osmiumtetroxid und Bipyridin mit 5-Methylpyrimidinen in RNS vielversprechend
und bilden die Grundlage für die Entwicklung geeigneter Markierungsreagenzien
zum transkriptomweiten Nachweis dieser Modifikationen.
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1 Introduction

The term nucleoside was first introduced by Levene and co-workers about a hundred years
ago to define sugar derivatives of purine bases isolated from yeast [1]. Later, this term was ex-
tended to denote compounds containing pyrimidine and other heterocyclic bases [2]. Four major
nucleosides: adenosine, guanosine, cytidine and uridine are building blocks of a complex family
of macromolecules - ribonucleic acid (RNA). Additionally, more than 150 chemically distinct
RNA modifications have been discovered to date [3]. Apart from the main RNA species involved
in the protein biosynthesis - transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and messenger
RNA (mRNA), existence of other seldom RNA species was recently reported [4]. Naturally,
questions on their functional role were raised. Additionally, as a result of technological devel-
opment, numerous RNA modifications were newly discovered in mRNA by high-throughput
sequencing methods. This led to the introduction of the term epitranscriptomics that describes
the existence, distribution and functional role of RNA modifications on the regulation of gene
expression [5].

Still, the methods developed and applied currently show certain discrepancies, a hint that
sensitivity and specificity of the latter are not very satisfying. Therefore, improved methods
for confident prediction and confirmation of such modified sites are still needed. This was the
reason for the investigations initiated by this dissertation.

In the following introductory chapters the term RNA, as well as its building blocks - nu-
cleosides - will be presented. Furthermore, certain chemical properties that provide a basis
for detection possibilities will be discussed. Of special interest is the chemical reagent osmium
tetroxide that was evaluated as a labeling agent during this work. The introduction concludes
with a description of the currently used methods of high-throughput possibilities for RNA
sequencing, as well as detection of several important naturally occurring RNA modifications.

1.1 RNA and RNA modifications

The extensive work of Crick and collaborators in the years between 1950 and 1970 has
greatly contributed to our understanding of the expression of proteins encoded in the genome.
The most important conclusion was drawn in Crick’s re-publication of the "Central Dogma of
Molecular Biology" [6]. There he stated that RNA is synthesized out of DNA and proteins
from RNA. And although certain interconversions are possible, such as synthesis of DNA and
RNA from RNA, generating DNA out of proteins was declared prohibited. We now know that
the picture drawn at that time was not complete. It was discovered that processes exist that
regulate the expression of proteins on a level, that is independent on the genetic code. First such
processes were discovered on the level of DNA dynamic alteration, such as DNA methylation
and histone acetylation [7]. This regulation, independent on the genetic information, was called
epigenetics (greek: επι - outside). In the recent years, development of very sensitive methods
allowed detection of numerous RNA modifications in mRNA and processes were postulated that
describe the regulation of expression on the RNA level. Thus the term epitranscriptomics was
introduced [5] (see figure 1).

1.1.1 Nomenclature of nucleosides

Nucleosides are building blocks of RNA. A nucleoside consists of a nucleobase attached to
the ribose typically via a N-glycosidic bond. There are two nucleosides carrying a purine-derived
base: adenosine and guanosine (see figure 2A). The other two nucleosides carry a pyrimidine-
derived base: cytidine and uridine (see figure 3A). Of note, in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

1



1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Role of modifications in DNA, RNA and proteins on the expression state of an organism.
RT - reverse transcription, RbP - RNA binding protein. Figure adapted from [5].

thymidine is present instead of uridine. If a nucleoside carries a phosphate group it is called
nucleotide.

Because nucleosides are involved in a wide range of interactions, a nomenclature has been
proposed by the base edges participating in such an interaction [10]. Base-pairing relying
on hydrogen bonding at the Watson-Crick Edge determines complementarity by the template-
directed DNA or RNA synthesis. Herein, adenosine base-pairs with uridine in RNA or thymidine
in the case of DNA via two hydrogen bonds, whereas guanosine builds three hydrogen bonds
with cytidine. So, unless otherwise stated in text, base-pairing refers to the Watson-Crick
base-pairing.

Apart from the four canonical ribonucleosides, numerous naturally occurring modifications
have been discovered in the last 70 years. Nomenclature and corresponding abbreviations are
based on the RNA modification database [11]. The current version of MODOMICS, an RNA
modification pathway database, includes 167 distinct modifications [3] and this list is probably
still not complete. According to the established nomenclature, modifications are denoted by the
chemical groups they present and the position of occurrence. For example, 5-methylcytidine
denotes a methylation at position 5 of the nucleobase of cytidine, whereas 2’-O-methyluridine
describes a methylation at the 2’-OH of the ribose. Apart from the unabbreviated name that
determines a given nucleoside or modification, also short names and single-symbol codes have
been introduced. In this case, A corresponds to adenosine, G to guanosine, C stands for
cytidine and U for uridine. Then, using the same examples as above, 5-methylcytidine is
abbreviated to m5C or as a single-symbol “?”, whereas 2-O’-methyluridine is represented by
Um or “J”, respectively. Thus, in case of base modifications, the modification and corresponding
position are denoted in front of the underlying nucleoside. In contrast, ribose methylations are
written after the letter denoting the base. For pseudouridine, the first described non-canonincal
nucleoside, a separate symbol was proposed - Ψ.

Most common modifications presented in RNA species are methylations at differing posi-
tions either at the nucleobase, or the 2’-O of the ribose. Depending on where such methylation

2



1.1 RNA and RNA modifications

Figure 2: A) Purine nucleosides adenosine and guanosine. Both are connected to the ribose via N-9 of
the nucleobase. B) Some examples of modified purine-nucleosides. Typical methylations occur either at
N-1 or N-6 of adenosine. Wybutosine, a modified guanosine is a typical modification found at position
37 of tRNAPhe of eucaryotic organisms [8]. Black arrows denote the atoms involved in hydrogen bonding
at the Watson-Crick Edge. Figure adapted from [9].

occurs, base-pairing properties can be affected (see figures 2 and 3). Numerous modifications
appear as a result of atom substitutions. For example, the isomers 2-thiouridine (s2U) and
4-thiouridine (s4U) are derived from uridine by substitution of oxygen at position 2 and 4,
respectively. Interestingly, both modifications do not exhibit changed base-pairing properties.
Pseudouridine is a unique RNA modification also derived from uridine. In contrast to all other
RNA building blocks, pseudouridine (Ψ) possesses a rather unusual C–C glycosidic bond. Be-
cause of the stability of this bond, Ψ does not yield the nucleobase uracil upon hydrolysis. As
a result its identification in the early 1960s was more difficult [12]. The most complex modifi-
cations, however, occur relatively seldom and are more conserved at the anti-codon stemloop
of tRNA (for example see wybutosine at figure 2). More information on the functions of RNA
modifications is given in the next subsection.

1.1.2 Functions of RNA modifications

As already mentioned in the beginning of this section, numerous processes determine the
protein expression state of an organism. In the protein biosynthesis, RNA plays an inevitable
role. A population of RNA species, messenger RNA (mRNA) is transcribed from DNA and
further translated to proteins. Therefore, mRNA is also called coding RNA. In contrast, types
of RNA that play rather functional and regulatory role are called non-coding RNA. Non-coding
RNA (ncRNA) are for example the highly abundant transfer RNA (tRNA) and ribosomal RNA

3



1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 3: A) Pyrimidine nucleosides cytidine and uridine. Both are connected to the ribose via N-1 of
the nucleobase. B) Some examples of modified pyridine-nucleosides. Typical methylations occur either
at the nucleobase, for example 5-methylcytidine or 3-methylcytidine, or at the 2’-O of the ribose, e.g.
2’-O-methylcytidine. More complex modifications include exchange of atoms, such as 4-thiouridine. A
special case presents pseudouridine (Ψ) that exhibits an unusual C–C glycosidic bond. Ψ can be further
modified to, e.g. m1acp3Ψ, a modification found in ribosomal RNA. Black arrows denote the atoms
involved in hydrogen bonding at the Watson-Crick Edge. Figure adapted from [9].

(rRNA). Both species play a direct role in the protein synthesis. Transfer RNA delivers the
amino acids and rRNA together with other proteins build the ribosome where actual protein
synthesis takes place. Further examples of ncRNA that are involved in post-transcriptional mod-
ification processes include snRNA (small nuclear RNA) and snoRNA (small nucleolar RNA).
Others, with mainly regulatory role, are siRNA (small interfering RNA), miRNA (micro RNA),
lncRNA (long non-coding RNA) and eRNA (enhancer RNA).

Please refer to subsections 1.3 and 1.5 for methods applied for modification detection.

Modifications in tRNA
The vast majority of all discovered naturally occuring RNA modifications were found in

transfer RNA (tRNA) [3]. Not only is this RNA species probably the best described until now,
but tRNA also contains numerous highly complex modifications. Certain tRNA base modifica-

4



1.1 RNA and RNA modifications

tions are important for stabilization of the tertiary, L-shaped structure and thus aminoacylation
rate and accuracy are influenced [13]. A conformational change occurs, for instance, upon N-1
methylation of adenosine at conserved position 58 in eucaryotic tRNA [14]. Lack of this mod-
ification in initiator tRNAMet leads to polyadenylation followed by degradation of this tRNA
in the nuclear exosome [15]. Other base modifications play a role in a targeted tRNA cleavage
[16]. Schaefer et al. demonstrated that 5-methylcytidine, produced by methylation enzyme
DNMT2, reduces the tRNA cleavage that is otherwise induced by stress [17]. Modifications in
the anticodon stemloop participate in mRNA and rRNA interactions and therefore the fidelity
of translation is influenced [18]. Especially, the wobble position 34 and position 37, that is ad-
jacent to the anticodon loop, are modified to stabilize the specific codon-anticodon interactions.
Loss of this stabilization leads to severe diseases [19, 20]. It is a widespread hypothesis that
the wobble position 34 increases the capability of tRNA to decode multiple synonymous mRNA
codons [21].

Mitochondria are organelles with a semi-autonomic genome in eukaryotic cells [22]. The
mitochondrial genome in mammalian mitochondria encodes for 13 proteins of the oxidative
phoshorylation system, two rRNA and all 22 tRNAs required for mitochondrial protein biosyn-
thesis. The tRNAs (mt tRNA) are, in contrast to cytosolic tRNAs, less modified, contain,
however, several unique post-transcriptional modifications [23]. The modifications at the anti-
codon stemloop are crucial for the correct deciphering of all 60-sense codons. For example,
5-formylcytidine was discovered at the wobble position 34 of mt tRNAMet isolated from bovine
liver [24]. It was demonstrated that its existence is required for the recognition of the non-
universal AUA codon. Others highly-conserved modifications, such as pseudouridine and 5-
methyluridine are responsible for the correct formation and stabilization of functional mt tRNA
[25]. Interestingly, Helm et al. showed that the existence of N-1-methyladenosine (m1A) at po-
sition 9 of human mitochondrial tRNALys is necessary and sufficient for the correct folding by
hindering the base-pariring between A9 and U64 [26]. An extensive review focusing on tRNA
modifications that are important in the regulation of gene expression was recently published by
Duechler and collaborators [22].

Modifications in rRNA
During the biogenesis of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) numerous modifications are introduced.

The most abundant modifications include isomerisation of uridine to pseudouridine, methylation
at the 2’-O of the ribose, and various methylations at the nucleobases [27]. Interestingly, it has
been discovered that many uridine-to-pseudouridine conversions and ribose methylations in
archeen and eukaryots are guided by complementary short RNAs - snoRNA [28]. In contrast,
bacterial rRNA contain only a few 2’-O-methylations and pseudouridines, which are synthesized
by specific enzymes. These modifications occur predominantly at functionally essential regions
of rRNA and are therefore expected to contribute to the correct functioning of the ribosome. It
has been reported that lack of ribosomal pseudouridines in ribosomal RNA of Escherichia coli
leads to inhibited cell growth [29]. In contrast, base modifications occur less frequently [30].
Most common base modifications include methylations at positions 1, 6 and 7 of purines and 1,
3 and 5 of pyrimidines. Certain methylations occurring at the Watson-Crick Edge such as N-1-
methyladenosine and N-3-methyluridine interrupt the base-pairing properties of the underlying
nucleoside. On the other hand, 5-methylcytidine increases the lipophilic surface of the base,
thus promoting base stacking. These properties contribute to the correct folding and structure
formation of ribosomal RNA and therefore their proper functions [31].

5



1 INTRODUCTION

Modifications in mRNA
It is well-known that eucaryoric cells underly complex mRNA post-transcriptional process-

ing. Capping of the 5’ end of mRNA is essential for protection of mRNA from exonucleases,
regulation of nuclear export and promotion of translation [32]. The cap consists of an N-7-
methylguanosine linked to the mRNA through a 5’-5’ triphosphate bond (see figure 4). Fur-
thermore, it was described, that certain organisms possess additionally a 2’-O-methylation on
the first nucleoside (called cap1) or at the first two nucleosides (cap2) [33]. Very recently it was
demonstrated that 2’O-methylation of the cap of RNA coming from Dengue virus is important
for the evasion of the virus from host immune response [34].

Figure 4: Structure of the 5’-cap of eucaryotic organisms and some viruses. Structure adapted from
[33].

In the cytoplasm, stability of mRNA is regulated by the length of polyA tail and by
RNA interference processes [35]. The first internal modification found in mRNA was N-6-
methyladenosine (m6A) [36]. This modification was abundant enough for detection in bulk
messenger RNA. Development in next-generation sequencing, in combination with antibodies,
allowed the mapping of m6A on a transcriptome-wide basis [37]. Later, improvements of the
method led to detection on a single nucleoside resolution [38]. It is known that methylation-
specific enzymes called writers (e.g. METTL3, MEETTL14, WTAP) are responsible for the
selective methylation at position N-6 of adenosine, and eraser enzymes (FTO) are responsible
for corresponding demethylation [39]. In their study, Zhou and co-workers demonstrated, that
dynamic methylation in the 5’-untranslated region (5’-UTR) is necessary and sufficient to ini-
tiate a cap-independent translation [39]. Another effect attributed to m6A is the association
with binding protein YTHDF2 that promotes co-localization with decay factors [40].

Pseudouridine (Ψ) is another modification discovered in eucaryotic mRNA by high-throughput
sequencing [41, 42, 43]. Although a much less abundant modification, it was demonstrated that
numerous Ψ-synthases are responsible for its synthesis that are also active on tRNA and rRNA.
Pseudouridine is thought to be an irreversible modification, therefore the observed dynamics
are attributed to production or degradation of pseudouridinylated transcripts [44].

Even less is known about the function of 5-methylcytidine (m5C) in mRNA [45]. Reported
enrichment in the untranslated regions of mRNA in Homo sapiens suggests its role in translation
regulation [46].

The most recently discovered mRNA modification is N-1-methyladenosine (m1A) [47, 48].
It is predominantly found in structured 5’-UTR and in the proximity of canonical and alterna-
tive translation initiation sites. Interestingly, a connection between the existence of m1A and
elevated translation rates was described [47].

6
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1.2 Osmium tetroxide and its applications in nucleic acids analysis

1.2.1 Chemistry of osmium tetroxide

First indications that osmium tetroxide (OsO4) is reduced by unsaturated species came from
Hofmann and co-workers in the early 1912-1913s [49, 50]. In their studies, the authors demon-
strated that in presence of sodium- or potassium chlorate osmium tetroxide can be catalytically
used for the hydroxylation of alkenes. About 30 years later, Criegee and colleagues showed
that in stoichiometric amounts OsO4 itself can be used as an effective cis-hydroxylation agent
without secondary oxidants [51, 52]. The corresponding proposed mechanism is shown in figure
5A. It has been assumed that the oxidation by osmium tetroxide is initiated by a direct oxygen
attack at the unsaturated center. A 6π-electron transition state would then lead then to the
cis-addition of OsO4 to the alkene.

An alternative mechanism, shown in figure 5B, was proposed by Sharpless and collabora-
tors in 1977 [53]. They suggested that although weak nucleophile, the π-electrons of the double
bond C––C attack the more electropositive osmium center. This hypothesis is supported by
the finding that both C––N and C––O are unreactive toward OsO4. The organometallic in-
termediate rearranges in a rate determining step to the five-membered cyclic ester complex.
Important observations were made that electron-withdrawing groups on the alkene reduced
reactivity toward osmium tetroxide [54]. In contrast, the same substituents led to increased
bis-hydroxylation when MnO4

– was used instead, indicating that the two reactions proceed via
different mechanisms.

Figure 5: Proposed mechanisms for cis-addition of osmium tetroxide to an alkene. A) One-step reaction
where a direct attack of oxygen toward unsaturated center leads to a six-electron transition state. B)
Proposition from Sharpless and co-workers [53] that an organometallic intermediate is formed upon nucle-
ophilic attack of the alkene toward the osmium center. In a rate-determining second step, rearrangement
leads to the cis product. Reaction scheme adapted from [55].

The intermediate product, built according to reaction pathway 5B, may explain the drastic
increase of formation of osmium (VI) complexes upon addition of aromatic nitrogen donors
such as pyridine (see figure 6) [53]. In this case, an electron donation from the nitrogen would
induce an osmium-carbon bond cleavage. Several studies on the bis-hydroxylation of thymidine
have shown that the reaction is several orders faster in presence of pyridine than with osmium
tetroxide alone [56, 57, 58].

1.2.2 Applications in nucleic acids

As already mentioned, several studies concentrated on the applicability of osmium tetroxide
in DNA studies. First Beer and co-workers [59, 60], later Behrman et al. [56, 57, 61] showed the
preferred reaction of OsO4 with thymidine over deoxycytidine, and the negligible reaction with
purine deoxynucleosides in the presence of tertiary amines. Moreover, it was demonstrated that
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Figure 6: Proposed mechanism for increased reaction rate upon addition of an aromatic nitrogen donor.
Electron donation from pyridine to osmium atom would induce osmium-carbon bond cleavage, leading
to a formation of intermediate complex. Addition of a second ligand would lead to the final complex.
Reaction scheme adapted from [55].

the reaction of osmium tetroxide together with the bidentate chelating agent 2,2’-bipyridine
leads to very stable pyrimidine-nucleoside-osmium-bipyridine complexes [56].

Palecek and collaborators used osmium tetroxide alone [62], later in addition of ligands
[63, 64], to probe DNA structures. Probing of DNA relies in this case on the fact that OsO4
selectively reacts with pyrimidine deoxynucleosides not directly involved in base-pairing. Based
on their results, Kanavarioti and co-workers investigated the kinetics of complex formation for
thymidine and cytidine using capillary electrophoresis [65]. Taking advantage of their analyt-
ical device, they also showed the existence of an intermediate complex OsO4 –bipy (see figure
7). Using optimized conditions that labeled either only thymidines or both, thymidines and
cytidines, they developed a Nanopore-based sequencing method for DNA [66, 67, 68].

Figure 7: A) Reaction of osmium tetroxide with 2,2’-bipyridine forming an intermediate complex
OsO4 –bipy. B) Reaction of complex OsO4 –bipy with thymidine-5’-phosphate and formation of corre-
sponding thymidine-os-bipy-complex. Reaction scheme adapted from [65].

While Os(VIII) in OsO4 adds selectively to unsaturated C––C bonds and does not react
with vicinal diols, Os(VI) as in K2OsO4 adds to vicinal diols. This reactivity was already
proposed by Behrman et al. [56] and was successfully exploited by Wrobel and collaborators
in combination with another nitrogen donor - tetramethylethylendiamine (TEMED) - to label
the vicinal 2’,3’-diol of ribose nucleosides (see figure 8). Osmium is a suitable label because of
its high ionization efficiency, and low detection limit (in the order of 100 pg L−1). Therefore,
osmium (VI) adducts lead to an increase in detection upon Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP)
mass spectrometry [69].
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Figure 8: Labeling vicinal 2’,3’-diol of 5-methylcytidine with Os(VI) and tetramethylethylenediamine
(TEMED). Reaction scheme adapted from [69].

1.2.3 Labeling of 5-methyl deoxycytidine

In contrast to the already established routine of adding OsO4 and bipy together, Okamoto
and collaborators presented an in situ generation of OsO4 by oxidation of potassium osmate(VI)
with potassium hexacyanoferrate(III) [70, 71, 72]. Based on the findings by Burton et al. [73],
the group of Okamoto demonstrated that 5-methylcytidines can be discriminated against cy-
tidines in DNA [70] upon reaction with OsO4 –bipy. Their work included a detailed investigation
of the formed product 5-methyl-2’-deoxycytidine glycol-dioxoosmium-bipyridine complex. Nat-
urally, the existence of a spacially demanding deoxyribose in direct proximity to the reactive 5,6
double bond of the nucleobase induces a diastereomeric preference. Umemoto and co-workers
determined the stereochemical configuration of the preferred diastereomer as 5S,6S [71]. In-
terestingly, the same preference was found in an independent experiment on bis-hydroxylation
of thymidine by osmium tetroxide alone. Among the four products (two cis and two trans),
cis 5R1,6S was by far the most preferred one, and the absolute structure was determined by
2-dimensional 1H-NMR analysis [74].

1.3 Determination of RNA modifications

Before first reports on the existence of modified nucleosides in both DNA and RNA appeared,
appropriate detection methods had to be established. First mention of such possibilities ap-
peared in 1949 by Markham and Smith [75]. Their method was based on 1- and 2-dimensional
paper chromatography and was able to separate numerous nucleobases as well as purine- and
pyrimidine-ribonucleosides on a microgram scale.

Initial assumptions that a fifth nucleoside in RNA exists, later called pseudouridine, came
from Davis and Allen in 1957 [76]. Three years later, Cohn proved the identity of this modifica-
tion by chromatographic, spectrophotometric and NMR analysis and showed its unusual C–C
glycosidic bond [12].

Ribothymidine, also known as 5-methyluridine, was discovered in RNA by Littlefield and
Dunn in 1958 [77].

In 1959 Smith and Dunn discovered 2’-O-methylation in numerous ribonucleosides [78].
Their finding was based on the stability upon alkaline hydrolysis of dinucleoside phosphates
carrying a 2’-O-methyl group. This important discovery is the basis for a very recent study on
ribosomal 2’-O-methylation based on deep sequencing [79, 80] (Please refer to subsection 1.5.6
for application of these findings).

15R in thymidine has the same configuration as 5S in 5-methylcytidine because of the higher priority of oxygen
at position 4 in thymidine as compared to nitrogen in 5-methylcytidine.
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1.3.1 HPLC-MS methods

In the 1980s first publications came out showing that rapidly developing HPLC techniques
are suitable for qualification and quantification of nucleosides [81]. In this case, the separation is
performed on a reverse-phase C18-column and aqueous-organic eluents containing low amounts
of buffer. The detection relied on the UV absorption properties of nucleosides, especially the
aromaticity of the nucleobase. Later, improvements in mass spectrometry methods allowed
coupling of both analytical devices [82]. Edmonds et al. showed that upon enzymatic digestion
of tRNA to nucleosides, 0.1-10 ng were detectable with a signal-to-noise ratio higher than 10
using selected ion monitoring (SIM) [82]. Especially, high resolution mass detection allowed for
further development of nucleoside-quantification techniques by addition of stable isotope-labeled
internal standards [83].

A major drawback of this nucleoside detection technique is the complete loss of sequence
information due to the digestion of RNA macromolecules, first to nucleotides and then to nu-
cleosides. A possibility to circumvent this disadvantage is the direct LC-MS of oligonucleotides
developed by Kowalak and co-workers [84]. Usage of RNase T1 leads to specific hydrolysis
of RNA of interest. Upon comparison with unmodified RNA as well as specific mass shifts,
corresponding modifications can be uniquely determined. This method was further optimized
by the group of Limbach by expanding the pool of applicable endonucleases and thus creating
co-called signature digestion products for each RNA of interest [85]. Nevertheless, although it
is possible to quantitatively detect pseudouridine in RNA as demonstrated by Addepalli and
co-workers [86], a drawback of this technique remains the high amount of analyte needed. This
makes the approach applicable predominantly for high abundant RNA species such as rRNA
and tRNA.

1.3.2 Sequencing-based methods

Sequencing by synthesis
In 1977 Sanger and coworkers presented the “the dideoxy method”, a technique based on

the enzymatic activity of a DNA polymerase [87]2. The principle mechanism of the enzymatic
elongation of a complementary DNA is shown in Appendix figure A.1. The 3’-OH of the
primer attacks the electrophilic α-phosphate of the next complementary deoxynucleoside 5’-
triphosphate (dNTP). An internucleotide linkage is formed upon release of a pyrophoshate
and the next elongation step can take place. Therefore, if instead of the natural dNTP, a
2’,3’-dideoxyribonucleoside 5’-triphosphate (ddNTP) is incorporated, the next elongation step
is blocked and the DNA synthesis is interrupted. The method proposed by Sanger relies on the
statistical termination of DNA synthesis at one of the four nucleotides. Originally, four reaction
mixtures were prepared each containing one of the ddNTPs and a radioactively labeled [α-
32P]dATP. Then, for instance regarding the reaction mixture containing ddCTP, the synthesis
is terminated whenever this dideoxynucleotide is incorporated. Loading the reaction mixture
on a denaturing PAGE, all oligonucleotides terminating with cytidine can be separated and
visualized by autoradiography (see figure 9A). The other three mixtures terminate at adenosine,
guanosine and thymidine correspondingly. The four reactions are loaded on a denaturing PAGE
and upon autoradiography, the complementary sequence can be directly read (see figure 9).

Further improvements of this technique include the fluorescent labeling of the sequencing
primer as demonstrated by Smith et al. in 1985 (see figure 9B) [89]. One year later, the same
group extended their initial idea on fluorescent labeling. Instead of using a single fluorophore

2This method is an improvement of the original method called “plus and minus method” developed by Sanger
et al. in 1975 [88]. More on this method can be read in Appendix section 8.1.
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and separating the four reactions, the authors used a differently labeled primer for each ddNTP
reaction mixture. Afterwards, the four reaction mixtures were combined and analyzed in a single
PAGE tube (see figure 9C). Moreover, a detector was installed at the end of the gel and eluting
DNA fragments could be continuously monitored. Due to the different dyes used, each fragment
could then be uniquely determined. And since the detector was connected to a computer, the
data could be stored and analyzed [90]. This was the first important step toward automation of
the sequencing procedure. Of note, using a reverse transcriptase instead of a DNA polymerase
allowed the direct RNA sequencing by the same approach as was demonstrated by Hamlyn et
al. [91].

Figure 9: Sanger sequencing using chain terminating inhibitors. DNA synthesis is statistically inter-
rupted by one of the four ddNTPs. Upon electrophoretic analysis the complementary sequence can be di-
rectly determined. A) In four reaction sets, one of the four ddNTPs is added together with [α-32P]dATP.
After completion of the reaction, each set is separated on a PAGE and detected upon autoradiography.
B) Instead of radioactivity, a 5’-end fluorescently labeled primer is used. Fluorescent detection reveals
the complementary sequence. C) Each of the four reaction sets uses a primer with a different fluorescent
dye. This allows mixing the four sets after completion of reaction and loading on a single PAGE tube.
A detector coupled to a computer allows the automation of DNA sequencing. Figure adapted from [92,
p. 255] and [90].
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Sequencing by chain scission
In 1977, Maxam and Gilbert presented yet another method for direct DNA sequencing [93].

It relies on purification of the DNA of interest, followed by a base-specific degradation and
detection on a denaturing PAGE. Based on this technique, an analogous chemical method for
sequencing of RNA was presented [94]. Four different reaction conditions were adapted for the
more labile RNA chain:

• Guanosine reaction: N-7 of guanosine is preferentially alkylated by dimethyl sulfate
(DMS), followed by borohydride reduction (see figure 10).

• Adenosine > guanosine reaction: under aqueous conditions reaction of diethyl pyrocar-
bonate leads to carboxyethylation of N-7 of both adenosine and guanosine (See Appendix
figure A.2).

• Uridine reaction: unprotonated hydrazine reacts via a nucleophilic addition to the 5,6
double bond of uridine.

• Cytidine > uridine reaction: presence of 3 M sodium chloride in anhydrous hydrazine
leads to a preferred reaction toward the 5,6 double bond of cytidine (see Appendix figure
A.3).

Figure 10: Under mild conditions DMS reacts predominantly with the N-7 of guanosine. Since the
methylated product is stable at neutral pH, the following reduction with NaBH4 leads to a site-specific
removal of the nucleobase. Reaction adapted from [92, p. 270].

After each of these specific reactions, a chain cleavage at the modified site is performed by
reaction with aniline, buffered at its pKa of 4.6 with acetic acid (see figure 11).
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Figure 11: Aniline-assisted chain scission at abasic sites. When a nucleobase is removed, an attack
of aniline at the aldehyde group of ribose is eased. Resulting Schiff’s base speeds up the following
β-elimination, leading to site-specific scission of the RNA chain. Reaction adapted from [92, p. 269].

Chemical labeling of nucleic acids
Especially the techniques developed for sequencing by synthesis, in combination with nucleo-

side-specific reactions, led to the development of methods for detection of RNA modifications
based on a reverse transcription step [95]. It was demonstrated that modifications impairing
the base-pairing properties of the underlying nucleoside have a hindering impact on a reverse
transcriptase. This effect was observed for N-1-methyladenosine in eucaryotic tRNA at position
58 [96, 97], as well as for N-2-methylguanosine in 16S rRNA of E. coli [98]. Thus, one of the
possibilities for detection of modifications, that do not interfere with the base-pairing properties
of the corresponding nucleoside is to use a specific chemical, that upon reaction is expected to
cause a reverse transcriptase to alter its behavior. For applications of this approach please refer
to subsection 1.5, especially the detection of inosine (see 1.5.1) and pseudouridine (see 1.5.2).

1.4 High-throughput sequencing of RNA and DNA

Developments in RNA sequencing technologies in the last 5 to 10 years have greatly con-
tributed to newly discovered RNA-associated processes. Numerous RNA species were charac-
terized and their functions are already beginning to unveil [99]. Concerning RNA sequencing,
high-throughput methods still require a reverse transcription step followed by sequencing of
produced cDNA. Therefore, unless otherwise stated, the next few subsections describe high-
throughput methods for DNA sequencing.

1.4.1 IlluminaR© sequencing technology

First mention of the Illumina R© sequencing principle appeared in 2008 [100]. In this method
DNA containing specific primers are hybridized to a flow cell. By means of polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), clonal amplification is performed by so-called cluster-generation. DNA in each
cluster is then denatured so that hybridized strands are removed leaving only those covalently
bound to the flow cell. After addition of a universal primer, DNA is sequenced by repeated
cycles of polymerase-based single nucleotide extension steps (see figure 12).

For this, a set of four reversible terminators, 3’-O-azidomethyl 2’-deoxynucleoside triphos-
phates each labeled with a different removable fluorophore, is used. Because the nucleotides
are modified at their 3’-OH, they are added simultaneously, without risking sequential incor-
poration. After each cycle, the identity of each incorporated nucleotide is determined by laser-
induced excitation of the corresponding fluorophore and imaging. Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
is added prior to each following cycle to regenerate the 3’-OH and remove the fluorescent dye
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Figure 12: Illumina R©-based DNA library preparation and sequencing on the flow cell. A) Fragmented
DNA is tagged with Y-formed dsDNA adapters compatible with the Illumina R© sequencing technology
followed by a PCR amplification step. B) Denatured ssDNA is hybridized on the flow cell and upon
bridge amplification step clusters are formed. Prior to actual sequencing each hybridized DNA is removed,
sequencing adapter is added and sequencing is initiated. Figure adapted from [100].

Figure 13: Structure of the reversible terminator 3’-O-azidomethyl 2’-deoxythymidine triphosphate
labeled with a removable fluorophore (Fluor). After incorporation into DNA, tris(2-carboxyethyl)-
phosphine is added. A Staudinger reaction [101] leads to regeneration of the 3’-OH and removal of
the fluorophore. Reaction scheme adapted from [100].
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(see figure 13). The reaction follows a Staudinger mechanism, where the azide is reduced to an
amine, which upon hydrolysis releases an alkohol, amine and an aldehyde [101].

1.4.2 454-Pyrosequencing

454-sequencing, developed in 2005 by 454 Life Sciences (later bought by Roche Diagnostics)
[102], is based on a method presented first by Ronaghi et al. in 1996 [103]. The principle of
pyrosequencing exploits the release of a pyrophosphate upon incorporation of a deoxynucleoside-
phosphate into a growing DNA chain (see figure 14). DNA, hybridized to a sequencing primer, is
incubated with a mixture of DNA polymerase, ATP sulfurylase, firefly luciferase and an apyrase
(a dNTP-degrading enzyme) [104]. Next, a repetitive cycle of deoxynucleoside-triphosphate
additions is performed. A dNTP will only be incorporated into a growing DNA chain, if it
is complementary to the template nucleotide. This process is associated with a equimolar
release of a pyrophosphate. Released pyrophosphate is converted to ATP by ATP sulfurylase,
which in turn is detected by the luciferase. Light produced by this enzyme can be detected
by either a luminometer or a CCD (charge coupled device) camera. Unused deoxynucleotide-
triphosphates, as well as produced ATP, are degraded and the cycle is repeated by offering the
next deoxynucleoside triphosphate.

High-throughput of this method is accomplished by parallel capturing of single DNA frag-
ments bound to beads in emulsion droplets where a initial PCR ensures a clonal amplification.
Next, beads are separated and moved into wells of fibre optic slide, where parallel sequencing
takes place [102].

Figure 14: Principle of 454-Pyrosequencing and ion torrent sequencing. Upon incorporation of the
correct nucleotide to the DNA, both pyrophosphate and a proton are released. 454-Pyrosequencing
detection is based on a coupled luciferase reaction, where pyrophosphate is first used for synthesis of
ATP. Ion torrent directly detects pH changes upon release of hydrogen protons.

1.4.3 Ion torrent sequencing

Ion torrent sequencing was developed in 2010 by Ion Torrent Systems Inc. [105] and is based
on ion detection. The principle is related to the pyrosequencing method. Upon incorporation
of correct dNTP into a growing DNA chain, a proton is released that changes the pH in the
solution (see figure 14). This change is then detected by an ion sensor.
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1.4.4 SOLiDTM sequencing technology

In contrast to the methods presented above, SOLiDTM sequencing technology uses a ligation
approach to determine the sequence of a DNA. In this case, after clonal amplification each
DNA template is ligated to a universal adapter sequence. A primer is then hybridized to the
adapter and a set of 16 eight-mer fluorescently labeled probes compete for ligation to the primer.
Specificity is determined by complementarity of the 1st and 2nd base to the template DNA in
each ligation reaction. Multiple cycles of ligation, detection and cleavage of a tri-mer containing
the fluorophore take place, after which the extension product is removed and a new primer of
length n − 1 is hybridized for a second round of ligation cycles. Five rounds of primer reset
are completed. Through this process, each base is interrogated in two independent ligation
reactions by two different primers. First application of this sequencing technology was used
by Valouev and colleagues in creating a high-resolution nucleosome position map of C. elegans
in [106]. In 2012 Squires and collaborators applied the method in combination with bisulfite
treatment for transcriptome-wide detection of 5-methylcytidine in H. sapiens [46].

1.4.5 Single molecule sequencing

The methods presented in the above subsections all depend on an amplification step prior
to sequencing. This step is necessary due to the nature of detection, which requires multiple
substrates in order to generate a sufficiently strong signal that is detectable by the corresponding
system. Such amplification steps bear some disadvantages, such as bias during a PCR step.
Therefore, alternative methods were and are still under development that would allow a single
molecule sequence determination.

PacBio sequencing
One example is PacBio sequencing developed by Pacific BioSciences [107]. The principle,

related to Illumina R©, relies on a polymerase immobilized at the bottom of a zero-mode wave-
guide unit that provides the smallest possible volume for light detection. DNA, tagged with
hairpin adapters, is replicated by the polymerase using fluorescently labeled nucleotides. While
a nucleotide is being incorporated by the polymerase, a distinct fluorescent signal is recorded.
An important advantage of this sequencing technology is the produced read length. The current
version of PacBio can generate over 10 kb long reads [107]. Based on the same principle, a direct
determination of RNA sequences upon reverse transcription monitoring was published by Vilfan
and collaborators [108]. The authors claim that by using PacBio not only the sequence can be
determined but also that, based on the different timespan a polymerase needs for incorporation
of complementary dNTP, one can distinguish between canonical and modified nucleosides.

Nanopore-based sequencing
Nanopore-based sequencers, also called fourth-generation DNA sequencing technologies, of-

fer another possibility for single molecule sequencing. In contrast to the PacBio sequencer,
nanopore technologies allow detection without labeling, and at lower costs [109]. The principle
of detection is based on ion channels. Nanometer-sized pores are either embedded in a biological
membrane or formed in a solid-state film. In either case, two reservoirs containing conductive
electrolytes are connected by the pore. Electrodes are emersed in each compartment. When
voltage is applied, electrolytes are moved through the nanopore, thus creating current signal.
When an analyte, in this case negatively charged DNA, blocks the pore the current signal is
interrupted. The physicochemical properties of the target molecules determine the amplitude
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and duration of transient current blockages between translocation events. Apart from the es-
tablished DNA sequencing applications [110, 111, 112], Oxford Nanopore Technologies reported
recently that their Nanopore technology is capable of direct RNA sequencing [113].

1.4.6 RNA sequencing using IlluminaR© sequencing technology

Among the above presented current high-throughput sequencing methods, Illumina R© tech-
nology is the most widely used one. Therefore, in this subsection library preparation options
are presented that allow Illumina R©-RNA sequencing.

A prerequisite for the usage of Illumina R© sequencing technology is the conversion of RNA
to a dsDNA molecule. For this step the ability of a reverse transcriptase to synthesize com-
plementary DNA out of template RNA is used. Additionally, due to the limited length that
can be sequenced, a fragmentation of longer RNA (rRNA, mRNA, lncRNA) prior to reverse
transcription is performed. Reverse transcriptases, as already mentioned, need a template and a
primer on which an elongation at the free 3’-OH end can take place. Therefore, two approaches
are currently used:

• An adapter is ligated to the free 3’-OH of RNA (see figure 15AB). Typically, the adapter
contains information for subsequent Illumina R© sequencing.

• Random priming is performed (see figure 15C). In this case, a primer is used that con-
tains the information for a subsequent Illumina R© sequencing. Additionally the first six
nucleotides at the 3’ end are random, so that hybridization can take place at random
positions of the RNA chain. Of note, in this case G-C rich regions are expected to be
preferably reverse transcribed due to the stronger hybridization between guanosines and
cytidines.

Furthermore, depending on whether the second adapter is added at RNA level (see figure 15A)
or after cDNA synthesis (see figure 15B) either only full-length products are sequenced or also
abortive cDNA are captured and sequenced.

At the level of cDNA there are currently two main approaches for introducing the second
adapter:

• A ligation step adds the adapter to the free 3’-OH of cDNA.

• After RNA is removed, a new template containing six random nucleotides with the last
one blocked at its 3’ end is hybridized to the 3’ end of cDNA which is then elongated
complementary to the template sequence.

A different approach, including a circularization step of synthesized cDNA, was described
by Ingolia and co-workers [114]. According to their protocol, upon RNA ligation of an adapter at
the free 3’-OH, a reverse transcription step is performed. This includes using a 5’-phosphorylated
primer that additionally contains information for the second Illumina R©-specific sequence. Using
an enzyme called CircLigase, newly synthesized cDNA is circularized and finally PCR amplified
using Illumina R©- specific primers. An important optimization of this protocol includes several
random nucleotides at the 5’ end of RNA adapter as described by Lecanda et al. [115]. The
authors show in their study that this random sequence minimizes a bias, that is otherwise
introduced by sequence-specific ligation.

Hrdlickova et al. have recently published an extensive review on the currently used library
preparation protocols for RNA sequencing [116]. Additionally, in 2014 Illumina R© issued an
extensive overview of the applications achieved by high-throughput sequencing of RNA using
their technology [117].
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Figure 15: Library preparation strategies for conversion of RNA to dsDNA. A) Both 3’ and 5’ adapters
are added to an RNA molecule. Following an RT step, a PCR amplification step is performed using both
full-length Illumina R© primers p5 and p7. B) One adapter is ligated to the 3’ end of RNA. Following
a reverse transcription step, a second adapter is added to the 3’ end of the newly synthesized cDNA.
Finally, a PCR with p5 and p7 primers delivers the dsDNA ready for sequencing. C) Instead of RNA
ligation, direct reverse transcription using random primers delivers cDNA. Next, sequence information
is added to the 3’ end of cDNA either by template elongation or by ligation. D) A different approach
offers the CircLigase protocol. Here, a longer RT primer contains the information for both Illumina R©

sequences. After cDNA synthesis, a circularization is performed using the pre-phosphorylated 5’ end of
RT primer and the free 3’-OH of newly synthesized cDNA. Finally, PCR delivers the dsDNA molecule.

1.5 Transcriptome-wide detection of RNA modifications

First hints that high-throughput sequencing data of RNA contains information for modified
nucleosides came from the work of Iida and co-workers [118]. Using the 454-pyrosequencing
technology and allowing one mismatch in the produced reads, the researchers found that reads
mapping to tRNA of Arabidopsis thaliana contained nucleotide-misincorporation sites frequently
located at the T arm (U or G instead of correct A), upstream of the D arm (A, U, or C instead
of correct G), and downstream of the D arm (U instead of G). It was shown that these misin-
corporations originate from the underlying modifications: m1A, m2G and m2

2G, respectively.
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Similar results were published by Ebhardt et al. [119] who analyzed data sets for tRNA and
miRNA originating from A. thaliana and O. sativa. A high mismatch composition in tRNAPro

and tRNAVal was related to the conserved modification N-1-methylguanosine in eucaryotic or-
ganisms. Also, position 58 of tRNAGlu was strongly mismatched which could be linked to the
existence of yet another highly conserved modification in eucaryots N-1-methyladenosine. Addi-
tionally, in the same study numerous editing sites as a result of C-to-U and A-to-I deaminations
were discovered in microRNA originating from A. thaliana. Findeiss and collaborators [120] in-
vestigated a small RNA sequencing set originating from two further organisms: Homo sapiens
and Rhesus macaque, but did not focus much on the mismatch incorporations. Instead, they
showed a long known effect from primer extension experiments that RNA modifications impair-
ing a reverse transcriptase lead to truncated cDNA. They observed a nearly 7-fold enrichment
of read-starts on tRNA position 59, compared to the modified position 58, that corresponded
to reverse transcription products terminating there.

In this case, it is important to know the type of library preparation prior to sequencing.
While all preparations for RNA sequencing include the conversion of RNA to cDNA via a
reverse transcriptase, depending on the order of introduction of needed adapters one may either
capture only full-length cDNAs or also abortive products (for more details on this, please refer
to subsection 1.4.6).

The first systematic approach to classify and annotate modified nucleotides in RNA based on
high-throughput sequencing (HAMR method) was done by Ryvkin et al. [121]. It is important
to mention that their analysis is based on misincorporation statistics alone. The library prepa-
ration they used included ligation of both 3’- and 5’-Illumina R© adapters to RNA molecules,
followed by a cDNA conversion and PCR. Therefore, only full-length cDNAs could be ampli-
fied and sequenced on an Illumina R© GenomeAnalyzer II. Their method, based entirely on the
misincorporation behavior, confirmed results from previous studies. For each modification en-
countered, the frequency of the three observed non-reference nucleotides were calculated and
plotted on a tertiary graph. This way the composition of misincorporation for each modification
could be visualized. So, a hypothesis was stated: Depending on the underlying modification a
different misincorporation pattern is observed allowing its detection upon comparison analysis.
A limitation of their approach is the need for at least two distinct misincorporations.

While next-generation sequencing allowed the transcriptome-wide identification and discov-
ery of new RNA species as well as certain RNA modifications, a precise localization of these
modifications requires a more targeted approach. The next subsections present methods cur-
rently used for the transcriptome-wide detection of several RNA modifications.

1.5.1 Detection of inosine

Inosine is the product of adenosine deamination, either hydrolytic or enzymatic by enzymes
known as ADARs (Adenosine deaminases acting on RNA) [122]. Difficulties in detection of
inosine arise from the base-pairing properties of this modification. It was demonstrated that
inosine base-pairs better with cytidine than with thymidine (see Appendix figure A.4) [123].
Thus, it appears exclusively as guanosine in sequencing data and is therefore difficult to dis-
criminate it from a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). One way to circumvent this was the
parallel sequencing of transcriptome and genome presented by Li and coworkers in 2009 [124].
First, a high-throughput RNA sequencing delivered candidate sites. Then, a DNA selection
step was performed by usage of specific DNA padlock probes (please refer to Appendix 8.5 for
an explanation on a padlock probe). Thus, candidate RNA editing cites were targeted in both
genomic DNA and cDNA samples from a single individual. Finding an A in the genome and a
G in RNA pointed toward a deamination site, whereas finding G in both RNA and DNA was
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an indication for a SNP. The method screened for more than 30,000 computationally predicted
sites in the human transcriptome and could find a total of 239 such edited positions [124].

Later, an alternative protocol by Sakurai and co-workers [125] was developed based on
differential reactivity of inosine and adenosine toward acrylonitrile3 [126] (see figure 16). Sakurai

Figure 16: Reaction of inosine with acrylonitrile in a Michael addition manner leads to N-1-
cyanoethylinosine (ce1I). Adenosine does not undergo this reaction which allows a discrimination upon
reverse transcription of treated RNA. Of note, following the same reaction mechanism, also pseudouridine
and uridine react with acrylonitrile to form N-1-cyanoethylpseudouridine and N-3-cyanoethyluridine, re-
spectively. Nevertheless, under the chosen conditions, Sakurai et al. reported these as minor reactions.
Reaction adapted from [125].

et al. [125] performed primer extension experiments after cyanoethylation with tRNAVal1 from
yeast. In contrast to a control sample, cDNA produced from the cyanoethylated sample showed
a specific band ending at A35, proving that ce1I indeed blocked the reverse transcription. Based
on these results, a larger scale verification of the method was performed and over 4,000 new
sites in total RNA from H. sapiens were determined.

1.5.2 Detection of pseudouridine

Pseudouridine (Ψ) is the product of an isomerization reaction during which C-5 and N-1
positions of uracil are interconverted. In contrast to all other chemical modifications in RNA,
Ψ and its derivatives possess a C-C glycosidic bond. Nontheless, pseudouridine has the same
base-pairing properties as its unmodified equivalent uridine [12] (see also figure 3). As such it
is impossible to distinguish both residues directly via sequencing. Ryvkin et al. [121] claimed
that pseudouridine leaves a characteristic pattern upon reverse transcription. For a more precise
identification, however, a chemical treatment must be applied prior to sequencing. This way,
after the treatment, a reverse transcriptase is expected to stall at the labeled positions. The most
widely spread chemical is N-cyclohexyl-N’-beta-(4-methylmorpholinium)ethylcarbodiimide p-
tosylate (CMC).

3Although the reaction of acrylonitrile with Ψ and U was also reported by Yoshida et al. [126], under the
conditions chosen by Sakurai et al., only small amounts of these reacted to N-1-cyanoethylpseudouridine and
N-3-cyanoethyluridine, respectively [125].
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1.5 Transcriptome-wide detection of RNA modifications

Figure 17: Reaction of pseudouridine with CMC leads to N,N-1,3-di-CMC-Ψ. Following a mild alkaline
hydrolysis, the N-1 substituent is cleaved, leaving only the single substituted N-3-CMC-Ψ, that effectively
blocks the reverse transcriptase. Reaction adapted from [127].

The method was originally developed by Bakin and Ofengand in 1993 [128]. It exploits
the stability of an N-3-CMC-Ψ in comparison to uridine and guanosine. N-3 of uridine and
N-1 guanosine, as well as both N-1 and N-3 of pseudouridine are labeled by CMC, but a mild
alkaline hydrolysis at pH 10.4 leads to the only labeled product N-3-CMC-Ψ [127]4. Since
the CMC-conjugate is located in the Watson-Crick Edge of pseudouridine (see figure 17) it
can be detected by primer extension experiments [95]. This approach was recently successfully
combined with next-generation sequencing for a transcriptome-wide search for pseudouridines
in mammalian organisms [42, 41, 43]. Li and co-workers added an azide functionality to CMC
[129]. After labeling of Ψ with N3-CMC, they performed a conjugation reaction with biotin. By
using the strong biotin-streptavidine interaction, the authors of the study were able to enrich
pseudouridinylated RNA species. They verified their method for a Ψ-site in mRNA by the
SCARLET method (please refer to Appendix 8.6 for an explanation of the method).

1.5.3 Detection of 5-methylcytidine

Another example on specific chemical labeling, but with different analytical outcome is the
reaction of bisulfite on RNA. Discrimination between cytidine and 5-methylcytidine relies on
differential reactivity of these toward sodium bisulfite (NaHSO3). Thorough investigation on
the reactivity of bisulfite with nucleobases was performed by Hayatsu et al. [130]. Under
neutral pH, 1 M NaHSO3 reacts with cytosine and uracil in an addition reaction to the 5,6
double bond of the corresponding nucleobase. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that under
mild alkaline conditions cytosine derivative 5,6-dihydrocytosine-6-sulfonate deaminates to the
corresponding uracil derivative followed by an elimination reaction that restores it to uracil

4Also the CMC-adduct at the N-3 of pseudouridine is cleaved under more harsh conditions: 7 M NH4OH at
100◦ for 8 min [127].
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[131]. In contrast, under these conditions 5-methylcytosine is nearly unreactive5. On this
basis, a genomic sequencing protocol was developed by Frommer and co-workers [132]. After
bisulfite conversion of cytosine residues to uracil specific primers were used for regions of interest.
Therefore, all uracil- (formerly cytosine-) and thymine residues were amplified to thymine,
whereas 5-methylcytosines were amplified to cytosine. The discrimination was then possible
upon classical sequencing. Bisulfite conversion was combined with high-throughput sequencing
for a thorough genome methylation investigation. An extensive review on DNA methylation
and detection methods was written by Olkhov-Mitsel and Bapat in 2012 [133]. Corresponding
applications in RNA analysis were more difficult due to unspecific RNA hydrolysis upon reaction
with bisulfite [134]. In 2005, Gu and collaborators showed that after bisulfite reaction with RNA,
a primer extension including didesoxyguanosine-triphosphate leads to a stop at the modified
positions [135]. This approach was recently successfully applied on a whole transcriptome
analysis [136].

Figure 18: At neutral pH bisulfite (HSO3
– ) adds to the 5,6 double bond of cytidine. Deamination,

followed by a β-elimination leads to uridine. In contrast, under same conditions m5C is nearly unreactive.
Reaction adapted from [137].

An alternative method that exploits the methylation activity of methyl-transferases NSun2
and DNMT2 is used in an immunoprecipitation reaction to determine sites of m5C. For this,
5-azacytidine is added to a cell culture. Cells incorporate this cytidine analog in their RNA. At
methylation cites, a covalent bond between methylation enzyme and 5-azacytidine is established.
Thus captured RNA fragments are recovered and applied to deep sequencing [138].

Another method, also based on immunoprecipitation, is the miCLIP (methylation individual
nucleotide cross-linking immunoprecipitation). Here, the methylation enzyme NSun2 is mutated
(C271A) so that upon binding with the target RNA, a covalent bond is built. This allows
capturing of RNA and upon next-generation sequencing, target methylation sites are detected
[139].

Hussain et al. recently published a comparative review on the three used methods for a
transcriptome-wide detection of 5-methylcytidine [140].

5Also 5-methylcytosine was converted to thymine under more harsh conditions (3 M NaHSO3) [130].
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1.5.4 Detection of N-6-methyladenosine

Because the methyl group at N-6 of adenosine does not interact with the base-pairing prop-
erties of the underlying nucleoside, it is not detectable by classical extension experiments.
Additionally, there is still no chemical reagent specific to N-6-methyladenosine (m6A) over
adenosine. Previous detection of (m6A) was based on the radioactive labeling of S-Adenosyl
methionine (SAM), a co-substrate used by methylation enzymes (e.g. METTL3), followed by
TLC or HPLC detection of labeled product [141].

First successfull transcriptome-wide mapping of m6A was performed in the labs of Jaffrey
[142] and Rechavi [37]. The method of Meyer et al. [142] is based on specific antibodies against
m6A developed previously [143]. After testing the antibodies against RNA containing m6A and
determining their sensitivity and specificity, they were combined with next-generation sequenc-
ing. The procedure involves random fragmentation of RNA to approximately 100 nucleotides
of length. After immunoprecipitation, enriched RNAs are deep sequenced and upon mapping
regions containing potential m6A sites are evaluated.

At the same time, Dominissini and co-workers presented a similar approach toward deter-
mination of m6A positions transcriptome-wide [37]. Their method is an improvement of the
previously described one because of the additional sequencing of input RNA. This way, fold en-
richment of m6A containing RNA fragments could be deduced by the results of deep sequencing.
A remaining drawback, however, was the lack of single nucleoside resolution.

Very recently, Linder et al. [38] reported further improvement in the detection of m6A
toward single nucleotide resolution. After capturing RNA fragments containing m6A using an-
tibodies, UV cross-linking leads to a covalent bond between RNA and antibody. Covalently
bound antibodies impede reverse transcriptases, leading either to truncated cDNA or specific
misincorporation at modified sited. This combined with high-throughput sequencing allows for
the first successful analysis of N-6-methyladenosine on a single nucleotide resolution [38]. Addi-
tionally, using the same approach, the authors were able to detect N-6,2’-O-dimethyladenosine.
This modification is often found at the first nucleotide of certain mRNAs [38]. The authors also
applied the SCARLET method (please refer to Appendix 8.6 for an explanation of the method)
to validate some of the positions they detected.

1.5.5 Detection of N-1-methyladenosine

As was already mentioned in subsection 1.3.2 base-pairing properties ofN-1-methyl-adenosine
(m1A) are disturbed because of the methyl group located in the Watson-Crick Edge (see figure
2). And although the existence of this modification was long known in tRNA [22] and rRNA
[31] little was known about its existence in other RNA species.

Very recently two papers came out describing the transcriptome-wide distribution of m1A.
Dominissini et al. [47] developed an antibody-based approach for enrichment of m1A sites. As
an extra validation, they treated antibody-enriched RNA under alkaline conditions which leads
to the conversion of m1A to m6A in a Dimroth rearrangement (see figure 19) [144]. This way,
converted RNAs now containing m6A showed lower misincorporation rates when compared to
non-treated samples. A bioinformatic approach calculated the fold change of antibody-enriched
RNAs to identify methylated regions (m1A peaks). Drawback of this method is that only
regions can be identified, thus single nucleoside resolution is not achieved.

In the same time, based on the ability of m1A to stall reverse transcriptase, Li et al. [48]
developed a m1A-ID sequencing method. This method is also based on an immunoprecipitation
step to enrich regions containing m1A. Control sample was subjected to ALKB that demethy-
lates m1A [145] converting it to adenosine. AKLB-treated sample exhibited accumulation of
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Figure 19: Dimroth rearrangement of m1A to m6A under mild alkaline conditions. Rate determining
step is the opening of the pyrimidine ring at position 2 upon hydroxide attack. Reaction adapted from
[144].

full-length cDNAs in comparison to the untreated one due to the missing methyl group at N-1
of adenosine. Thus, by comparing both samples, the authors identified demethylase-sensitive
regions that correspond to m1A containing RNAs.

Both reported studies, although lacking single nucleotide resolution (except for high abun-
dant RNA, such as tRNA and rRNA), report the existence of m1A in mRNA and other non-
coding RNA of Homo sapiens [48], Mus musculus and Saccharomyces cerevisiae [47].

1.5.6 Detection of 2’-O-methylation

As already mentioned in subsection 1.3 2’-O-methylated ribose nucleosides are stable against
mild alkaline hydrolysis. In presence of a base, the 2’-OH of unmethylated riboses are deproto-
nated (see figure 20). Then the 2’-O– attacks the electrophilic neighboring 3’-phosphate which
leads to a chain scission. One chain leaves with a free 5’-OH, the other with a cyclic 2’,3’-
phosphate. In contrast, 2’-O-CH3 has reduced nucleophilicity, hence the phosphodiester bond
3’ of the methylated ribose is protected from cleavage. Therefore, a following primer extension
experiment leads to gaps in a PAGE ladder at modified positions allowing their detection [95].

Figure 20: Alkaline hydrolysis of RNA. Under mild alkaline conditions 2’-OH is deprotonated. 2’-O–

attacks the neighboring 3’-phosphate which leads to cleavage of a chain with a free 5’-OH and a chain
with cyclic 2’,3’-phosphate. In contrast, 2’-O-CH3 is protected from deprotonation, therefore no cleavage
is observed. Reaction adapted from [137].

The important observation that 3’ extremities of cleaved RNA fragments are non-methylated
at their 2’-O-position was successfully used in combination with high-throughput sequencing
for detection of ribosomal methylation in yeast [79, 80]. Using ion torrent, Birkedal et al. se-
quenced a library prepared from partially alkaline hydrolyzed RNA. For every mapped read, the
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3’ extreme base was counted in one set. Therefore, the 2’-O-methylnucleotides were underrep-
resented, due to the reasons already explained. Because the 5’-end of each read results from a
free 2’-OH-containing nucleotide 5’ next to it, the +1 base upstream of positions corresponding
to 5’ extremities of each RNA fragment were counted in a second set. Both sets showed a nega-
tive image of the 2’-O-methylated sites. Finally, a bioinformatic approach combined these sets,
converted the data and showed the methylated positions as peaks. Marchand and co-workers
adapted the protocol for usage with the Illumina R© sequencing technology [80]. An advantage
of their approach was the usage of commercially available library preparation protocols for the
preparation of the RNA fragments for high-throughput sequencing.

An alternative approach on detection of ribose methylations is the usage of limiting concen-
trations of dNTPs during reverse transcription. This leads to a pause at the modified positions,
visible upon PAGE analysis by the appearance of bands at those sites [146]. Also, recently a
DNA polymerase was mutated to possess reverse transcriptase activity and to stop at 2’-O-
methylated positions [147]. This method presents a promising idea for the design of a specific
polymerase that reacts to certain modifications [147]. Of note, neither approach has yet been
combined with next-generation sequencing.
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2 Materials and Methods
Unless otherwise stated, all materials and methods used are described in the included papers

and are correspondingly referenced.
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3 Goal of The Work

The first goal of this work was to set up a library preparation protocol for high-throughput
sequencing of RNA that allows the detection of naturally occurring modifications. Based on a
reverse transcription (RT) step, an important feature of it had to be the possibility to capture
RT events including stops and misincorporations. It was envisaged that such effects occur
predominantly at RNA sites containing modifications that alter the base-pairing properties of
the underlying nucleoside. One example is the methyl group at N-1 of adenosine (see figures
2 and 21A). The information produced by next generation sequencing could then be used
for learning purposes on high abundant tRNAs that allow the search for such modifications
transcriptome-wide. Finally, a bioinformatic machine-learning approach in collaboration with
Ralf Hauenschild was planned.

Figure 21: Development of a library preparation protocol for capturing of reverse transcriptase (RT)
events (e.g. RT stops and misincorporations) occuring on RNA modification sites. A) Possibility for
direct detection of modifications that alter the Watson-Crick base-pairing, such as m1A. B) Possibility for
detection of RT silent modifications, such as m5C upon chemical labeling with OsO4 and 2,2’-bipyridine.

Methyl groups that are located outside the Watson-Crick edge of a nucleoside, as in the case
of 5-methyl pyrimidines, remain silent for reverse transcriptases [95]. Thus, it was a second goal
of this work to develop a chemical labeling approach that combined with the above-mentioned
high-throughput sequencing method would allow the detection of these modifications (see figure
21B). Specifically, since osmium tetroxide-bipyridine was already successfully used to label
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deoxy-5-methyluridine and deoxy-5-methylcytidine in DNA, the question was raised whether
this chemical is applicable in RNA.

Both tasks were part of a joint project initiated among several PhD students. The goal of it
was the establishment of a platform for the detection, localization and quantification of naturally
occurring RNA modifications. An overview of this joint project, as well as each individual task
is presented in figure 22. Two main approaches were addressed. On one side, a precise LC-MS
method for qualitative, as well as quantitative analysis was aimed. This task was performed by
Katharina Schmid and Kathrin Thüring. On the other side, a high-throughput method, based
on reverse transcription combined with next generation sequencing for precise localization and
prediction of modifications was intended. Ralf’s objective was then to develop the bioinformatic
workflow, that enables the evaluation and learning from well described sites, and optimally
predict the occurrence of such at unknown positions. Additionally, Kathrin focused on the
development of methods, that allow the isolation of RNAs containing such predicted sites and
by means of LC-MS either confirm or reject them.

Figure 22: General scheme of the platform for detection of RNA modifications.
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5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Detection of N-1-methyladenosine (m1A) in RNA via reverse transcrip-
tion and next generation sequencing

5.1.1 Library preparation protocol for capturing of reverse transcription events
at modified sites in RNA via next generation sequencing

At the time this project was initiated, there were only a few RNA library preparation pro-
tocols suitable for high-throughput sequencing available. And because of the prerequisites that
such protocol had to fulfill, namely to capture abortive products, as well as misincorporations,
the choice was even more limited. Therefore, a library preparation protocol, developed in the
group of Prof. Jäschke, Heildelberg, that was later described in reference [148], was used as a
starting point. Their library preparation protocol featured an adapter ligation step at the free
3’-OH group of RNA, that served as a template for the following reverse transcription step.
Next, a second adapter was introduced at the free 3’-OH of the newly synthesized cDNA. Both
adapters were then used for a final PCR amplification step. This approach had an advantage in
comparison to other often used protocols that add both adapters at the RNA molecule. Such
protocols capture only full length cDNAs, thus missing all abortive information produced by
an RT stop. This was not the case with the protocol of Jäschke’s lab, because it introduced
the second adapter after cDNA was already synthesized. Yet, there were several issues in their
protocol to be considered and changed. During the conversion from RNA to dsDNA their pro-
tocol included the ligation of non-standard sequence adapters. This came as an advantage, if
different sequencing platforms were planned to be used. In our case, Illumina was the preferred
sequencing platform. This meant one additional library preparation step for the ligation of
Illumina specific adapters to the dsDNA. Obvious disadvantages were: time consumption for
the additional conversion step, increased costs, and lost of sequence information due to the
existence of non-standard adapters and their sequencing. Furthermore, Jäschke’s protocol used
six random nucleotides at the first adapter ligation step to label RNA species. This step is im-
portant since it allows the bioinformatical recognition and removal of PCR duplicates. Because
their protocol was predominantly used for non-abundant RNA species, these six nucleotides,
allowing 46 = 4096 distinct combinations were enough. Our project, however focused on high
abundant, but less sequence diverse tRNAs. For this reason, the number of random nucleotides
was increased to nine thus allowing 49 = 262144 combinations. This, in combination with the
sequence information of the corresponding tRNA allows the efficient recognition and removal
of PCR duplicates in a bioinformatical workflow.

Based on these considerations, the following changes in our library preparation protocol
were made:

• The RNA adapter sequence was changed to a sequence that allows the hybridization of
sequencing primer 1 during Illumina sequencing. Resulting read 1 represents the cDNA,
complementary to the original RNA template, starting from its 3’ end.

• The cDNA adapter sequence was changed with a sequence that allows the hybridization of
an optional sequencing primer 2 during Illumina sequencing. Resulting read 2 represents
the template RNA, complementary to the 3’ end of reverse transcribed cDNA.

• The random nucleotide sequence in RNA adapter was increased from six to nine, therefore
increasing the unique barcoding adapters by a factor of 64.
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5.1 Detection of m1A by NGS

The exact method including a bioinformatic pipeline, as well as an application in the detection
and identification of naturally occuring RNA modification N-1-methyladenosine was recently
published [149]. Of note, the bioinformatic workup was developed by Ralf Hauenschild.
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a b s t r a c t

Detection and mapping of modified nucleotides in RNAs is a difficult and laborious task. Several physico-
chemical approaches based on differential properties of modified nucleotides can be used, however, most
of these methods do not allow high-throughput analysis. Here we describe in details a method for map-
ping of rather common 1-methyladenosine (m1A) residues using high-throughput next generation
sequencing (NGS). Since m1A residues block primer extension during reverse transcription (RT), the accu-
mulation of abortive products as well as the nucleotide misincorporation can be detected in the sequenc-
ing data. The described library preparation protocol allows to capture both types of cDNA products
essential for further bioinformatic analysis. We demonstrate that m1A residues produce characteristic
arrest and mismatch rates and combination of both can be used for their detection as well as for discrim-
ination of m1A from other modified A residues present in RNAs.

� 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Modified nucleotide m1A (1-methyladenosine, Fig. 1) is a rather
common RNA modification present in all living domains, but pre-
dominantly found in non-coding RNAs in eukaryotic cells [1]. In
bacteria, the m1Amodification of rRNA is associated with antibiotic
resistance and thus contributes to the virulence of different species
[2,3]. m1A is also present in tRNAs from various archaebacteria
[4,5]. These modified residues are known to contribute both to
tRNA thermostability and proper folding [6], however, their exact
functions in RNAs remain unclear. Enzymatic formation of m1A is
ensured by dedicated m1A:RNA-MTases with strict RNA substrate
specificity, allowing exclusive modification of only a limited

number of sites in RNAs [7,8]. However, the exact rules for RNA
recognition by these m1A:RNA-MTases are still poorly understood
and one cannot exclude that other still poorly characterized RNA
species may contain this modified residue.

Methylation of adenosine at position 1 can also be introduced
by non-enzymatic chemical methylation, e.g. by dimethylsulfate
or other methylating agents. This methylation reaction was exten-
sively used in the past for structural probing of RNA in solution, fol-
lowed by detection of accessible m1A sites by the reverse
transcription blocks [9,10].

Several methods allow the detection and localization of m1A
residues in RNAs. This modified residue can be detected by
physico-chemical approaches, like bi-dimensional thin-layer chro-
matography (2D-TLC), high-pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC) or HPLC coupled with mass-spectrometry (HPLC-MS(MS)).
However, the information on its location is generally lost in these
cases. Alternatively, localization of RT-pausing A residues (almost
essentially m1A and m6

2A) was done by primer extension in RT reac-
tion [11]. Other technologies have also been proposed, notably the
usage of DNA chip with specific oligonucleotides, capable to distin-
guish m1A from unmodified A by its lower efficiency of hybridiza-
tion. This method can be eventually used for high-throughput

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2016.02.012
1046-2023/� 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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applications, but still requires the pre-existing knowledge on the
positions of modified sites to design specific oligos [12].

Recent progress in coupling a specific chemical treatment with
NGS allowed mapping of several modified nucleotides in RNA at
the transcriptome-wide level (Table 1). First attempts concerned
bisulfite mapping of m5C, and antibody-based enrichment of m6A
residues in RNA [13–19]. Independent efforts of three labs shed
light to massive presence of pseudouridines in eukaryotic mRNAs,
detected by N-cyclohexyl-N0-(2-morpholinoethyl)-carbodiimide
metho-p-toluenesulfonate treatment coupled to NGS [20–22].
More recently, detection of 20-O-Me residues in highly abundant
RNAs using NGS was described [23]. Massive and dynamic N1-
methyladenosine modification of eukaryotic mRNAs was just
demonstrated using antibody enrichment [24,25]. These efforts
clearly demonstrated of anticipated for a long time, but not proved,
presence of multiple RNA modifications in all cellular RNAs and
their possible important regulatory role in gene expression
regulation.

Here we provide a detailed description of experimental and
bioinformatic protocols used for high-throughput mapping of
m1A residues in tRNAs of different origins [26].

2. Materials and methods

2.1. RNA extraction

Total human or bacterial RNA was extracted with TRIzol�

Reagent (Life technologies, Thermo Scientific #15596-026, Dreie-
ich, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Total
RNA extraction from yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiaewas done using
hot acidic phenol [27].

2.2. RNA quality control and quantification

After RNA extraction, RNA samples were quantified on Nan-
odrop 1000 and loaded at appropriate concentration either on Agi-
lent RNA6000 Pico or Small RNA chips (used with Agilent
Bioanalyzer 2100) to check RNA sample quality. Representative
traces for total RNA and tRNA fractions are given in Fig. 2.

2.3. Overview of library preparation protocol

Here, we developed a library preparation protocol suitable for
the detection of both, abortive cDNA products and nucleotide mis-
incorporation into cDNA (Fig. 3). After an optional RNA fragmenta-
tion step and dephosphorylation, a pre-adenylated 30-adapter was
ligated to the de-phosphorylated 30-extremity of RNA, this adapter

includes a single C at the 50 end followed by a random 9 nt
sequence (N9), used as individual barcode for every cDNA molecule
produced during the RT step. RT step was done with a specific
oligonucleotide annealed to 30-adapter and cDNA 30-end (corre-
sponds to 50-end of RNA) was C-tailed using terminal deoxynu-
cleotidyl transferase (TdT) and CTP. A double stranded DNA
adapter was then ligated to 30-tailed cDNA, and the amplicon
sequence was amplified by PCR using barcoding p5 and p7 Illumina
primers. The resulting amplicon contained p5 and p7 sequences
required for flow cell clustering, 8 nt barcodes for multiplexed
sequencing, sequences for read1 and read2 sequencing primers
and the central part corresponding to the RNA template used for
RT. Read1 corresponds to the 30-end of RNA and read2 to the 50-
end (30-end of cDNA). Thus, in the majority of cases the generated
amplicons were sequenced in paired-end mode (depending on the
expected length of the insert, but in general 2 � 75 nt or 2 � 80 nt).

2.3.1. RNA fragmentation (optional step)
If required, optional RNA fragmentation was achieved by incu-

bation with 10 mM ZnCl2 in 100 mM Tris-HCl buffer at pH 7.4 at
90 �C for 5 min. Reaction was stopped with EDTA at final concen-
tration 50 mM, and RNA directly fractionated on a 10% denaturing
PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE), fraction of about 50–
150 nt in size was excised, eluted with 0.5 M NH4Ac and ethanol
precipitated.

2.3.2. Dephosphorylation
RNA (0.1–1 lg) was denatured at 90 �C for 30 s, chilled on ice

and de-phosphorylated by 0.5 U of FastAP alkaline phosphatase
(Thermo Scientific, #EF0651) for 30 min at 37 �C in final mixture
of 10 lL containing 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 20 mM MgCl2,
0.1 mg/mL BSA and 100 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. After 30 min
incubation, the denaturation step at 90 �C for 30 s was repeated
and another portion of enzyme (0.5 U) was added, followed by
another 30 min incubation at 37 �C. Enzyme was then inactivated
by a final heating at 75 �C for 5 min.

2.3.3. Chemical preadenylation of RNA adapter
30 lL of 1 mM oligodeoxynucleotide (30-blocked with a hexyl-

rest, and chemically 50-phosphorylated, purchased from IBA, Ger-
many) were mixed with equal volume of 200 mM ImpA
dissolved in 100 mMMgCl2 (Imidazolide of 50-AMP free acid, a gen-
erous gift from Dr. A. Jäschke, Heidelberg University, Germany).
Mixture was incubated at 50 �C for 1.5 h, then further 15 lL
200 mM ImpA and 15 lL water were added and the reaction was
performed for another 1 h. RNA adapter was separated from
unused ImpA by gel filtration (using of Illustra NAP5 column, GE
Healthcare #17-0853-02). Adenylation yield was about 50% and
pre-adenylated primer was not separated from initial
oligodeoxynucleotide before the ligation step. Analysis was per-
formed on a 15% denaturating PAGE.
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Fig. 1. 1-methyladenosine (m1A) properties. Chemical structure of m1A and its
disturbed basepairing with U and other bases.

Table 1
High-throughput approaches for mapping of modified residues in RNA.

Modified
nucleotide

Detection technique Reference

m5C Bisulfite RNA sequencing [16,17,19]
m6A Anti-m6A antibody enrichment [14,15]
m6A Anti-m6A antibody enrichment + PAR-CLIP

using s4U
[13,18]

W CMCT-treatment induces RT-stop [20–22]
W Pull-down of W-containing RNAs using

Click-CMCT
[35]

20-O-Me Alkaline hydrolysis of RNAs [23]
m1A Specific RT-signature for modified residue [26]
m1A Anti-m1A antibody enrichment [24,25]
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2.3.4. 30-adapter ligation
Ligation of pre-adenylated adapter at the RNA 30-end was per-

formed without additional purification step, using the protocol
described in [28]. Ligation was performed in dephosphorylation
buffer overnight at 4 �C in a final volume of 20 lL containing, in
addition, 5 lM of adenylated 30-RNA adapter, 15% DMSO, 1 U/lL
T4 RNA ligase 2 truncated (New England Biolabs, #M0242L),
0.5 U/lL T4 RNA ligase (Thermo Scientific, #EL0021). RNA ligase
was inactivated at 75 �C for 15 min.

2.3.5. Removal of unligated 30-adapter
Non-ligated pre-adenylated adapter was removed by the

combined action of deadenylation enzyme and 50-P-exonuclease.
Ligation mixture from the previous step was complemented by
20 U of 50-Deadenylase (New England Biolabs #M0331S) and incu-
bated for 30 min at 30 �C. After denaturation for 15 min at 75 �C,
the second portion of the enzyme was added and incubation con-
tinued for another 30 min at 30 �C. Deadenylated 30-adapter was
cleaved by Lambda exonuclease (Thermo Scientific #EN0561) for
30 min at 37 �C, followed by an additional denaturation step and
another portion of the enzyme incubated for 30 min at 37 �C. Final
heat inactivation was done at 80 �C for 15 min and RNA was
ethanol precipitated with 20 lg of glycogen as a carrier.

2.3.6. Reverse transcription
RNA pellet from precipitation step was redissolved in 32 lL of

First Strand-Buffer 1x (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3 at room

temperature, 75 mM KCl, 3 mM MgCl2, Life Technologies) contain-
ing RT primer at 5 lM final concentration. Annealing was done at
80 �C for 10 min, followed by chilling on ice. Then, the RT mix
(8 lL) containing dNTP mix (0.5 mM final conc. of each), BSA
(50 lg/mL final conc.), DTT (5 mM final conc.) and SuperScript III
RT (Life Technologies #18080, 10 U/lL final conc.) were added
and reaction performed for 1 h at 50 �C.

2.3.7. Purification step
After RT the excess of RT primer was digested by 2 � 20 U of

Lambda exonuclease (Thermo Scientific #EN0561) for two incuba-
tions at 37 �C for 30 min, without intermediate denaturation steps
to keep DNA/RNA duplexes intact. Digestion was followed by the
treatment with 2 � 80 U of single-strand specific Exonuclease I
(Thermo Scientific #EN0582) and two incubations at 37 �C for
30 min. Enzymes were denatured at 80 �C for 15 min and residual
dNTPs were de-phosphorylated with 4 U of FastAP alkaline phos-
phatase (Thermo Scientific #EF0651). This reaction was repeated
twice with intermediate heat-denaturation. Next, RNA was
degraded by addition of NaOH to a final conc. 0.15 M and heated
up to 55 �C for 20 min. Then, an equal amount of acetic acid and
sodium acetate to a final conc. 0.15 M was added and cDNA was
ethanol precipitated with 20 lg of glycogen as a carrier.

Combined action of Lambda exonuclease and Exonuclease I is
required for efficient elimination of excess primer after RT, and
de-phosphorylation of non-incorporated dNTPs is highly recom-
mended to avoid their carry-over to the next step (riboCTP-tailing).
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Fig. 2. RNA quality control using Bioanalyzer 2100. Representative traces obtained for total RNA fraction from yeast and two tRNA fractions on Agilent RNA 6000 Pico chip
(left) and on Small RNA chip (right). Ladder size is given on the left of each panel.
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 : 5’-AppCNNNNNNNNNAGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGT-3’-C6-spacer5’AppCN9 X 

 : 5’-ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT-3’

 : 5’-GTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTGG-3’

Barcode P7 primer  : 5’-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT77777777GTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT-3’
Barcode P5 primer

 : 5’-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACAC88888888ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT-3’

Primer hybridization  
and 1rst strand synthesis 

5’AppCN9 
3’ adaptor ligation 

X 

5’P 3’OH 

RNA degradation  

CC 

PCR with P5 and P7 primers 

Terminal transferase 
tailing

CC 
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 : 3’-CACTGACCTCAAGTCTGCACACGAGAAGGCTAGA-P-5’

Fig. 3. General overview of the library preparation protocol. Initial fragmentation step is optional and depends on the size of analyzed RNA species. Sequences of
oligonucleotides used for library preparation are given at the bottom.
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2.3.8. 30-tailing and ligation
30-cDNA tailing was done using terminal deoxynucleotidyl

transferase (TdT, Thermo Scientific #10533-065) in a final mixture
of 10 lL containing TdT Buffer 1X, rCTP 1.25 mM, TdT 1 U/lL. Ribo-
CTP was used to limit TdT tailing for only a few incorporated
nucleotides.

Double stranded DNA adapter was prepared by annealing of
equimolar amounts of single-stranded oligonucleotides for 5 min
at 90 �C, cooling down to 22 �C, and incubation for 10 min at
22 �C. Ligation with Double stranded DNA adapter (1.25 lM final
concentration of the duplex) was done with T4 DNA ligase (Thermo
Scientific 30 U/lL, #EL0013, 1.5 Weiss U/lL final concentration)
and 10 lM ATP in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 20 mM MgCl2. Reaction
was performed overnight at 4 �C. Ligated DNA was then ethanol
precipitated with the addition of 20 lg glycogen.

To purify DNA from non-ligated DNA adapters, ligation product
was loaded on a 10% denaturing gel and size fraction between 40
and 150 nt was excised, eluted in 0.5 M NH4Ac and ethanol precip-
itated by the addition of glycogen.

2.3.9. PCR amplification and barcoding
Final PCR amplification including 8nt barcoding with p5 and p7

primers was done in 7–12 cycles, depending on the amount of
cDNA recovered in the previous steps. PCR reaction was done in
20 lL mixture containing Taq-Polymerase buffer 1�, 3 mM MgCl2,
5 lM of each primers, 0.5 mM each of dNTP and 0.25 U/lL of Taq-
Polymerase (Rapidozym #Gen-003-1000). After initial denatura-
tion for 5 min at 95 �C, amplification cycles consisted in annealing
for 1 min at 65 �C, elongation for 1 min at 72 �C and denaturation
for 1 min at 65 �C. After 7–12 cycles of amplification, final exten-
sion was done for 5 min at 72 �C.

2.3.10. Final size fractionation
PCR products were fractionated on 10% denaturing PAGE and

size fraction between about 150 and 300 nt was excised, eluted
in 0.5 M NH4Ac and ethanol precipitated (Fig. 4).

2.4. Quality control for libraries and quantification

Libraries were loaded on Agilent High Sensitivity DNA chip (for
Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100) after appropriate dilution to concentra-
tion in the range of 5–500 pg/lL to check for the quality of the
library and the eventual presence of adapter dimers. The mean size
of each library was calculated using integrated software. Different
representative libraries obtained with yeast tRNAs are presented
on Fig. 4. Each library was carefully quantified by fluorometry
using Qubit dsDNA HS assay kit (Thermo Fischer Scientific, ref
#Q32851).

2.5. MiSeq or HiSeq 1000 sequencing

Before sequencing, libraries were pooled using different index
reads ensuring diversity of nucleotides for signals in both red
and green color channels. Indeed, Illumina HiSeq and MiSeq use
a green channel to read G/T nucleotides and a red channel to read
A/C nucleotides. With each sequencing cycle at least one nucleo-
tide for each color channel must be present to ensure proper
sequencing. In addition, to ensure the sequence diversity, PhiX
Control v3 library (Illumina ref # FC-110-3001) was added to
libraries to get 3–5% of final concentration.

Libraries were denatured with fresh 2 N NaOH and diluted to
10 pM final concentration to ensure proper clustering on the flow
cell. Once clustering was finished, the samples were sequenced
on MiSeq using appropriate Illumina reagents. Results of the pri-
mary analysis by FastQC (quality score distribution and adapter
contamination) for read1 and read2 are given in Fig. 5.

2.6. Bioinformatics analysis pipeline (Fig. 6)

2.6.1. Demultiplexing
Demultiplexing after sequencing consists of identification of

barcode sequences attributed to each sample during barcoding
step and of separation of sequencing reads into individual FastQ
files by sample. Demultiplexing step can be performed either using
integrated MiSeq RTA software, or in post-treatment, using BclTo-
FastQ utility of CASAVA 1.18.1. Demultiplexing was performed
with 0 mismatch allowed in the barcode sequence. The resulting
FastQ files were treated and inspected for quality, the presence
of adapters and overrepresented sequences using FastQC utility
(ver.0.11.2, www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/).

2.6.2. Adapter trimming
Removal of the adapter sequence was done using Cutadapt

v.1.8.1 software taking into account the known sequences of
Illumina p5 and p7 adapters, random 10 nt sequence from
30-adapter oligo at the RNA 30-end and variable number of 50-G
RNA nucleotides resulting from CTP cDNA tailing.

– a CCCCAGACGGAAGAGCACACGT
– a CCCAGACGGAAGAGCACACGT
– a CCAGACGGAAGAGCACACGT
– a CAGACGGAAGAGCACACGT
– a CCAGATCG
– a AGACGGAAGAGCACACGT
– e 0.2

After that:
– u 10 -m 10

For Read 2:
– a AGATCGGAAGAGCGT
– e 0.2

After that:
– u 3 -u -10 -m 8.

2.6.3. Mapping to the reference sequence
Mapping to the reference sequence (without introns, if any) was

performed using bowtie2 aligner with the following custom
parameters (end-to-end alignment, without soft clipping, k = 1,
seed 6 nt -L 6, one mismatch allowed in the seed -N 1).

2.6.4. Signature extraction
Mapped SAM files were converted to BAM using SAMtools util-

ity, BAM files sorted, indexed and translated into pileup format. An
additional conversion step led to a custom tab-separated text file,
containing coverage, arrest rate, mismatch rate and nature of all
counts for each reference position. Using these data, m1A signa-
tures were manually compiled upon visual inspection of mapped
data.

2.6.5. Supervised analysis
To quantitatively assess how robustly m1A signatures can dis-

tinguish actual modification sites from non-m1A sites in RNA-Seq
data, a supervised prediction of m1A by machine learning was con-
ducted. The applied setup was a stratified cross-validation. The
available m1A (positive) signature data points from tRNA and rRNA
were complemented with an equal number of non-m1A (negative)
adenosine instances randomly drawn from the same sequence
pool. In a first step, the data points were shuffled and separated
into five folds ensuring the stratification invariant by an alternat-
ing order of positive and negative instances. For each of the five
folds, we tested a Random Forest model [29] of 500 decision trees
to distinguish m1As from non-m1As, after training it on the remain-
ing four folds. Repeating the shuffling step and cross-validation
ten times, we obtained mean classification performances for
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sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values.
Finally, we reiterated the procedure using a more stringent config-
uration of input data, i.e., we introduced mutually exclusive
thresholds for features of the non-m1A instances to guarantee a
minimum m1A similarity.

3. Results

3.1. RT-block and nucleotide misincorporation at m1A site

The experimental approach described here is designed for map-
ping of m1A residues in RNAs using the intrinsic capacity of those
modified residues to block (rather efficiently, but not completely)
primer extension by RT. Such RT-block can be detected by various
approaches and, in its classical low-throughput variant, was exten-
sively used in the past [11]. Here we combined the RT-block with
its mapping in RNA using high-throughput NGS technology. Most
important parameters of RT-block is its position in the sequence
compared to the actual modified residue, the proportion of the
abortive products (represented here as arrest rate) and the per-
centage of nucleotide misincorporation (called mismatch rate). In
order to capture all these parameters in the same sequencing
experiment, we designed the specific library preparation protocol
outlined in Fig. 3. In contrast to many other popular methods used
for amplicon generation in NGS (e.g. Small RNA kit or TruSeq
Stranded mRNA kit), the designed approach allows to determine
both arrest and mismatch rates from the same sequencing library.

Using both naturally modified RNAs and synthetic m1A-
containing oligonucleotides, we demonstrated that the character-
istic arrest rate and nucleotide misincorporation correspond

exactly to the position of the modified nucleotide in the sequence
(Fig. 7AB).

At optimal Mg2+ concentration, the RT Superscript III shows
about 60-80% of arrest rate at full m1A occupancy and, in addition,
variable nucleotide misincorporation, the exact percentage of both
depending on the nucleotide context and probably other less
defined factors.

3.2. Influence of neighboring nucleotides

Visual inspection of different m1A signals in RNA demonstrated
that the percentage of nucleotide misincorporation is far from
being identical. Since the same RT was used, these variations are
likely related to the RNA nucleotide context, most probably imme-
diate neighboring positions. Previous studies [30] had already
observed mismatch composition similar to those shown in the
ternary plot (Fig. 7D–F), but could not explain the strong variation.
In order to define this parameter more in details, we inspected the
influence of positions�1 (50-to m1A site) and +1 and +2 (30-to m1A-
site). For each position pi, all data points were assigned to clusters
(red for pi = U, green for pi = A, yellow for pi = G and blue for
pi = C).

As shown on Fig. 7DEF, only +1 position influences the misin-
corporation pattern, the other two play only a minor role. Uridines
(T) at +1 show high T mismatch rates indicating efficient dATP mis-
incorporation into the cDNA at low dCTP and dGTP respectively.
Adenosines and especially guanosines at +1 balance the G/T mis-
match ratio towards equilibrium by increased dCTP misincorpora-
tion. Finally, among the few instances of p + 1 = C available,
enhanced C mismatch rates were observed. During RT from the
30 to the 50 end of an RNA template, position +1 is processed right
before m1A enters the enzyme’s active site. The observed correla-
tion is plausible, since both, the +1 residue and its complementary
cDNA counterpart are in immediate proximity to the modification
such that the m1A site is directly exposed to their physicochemical
properties.

The deterministic predominance of position +1 was confirmed
by cluster analysis of the data points in Fig. 7DEF, where equally
colored data points cohered best and showed clearest separation
of cluster centers. This characteristic became even more apparent
by the highest Silhouette coefficient [31]. Strongest determinism
of misincorporation behavior by the +1 base configuration was also
inversely demonstrated by the best performance of a Random For-
est model trained to predict the +1 base from the mismatch pattern
(Fig. 7C).

3.3. Deduced parameters for m1A signature

Several parameters have to be taken into account for analysis of
the m1A signature at the modified site. First of all, these both val-
ues depend on RT origin and properties, as well as experimental
conditions (buffer, Mg2+, temperature) used for primer extension.
In our work these parameters were kept constant since the same
RT enzyme (Superscript III) was used. RT behavior can also be mod-
ulated by 2D and 3D RNA structure, but these effects are only
rarely taken into account. Finally, the RT properties at the modified
nucleotide depend on the nucleotide context, e.g. the identity of
neighboring nucleotides, especially at +1 position.

The dataset of 45 m1A signatures (coverageP 10, 30-adjacent
coverageP 15) of tRNA, rRNA and artificial oligonucleotides was
fed to a Random Forest (RF) model (500 trees) classifying both
kinds of adenosine instances (unmodified A and m1A). Briefly, an
RF [32] is a machine-learning model for object classification by
an ensemble of decision trees. Under randomization in training,
binary forks are formed in each individual tree, used to differenti-
ate objects according to their features, based on information
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identification.
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content. The final object classification is a consensus of all class
votes returned by the single trees. Features visible to the RF-
classifier included: arrest rate a, mismatch rate m, the m/a ratio,
the mismatch composition (fractions of G, T and C), and a param-
eter that we termed CSA. The latter is defined as the fold change
of the site pi’s a with respect to the median a of its sequence
environment of five bases up- and five bases downstream,

according to the following formula: CSApi ¼
api

medianðapi�5 ;...
api�1

;apiþ1
;...;apiþ5

Þ

Finally, we have analyzed in depth, which parameters have
been retained by the RF model as most informative for the recog-
nition of m1A sites. From inspection of the trained RF, it became
clear, that both arrest and mismatch rates played an important role
for performance. A more detailed inspection was conducted by a
leave-feature-out analysis, which measures performance in vari-
ous permutations of incomplete feature combinations. The results,
which are shown in Fig. 8, clearly confirm our initial approach to
m1A signature identification, namely that neither arrest rate nor
mismatch analysis alone come close to the performance of their
combination.

3.4. Candidate assessment in new sequencing data

Given sequencing data from RNAs containing potential m1A
sites, the significance of candidate positions can be assessed by
comparison of their profile features with the typical m1A charac-
teristics. For positions of sufficient coverage, minimum similarity
to m1A signatures should be guaranteed by application of lower
thresholds for mismatch and arrest rates. These should be chosen

arbitrarily based on feature distribution at known m1A sites (re-
generate according to example in Appendix A). Calculation of p-
values is recommended as decision help based on probability to
observe features in certain expression strength at non-m1A posi-
tions. The False Discovery Rate (FDR) [33] should be controlled
with respect to sequence length to minimize alpha-error accumu-
lation due to multiple hypothesis testing. Alternatively, signifi-
cance should be at least down-rated by the number of analyzed
sequence positions (in style of Bonferoni correction [34]). In addi-
tion, a Random Forest model can be trained to distinguish m1A
from non-m1A sites on a known RNA landscape. However, the out-
put of this RNA-Seq approach is an indication, not a confirmation.
Predictive reliability depends on the nature of the training pool and
transferability to a target sequence landscape. Therefore, these
auxiliary decision helps cannot replace a proof of m1A sites by
LC-MS/MS.

4. Discussion and perspective

4.1. Quantification of partial m1A methylation

Experiments with synthetic m1A-modified and unmodified RNA
oligonucleotides [26] demonstrated that the RT-signature is
dependent on the proportion of modified oligonucleotide in the
mixture, and can be used for relative evaluation of methylation
rate. A more detailed inspection of the data shows that the best
results in this relative quantification are obtained for the arrest
rate (correlation 0.94). Thus, this method can be applied for dis-
crimination between full modification rate and partially modified

Fig. 7. m1A signature and its dependence on the neighboring nucleotides. A – Average profile at m1A position and two neighboring positions �1 and +1. B – Standard
deviations of average results from A. RNA isotypes were defined taking into account the similarity between tRNA sequences and their cognate amino acid. C – Dependence of
mismatch composition on neighboring nucleotide at position +1, represented by clustering analysis (cohesion, separation, silhouette coefficient) and Random Forest
performance (sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value – PPV, negative predictive value – NPV) in prediction of the +1 nucleotide fromm1A mismatch values G, T and C.
D, E and F – Ternary plots of mismatch compositions at m1A sites colored by nucleotide configuration at positions �1 (D), +1 (E) and +2 (F). Position +1 shows the best color
clustering in agreement with the best Random Forest performance in C). Letters A, G, T and C in the ternary plots correspond to mismatch compositions observed in four
synthetic oligonucleotides containing m1A with variegated base configuration (A, G, U and C) at position +1.
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situations. Nevertheless, more precise approaches, like HPLC-MS
(MS) should be applied for absolute quantification of the modifica-
tion rate.

4.2. Reverse transcription stops at other modified nucleotides

RNA contains numerous other modified nucleotides which may
affect the efficiency of primer extension by RT. If the additional
group is located at the Hoogsteen edge of the base, these modifica-
tions are either neutral or still may provoke the RT-pausing, lead-
ing to the coverage drop as well as nucleotide misincorporation to
some degree. But, as expected, the most prominent RT signals are
obtained for nucleotides with modified or hypermodified
Watson-Crick edge. In our datasets we also observed such signals
corresponding to m3C, m3U, m1G and m2

2G. Such signals are readily
detectable, but do not correspond to modified A in RNA.

4.3. Discrimination of m1A and other modified As

At the current state, our machine-learning algorithm can distin-
guish m1A from an unmodified adenosine with very good accuracy,
if these two possibilities are the only elements in the training data.

However, in addition to m1A, naturally modified RNAs fre-
quently contain other As modified at the Watson-crick edge, the
most important are m6

2A, i6A and t6A (Fig. 8). Since these modified
As may also generate visible RT signals, we analyzed the parameters
of the arrest rate and misincorporation in such cases. Our results
show that m1A can easily be distinguished from i6A, t6A, Am and Ino-
sine, however the signals of m6

2A are too rare for an exhaustive sta-
tistical analysis. The signals produced by two m6

2A in yeast 18S rRNA
show that some m6

2A residues may by erroneously classified as m1A.

4.4. Application of m1A-mapping to different RNA species

In its current state our method for mapping of m1A methylation
can be applied to short and also long RNA species as demonstrated
for tRNAs and rRNAs. With some adaptions of the bioinformatics
pipeline it is also suitable for whole transcriptome screening.

However, in the case of long mRNAs one can also use random prim-
ing for RT-step, which may be beneficial for a more regular cover-
age (see also next paragraph).

4.5. Detection of m1A signatures in other library preparation protocols

In this work we used the original library preparation protocol
allowing the simultaneous detection of both arrest rate and misin-
corporation at a given site. In comparison, the most commonly
used methods for RNA conversion to the library (for example adap-
ter ligation to both 30- and 50 of RNA used in Small RNA kits) are
only suitable for detection of misincorporation, all abortive cDNA
products are lost during PCR step. In other cases, both arrest rate
and misincorporations can be potentially detected (for example
for templated 30-cDNA extension, ScriptSeq v2 protocol,
Epicentre-Illumina), while others, like popular Illumina TruSeq
stranded mRNA protocol, probably loses such information due to
random priming in both directions. In addition, the arrest rate
and misincorporation certainly depends on the RT enzyme used
in the protocol and other reaction conditions like dNTP and Mg2+

concentrations. Hundreds thousands of various RNA libraries have
already been sequenced and information is publicly available. Next
challenge would be to do comparative analysis of m1A-signatures
generated by different RT-enzymes under standard conditions
used in commercial protocols and use those signatures for
genome-wide mapping of potential m1A sites in various transcrip-
tomes obtained for different species under normal conditions as
well as for various human pathologies. This will certainly bring
new insights into the presence and the role of these modified
nucleotides in gene expression regulation.
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Fig. 8. Discrimination of m1A residues from other modified adenosines. A – Pie chart showing relative frequencies of analyzed adenosine modification entries from
MODOMICS in human mitochondrial tRNAs, yeast tRNAs and rRNAs. Color corresponds to mismatch composition displayed in ternary plot. Pie radii code for area under curve
(AUC) from receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of a Random Forest model tested for discrimination performance of the modification types. B – Total specific False
Discovery Rates (FDR) of modification types (vertical axis and color bar) and relative contributions by other modification types (horizontal axis, bar heights are normalized by
relative modification frequencies). Results A and B were determined in 10 repetitions of a 5-fold stratified cross-validation using equal amounts of a specific modification
(minimum required frequency = 5) vs. a random composition of ‘‘other”-labeled modifications. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Appendix A

Arrest
rate

Mism
rate

m/a CSA G
mism

T
mism

C
mism

0.77 0.46 0.60 7.37 0.66 0.32 0.02
0.65 0.43 0.66 8.08 0.78 0.10 0.12
0.84 0.21 0.25 9.48 0.15 0.61 0.24
0.83 0.15 0.18 8.16 0.32 0.31 0.37
0.01 0.42 51.82 1.52 0.27 0.38 0.35
0.04 0.80 20.36 9.15 0.44 0.54 0.02
0.24 0.38 8.18 12.31 0.32 0.65 0.03
0.96 0.09 0.09 30.99 0.44 0.49 0.08
0.15 0.01 0.09 90.07 0.29 0.63 0.08
0.22 0.56 2.73 2.96 0.51 0.45 0.04
0.01 0.84 68.28 3.36 0.69 0.30 0.01
0.01 0.08 5.90 10.35 0.60 0.40 0.01
0.07 0.74 32.47 9.59 0.48 0.51 0.01
0.02 0.78 177.65 0.64 0.11 0.88 0.00
0.03 0.92 319.06 1.78 0.09 0.91 0.00
0.02 0.91 94.18 5.50 0.16 0.84 0.00
0.06 0.15 15.08 18.09 0.41 0.58 0.01
0.01 0.72 101.16 7.42 0.33 0.66 0.01
0.62 0.51 2.42 47.54 0.12 0.87 0.01
0.41 0.38 0.74 88.45 0.26 0.71 0.03
0.20 0.76 3.93 38.67 0.19 0.80 0.01
0.01 0.03 6.05 0.80 0.86 0.11 0.03
0.16 0.60 23.81 1.73 0.08 0.07 0.84
0.02 0.89 59.61 3.98 0.05 0.01 0.94
0.45 0.10 0.23 5.57 0.17 0.40 0.43
0.75 0.05 0.07 7.92 0.44 0.33 0.22
0.52 0.59 1.14 9.66 0.64 0.33 0.03
0.84 0.09 0.11 11.86 0.46 0.50 0.04
0.88 0.23 0.26 13.98 0.59 0.22 0.19
0.93 0.37 0.40 6.00 0.66 0.30 0.04
0.92 0.25 0.27 6.71 0.56 0.33 0.10
0.42 0.84 2.01 1.77 0.07 0.92 0.01
0.43 0.38 0.89 6.43 0.47 0.51 0.02
0.70 0.20 0.28 4.49 0.57 0.31 0.12
0.25 0.04 0.18 6.23 0.33 0.62 0.04
0.39 0.04 0.12 9.87 0.44 0.50 0.06
0.88 0.13 0.15 7.37 0.65 0.26 0.09
0.56 0.61 1.08 6.52 0.38 0.60 0.02
0.76 0.57 0.75 8.00 0.29 0.45 0.26
0.44 0.39 0.94 6.94 0.63 0.35 0.02
0.61 0.27 0.52 9.61 0.69 0.27 0.04
0.68 0.36 0.62 13.22 0.42 0.41 0.17
0.49 0.46 0.65 3.54 0.46 0.49 0.05
0.16 0.06 0.92 3.48 0.51 0.36 0.13
0.90 0.30 0.34 11.67 0.28 0.52 0.19
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1.2 The reverse transcription signature of N-1-methyladenosine in RNA-Seq is
sequence dependent

After establishing a library preparation protocol, the detection of N-1- methyladenosine as
a model modification was chosen because of several reasons including:

• The existence of a methyl group at N -1 of adenosine is known to impact the natural
base-pairing properties of thus modified nucleoside [96, 97]. Therefore, significant reverse
transcription stop as well as possible misincorporations at that position were anticipated.

• This modification is highly abundant and conserved within different RNA species, e.g.
tRNA [22], rRNA [31] and, as recently discovered, in mRNA [47, 48].

• The importance of this modification lies in its functions such as correct folding [14, 26],
or antibiotic resistance [150], but also in structure probing experiments as the product of
a DMS-induced methylation of adenosine [151].

Together, these properties provided the basis for testing whether the platform was suitable for
the detection of this modification in RNA on a single nucleoside resolution basis.

To evaluate the behavior of a reverse transcriptase toward m1A, various biological RNAs,
featuring this naturally occuring modification, as well as synthetic oligoribonucleotides, were se-
lected. Corresponding knockouts and non-modified synthetic RNAs served as negative controls.
Initial analysis involved the evaluation of cytosolic tRNA from Saccharomyces Cerevisisae. A
typical pattern including strong arrest rate and incorporation of incorrect nucleotides was ob-
served at conserved position 58, a well described m1A position in eucaryotic tRNA [3]. This
pattern completely disappeared in a knockout strain as was shown for tRNAIle. Similar results
were obtained when the 25S ribosomal yeast RNA, possessing two m1As at positions 645 and
2141, was compared within different strains including wild type, single- and double knockouts.

More importantly, the RT-signatures for m1A that were captured, although showing some
similar characteristics, such as arrest rate, differed considerably, especially in their misincorpo-
ration profile. To address this, detailed analysis, including short synthetic oligoribonucleotides
was performed. Those RNAs were based on human mitochondrial tRNALys, already described
to contain m1A at position 9 [26], as well as varying nucleotides at the +1 position (3’) adjacent
to it. This way, a correlation could be shown between the nucleotide direct 3’ next to m1A
and the corresponding misincorporation profile. For example, 5’-m1A-U-3’ showed an increased
misincorporation of dATP into cDNA during reverse transcription. This is visible by a high
T proportion, because, the nucleotide information is mapped to the complementary template
sequence. Additionally, it was shown, that the neighboring nucleotide had little effect on the
overall arrest rate.

It was of special interest, whether the information produced by this sequencing protocol
could be used for search of new or homologous sites containing m1A. Sequencing a sample of
total RNA from Trypanosoma brucei, that was yet not shown to contain m1A sites, resulted in
16 tRNAs that visibly featured an m1A signature. To confirm the actual existence of m1A in
at least one of these tRNA species, a specific biotinylated DNA oligonucleotide, complementary
to tRNAArg(UCG) was designed and by means of hybridization the corresponding tRNA was
isolated. The purified tRNA was then submitted to both LC-MS and renewed sequencing,
delivering the result that indeed m1A was present in that tRNA. Analogously, but omitting an
LC-MS confirmation, an m1A signature was present in the mouse rRNA at a position that is
homologous to that of human rRNA, where this modification was already found [152].

Structure probing experiments, designed to test the accessibility of, among others, adenosine
toward the methylating agent DMS, rely solely on the arrest rate provoked by the resulting
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methyl-group at the N -1 [151]. To test whether a correlation between modification occupancy
and arrest rate exists, an experiment was designed that included the mixing of two synthetic
oligonucleotides, one containing m1A, the other not. A clear dependence of the content of m1A,
determined by LC-MS, and arrest rate, as well as misincorporation degree was observed. The
same analysis was then performed on a biological sample. Purified rRNA from yeast, containing
two m1As with similar occupancy, proven also by LC-MS, yielded different RT profiles. Arrest
rate and misincorporation were both visible, yet they no longer correlated with the results
produced by the syntheric RNAs. This effect is important, and means that caution must be
taken when evaluating results of a structure probing experiment.

Finally, the robustness of the m1A signature for discrimination between actual modification
and non-m1A sites was tested by supervised prediction assisted by machine learning. Known
instances of m1A were mixed with an equal amount of non-m1A sites from the adenosine pool
and were fed to a random forest (RF) model constructed of 500 trees. The features, visible to
the RF classifier were arrest rate, mismatch rate, their ratio, mismatch composition and CSA.
The latter is a parameter that describes the fold change of site’s arrest rate with respect to
its sequence environment of 5 bases up- and downstream. Five-fold stratified cross validation
with ten randomizations was performed. Under conditions that tested between m1A and non-
modified adenosine, the model scored better than 97 % for both sensitivity and specificity.
Under more strict conditions that tested between m1A and other modified adenosines, that
yielded similar RT signatures, the model scored with about 89 % - sensitivity and about 87 %
- specificity. Nevertheless, the chosen RF model was shown superior than a more basic model –
the k-Nearest Neighbor. Additionally, it was shown that both the arrest rate and the mismatch
rate are most informative for the RF model when compared to either one feature. Statistical
tests were performed and evaluated by Ralf Hauenschild.

The results of this research were recently published [153].
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ABSTRACT

The combination of Reverse Transcription (RT) and
high-throughput sequencing has emerged as a pow-
erful combination to detect modified nucleotides
in RNA via analysis of either abortive RT-products
or of the incorporation of mismatched dNTPs into
cDNA. Here we simultaneously analyze both param-
eters in detail with respect to the occurrence of N-
1-methyladenosine (m1A) in the template RNA. This
naturally occurring modification is associated with
structural effects, but it is also known as a mediator
of antibiotic resistance in ribosomal RNA. In struc-
tural probing experiments with dimethylsulfate, m1A
is routinely detected by RT-arrest. A specifically de-
veloped RNA-Seq protocol was tailored to the simul-
taneous analysis of RT-arrest and misincorporation
patterns. By application to a variety of native and
synthetic RNA preparations, we found a characteris-
tic signature of m1A, which, in addition to an arrest
rate, features misincorporation as a significant com-
ponent. Detailed analysis suggests that the signature
depends on RNA structure and on the nature of the
nucleotide 3′ of m1A in the template RNA, meaning it

is sequence dependent. The RT-signature of m1A was
used for inspection and confirmation of suspected
modification sites and resulted in the identification
of hitherto unknown m1A residues in trypanosomal
tRNA.

INTRODUCTION

1-methyladenosine (m1A) is an RNA modification originat-
ing essentially from two different reaction types, one cat-
alyzed by enzymes and the other the result of the reaction of
RNA with certain alkylating agents. Correspondingly, the
relevance of this modification in RNA-related research is
essentially two-fold. On one hand, dimethylsulfate (DMS)
is a popular chemical probe of RNA structure in solution;
reactivity toward DMS is interpreted as accessibility of the
corresponding nitrogen or nucleobase to solvent, and hence
a lack of structural involvement. The N1 of adenosine is not
the only RNA nucleophile to react with DMS (1), as e.g. the
N3 of cytidines and the N7 of guanosines are also probed
by this reagent. For the latter two, the resulting chemically
modified nucleosides m3C and m7G can be revealed by fur-
ther chemical treatments leading to chain scission at the
modified sites. Since such a treatment has not been devel-
oped for m1A, it has traditionally been detected by primer
elongation arrest (2,3). The underlying logic is that chemi-
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cal alterations blocking the Watson–Crick face should act
as an RT-roadblock, as such impair the incorporation of
the complementary nucleotide into the cDNA by the reverse
transcriptase enzyme, and cause the latter to stall. A typi-
cal result of structural probing experiments is thus an ar-
rest signal at the position of the last nucleotide upstream or
the 5′-adjacent nucleotide of the cDNA (corresponding to
the 3′-nucleotide of m1A on the RNA template). While the
traditional method for detecting such RT-arrest signals in-
volves the resolution of labeled primer extension products
by polyacrylamide gelelectrophoresis (PAGE) or capillary
electrophoresis, recent developments in structural probing
make use of the power of deep sequencing methods (4). Of
note, in the entire field, the tacit assumption for decades
has been that m1A is quantitative in its RT-arrest capac-
ity, i.e. structural probing experiments were interpreted as
if every encounter of an m1A by an RT enzyme led to abor-
tion of primer elongation. On the other hand, m1A is also a
prominent and frequently occurring member of the growing
family of 150 or so chemically different naturally occurring
RNA modifications. It is typically found at position 58 of
many eukaryotic and archaeal tRNAs (5), as well as in eu-
karyotic (6) and bacterial (7–9) rRNA. Further occurrences
are known from position 9 of metazoan mitochondrial tR-
NAs (9–11), and as a mediator of antibiotic resistance in
rRNA of Streptomyces pactum (12).

Interestingly, several recent papers, including applica-
tions of different RNA-Seq protocols have created data
containing mismatched nucleoside signals at sites known
or postulated to contain m1A (13,14). This strongly sug-
gests that reverse transcriptase is capable of reading through
this altered Watson–Crick face, thereby incorporating non-
matching nucleotides in the process and leaving unobtru-
sive traces of the m1A modification in cDNA data. Such be-
havior is known from DNA polymerase bypassing sites of
DNA lesion (15). In a comprehensive investigation of misin-
corporation caused by various RNA modifications, Ryvkin
et al. have recently reported a common misincorporation
pattern for adenosine modifications (16). However, the pro-
tocols for library preparation in the reported RNA-Seq ap-
proach were unsuited to detect the abortive cDNA products
described above in the structural probing context. Failure to
detect RT-arrest signals may originate from details of the li-
brary preparation protocols, for example when both primer
binding sites are introduced via ligation on the RNA level.
For the detection of RT-arrest signals e.g. in tRNA (17), the
second primer binding site must be introduced at the level
of cDNA.

Here, we use a library preparation protocol suitable for
the detection of both, abortive cDNA and misincorpora-
tion (Figure 1). Application to RNA preparations contain-
ing known or suspected m1A sites revealed an RT-signature
left by m1A residues which includes characteristic misincor-
poration patterns as well as typical RT-arrest rates. Most
interestingly, we find a dependence on the type of the m1A-
preceding nucleotide in the RNA template (i.e. to the 3′
of m1A), whose nature correlates with misincorporation
patterns. These findings have important bearings for both
areas: in structural probing, proper interpretation of RT-
arrest assays of DMS treated RNA should include the no-

Figure 1. Principle of generation and analysis of RNA-Seq data for the
detection of m1A residues.
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tion of incomplete detection as well as a sequence context
around the adenosine residue under investigation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Unless otherwise specified, all synthetic nucleic acids were
from IBA (Göttingen, Germany). Details including se-
quence information are given in Supplementary Table S1.
Yeast rRNA was prepared as described in (6), yeast tRNA
as described in (18). S. pactum DSM40530 (DSMZ, Braun-
schweig, Germany) was cultivated as recommended for liq-
uid media growth (19) with slight modifications. Total bac-
terial RNA was extracted with TRIzol R© Reagent (life tech-
nologies, Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Library preparation protocol

This protocol was slightly varied from a previously pub-
lished version (18, 20) as follows: the RNA adapter of 5 ran-
dom (N) nucleotides + 1 constant cytidine (C) at the 3′ end
was replaced by a 9 N + 1 C Illumina p5 template sequence.
The custom sequence of the cDNA adapter was substituted
with an Illumina p7 template sequence. Instead of 6 nt at
each 5′ end of primers as barcode, full length Illumina com-
patible (derived from Nextera 2 platform) primers with dual
barcodes N501-N508 and N701-N7012 were used. True-
Seq DNA amplicon library preparation for introducing Il-
lumina compatible sequences before sequencing was not re-
quired.

Fragmentation. Total or ribosomal RNA was fragmented
in a volume of 10 �l containing 10 mM ZnCl2, and 100
mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.4, at 90◦C for 5 min. The reaction
was stopped by addition of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) to a final concentration of 50 mM. Next, the RNA
was size separated by 10% denaturating PAGE and bands
of size 50–150 nt were excised, eluted in 0.3 M ammonium
acetate and ethanol precipitated.

Dephosphorylation. RNA (about 0.5 �g) was then de-
phosphorylated on both extremities in dephosphorylation
mixture (10 �l total) consisting of 100 mM Tris–HCl,
pH 7.4, 20 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg/ml BSA, 100 mM 2-
mercaptoethanol, and 0.5 U FastAP (Thermo Scientific) at
37◦C for 30 min. Prior to addition of enzyme, RNA was de-
natured at 90◦C for 30 s, then chilled on ice (in the following,
this will be referred to as ‘heat denaturation’). After 30 min
reaction time, RNA was again heat denatured and an equal
amount of enzyme was added to perform a second cycle of
dephosphorylation.

3′-adapter ligation. Next, an adapter was ligated to the 3′-
end of dephosphorylated RNA. To this end, dephosphory-
lated RNA was complemented to yield a ligation mixture
(final volume 20 �l) and to perform ligation as described
in (18). Here, RAdapter (IBA, Goettingen, Germany; see
Supplementary Table S1 for Sequence) was used in a con-
centration of 5 �M. After the reaction the enzymes were
inactivated at 75◦C for 15 min.

Removal of excess adapters. Before the reverse transcrip-
tion step, the excess of RAdapter was removed. To this
end, the mixture was heat denatured. Then 20 U of 5′–
Deadenylase (New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, Germany)
were added to the ligation mix, followed by incubation
at 30◦C for 30 min. After a second heat-denaturation an
equal amount of enzyme was added and the reaction was
repeated. Next, the single stranded RAdapter (now com-
pletely monophosphorylated) was digested by adding 10 U
of Lambda exonuclease (Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Ger-
many) to the reaction mixture and incubating at 37◦C for 30
min. After heat denaturation an equal amount of enzyme
was added to repeat the reaction. Finally, both enzymes
were heat-inactivated at 80◦C for 15 min, after which RNA
was ethanol precipitated with the addition of 1�l glycogen
(Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) per sample.

Reverse transcription. Composition of the reverse tran-
scription mixture (here, 40 �l) was previously described
(18). Here, the pellet was first redissolved in 32 �l RT-
Primer (IBA, Goettingen, Germany; see Supplementary Ta-
ble S1 for sequence) in a final concentration of 5 �M in FS
Buffer (Life Technologies) and heat denatured at 80◦C for
10 min, then chilled on ice. Then, dNTP mix BSA, dithio-
threitol and SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (10 U/�l,
Life Technologies) were added. Reactions were performed
at 50◦C for 1 h and no heat inactivation was performed.

Removal of excess primers and dNTPs. Next, the RT-
Primer was digested. To this end, 20 U of Lambda exonu-
clease were added to the reverse transcription mix, and in-
cubated at 37◦C for 30 min. The reaction was repeated by
addition of an equal amount of enzyme, without prior heat
denaturation, to avoid denaturation of RNA:DNA hybrids.
Following this, 80 U of single-strand specific Exonuclease I
(Thermo Scientific) were added and incubated at 37◦C for
30 min. Again, the reaction was repeated by addition of an
equal amount of enzyme, without prior heat-denaturation.
Finally, all enzymes were heat-inactivated at 80◦C for 15
min. After that, dNTPs were dephosphorylated. For this,
4 U of FastAP thermosensitive alkaline phosphatase were
added to the mixture and incubated at 37◦C for 30 min.
The reaction was repeated upon heat-denaturation. Finally,
RNA was hydrolyzed as described (18). The reaction was
stopped by neutralizing with an equal amount of acetic acid
and precipitating with ethanol.

3′-tailing and ligation of cDNA. The obtained cDNA was
reacted with TdT (Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Germany)
as published in a volume of 10 �l. Oligocytidine overhangs
were generated using cytidine triphosphate (CTP) under op-
timized conditions affording >90% addition of three cy-
tidines (18). For the ligation of the second adapter the TdT
mixture was complemented to yield a final ligation mixture
consisting of 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.4, 20 mM MgCl2, 1.25
�M DAnchor (DAnchorA annealed to DAnchorB, IBA,
Goettingen, Germany; see Supplementary Table S1 for se-
quence), 10�M ATP and 1.5 Weiss U/�l T4 DNA ligase
(Thermo Scientific) in a total volume of 40 �l. Reaction was
performed and ligation products purified as described (18).
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PCR amplification and barcoding. Each sample was finally
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified using the re-
spective barcoded P7 and P5 primers (IBA, Goettingen,
Germany, see Supplementary Table S1). PCR products were
size-separated by 10% denaturing PAGE and regions of in-
terest (above 150, which is the size of adapter dimers and
below 300, which is the maximum size of PCR amplicons)
were excised, DNA was eluted in 0.3 M ammonium acetate
and ethanol precipitated. The resuspended DNA was then
sequenced on the MiSeq platform (see Supplementary Ta-
ble S2 for details).

Deep-Seq data processing and mapping

The sequence libraries specified in Supplementary Table S2
(end-types, lengths, platform) were processed in a custom
bioinformatic pipeline. Corresponding to the library prepa-
ration settings, a Python based workflow accommodated
demultiplexing, removal of primers, adapters, barcodes and
ligation-assistance overhangs. Mapping was performed us-
ing Bowtie2 with solely tRNA or rRNA references obtained
from MODOMICS (9) for the corresponding organism.
Alignment mode was set to global (end-to-end, no soft-
clipping) with one mismatch tolerated in the seed of 6 nt.
Splicing was not part of the mapping strategy. Mapping to
all references simultaneously, only one (k = 1) alignment
declared as valid by Bowtie2 was reported for each read.

Signature extraction

Mapping was followed by format conversion using SAM-
tools. From SAM files, sorted and indexed BAM files were
generated, which were translated to Pileup format. An ad-
ditional conversion lead to a custom tab-separated text file
format, termed Profile (details in Supplementary Table S3),
providing all parameters of relevance for inspection of mod-
ification candidates. Herein, for each reference position the
listed properties include coverage c, arrest rate a, mismatch
content m as well as the counts for each base type. All pre-
sented RT signatures were compiled manually during visual
inspection of the mapping results. Database entries of m1A
sites listed in MODOMICS were retrieved and confirmed
by evaluation of arrest rate characteristics and mismatch
patterns. The extracted signatures were complemented by
those of m1As from homologous identification performed
via ClustalW2 sequence alignments of related organisms.
Identification was performed by isolated visual inspection.
By manual selection, positional shifts of m1A58 to e.g. po-
sitions 57 or 59 due to variable loops were correctly recog-
nized and from all sites listed in Modomics, those could be
determined that obtained a signature projected by our ap-
proach.

Supervised prediction

The uniqueness of m1A’s RT signature was evaluated by
supervised prediction, i.e. machine learning mediated de-
tection of known m1A instances within a pool of non-
methylated adenosine sites with m1A-resembling or differ-
ing sequencing profiles. The general workflow is shown in
Supplementary Figure S6. Mean prediction performances

(sensitivity, specificity) were calculated from 10 repetitions
of a five-fold stratified cross-validation, training and test-
ing a Random Forest (RF) R package implementation (21).
The training sets contained equal amounts of instances of
both classes. Attributes used for classification input were
its arrest rate a, relative mismatch content m, relative mis-
match composition values (G, T and C content), m/a and
the fold change of a w.r.t. the mean a within the site’s −5
and +5 bp neighborhood, termed context sensitive arrest
rate (CSA). The input format of training material is de-
tailed in Supplementary Table S4. In the first input setting,
(i), all 45 m1A signatures from tRNA (already averaged for
isotypes), rRNA and synthetic oligoribonucleotides were
merged with 45 random non-m1A instances. The isotype
averaging ensures that for any distribution of the data into
training and testing sets, the classifier is facing unseen data
in a test run. From (i), setting (ii) was derived, which allowed
only non-m1A of a minimum m1A signature resemblance
w.r.t. at least one of the thresholds a ≥ 0.2, m ≥ 0.2 or at
least two mismatch type with ≥ 0.1 share of an m ≥ 0.1. Set-
ting (iii) corresponded to (i) except that the training set was
generated from tRNA instances (Saccharomyces cerevisiae
cytosolic and Homo sapiens mitochondrial) only, while the
test set contained rRNA sites (S. cerevisiae, S. pactum) ex-
clusively. To demonstrate the advantage of our prediction
model, we compared the supervised prediction power of the
RF with that of a basic k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier
(Supplementary Figure S7).

LC-MS/MS analysis

HPLC-DAD-MS/MS analysis.

Isolation of single tRNA species from Trypanosoma
brucei. Single tRNA species were isolated from Try-
panosoma brucei total RNA (22) by hybridization with
complementary, biotinylated DNA-oligonucleotides fol-
lowed by immobilization on streptavidin-coated magnetic
beads (Dynabeads R© MyOneTM Streptavidin T1, Life
Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany). Target tRNA was
tRNAArg(UCG) (oligonucleotide 4309, sequence: biotin-
CGGCAGGACTCGAACCTGCAACCCTCA). The
hybridization step was performed in 5× SSC buffer (20×:
3 M NaCl, 300 mM trisodium citrate, pH 7.0) using 100
pmol biotinylated oligonucleotide and 150 �g total RNA
per 25 �l beads. Samples were denatured at 90◦C for 3
min and subsequently hybridized at 65◦C for 10 min and
cooled to room temperature. Dynabeads R© were washed
three times using Binding and Washing buffer (5 mM
Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl) according
to the manual and then equilibrated once in 5× SSC buffer
before adding the hybridized samples. Immobilization of
the hybrid was performed at 25◦C under shaking for 30
min. Subsequently, the supernatant containing non-target
tRNAs was removed and the beads were washed once
in 1× SSC buffer and three times in 0.1× SSC buffer.
Finally, the beads were resuspended in MilliQ water and
heated to 75◦C for 3 min to elute the target tRNA. To
exclude the presence of remaining DNA-oligonucleotide
and non-target RNAs, the eluted RNA was further purified
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by 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and
ethanol precipitation.

Sample preparation. Prior to LC-MS/MS analysis, RNA
samples were digested into nucleosides according to the fol-
lowing protocol: samples were incubated in presence of 1/10
volume of 10× nuclease P1 buffer (0.2 M ammonium ac-
etate pH 5.0, ZnCl2 0.2 mM), 0.3 U nuclease P1 (Sigma
Aldrich, Munich, Germany) and 0.1 U snake venom phos-
phodiesterase (Worthington, Lakewood, USA) at 37◦C for
2 h. Next, 1/10 volume of 10× fast alkaline phosphatase
buffer (Fermentas, St Leon-Roth, Germany) and 1 U fast
alkaline phosphatase (Fermentas, St Leon-Roth, Germany)
were added, and samples were incubated for additional 60
min at 37◦C. After digestion, 1/10 volume of 13C-labeled
total RNA (S. cerevisiae, 10 ng/�l), prepared as described
in (23), was added as internal standard for m1A quantifica-
tion.

HPLC parameters. The calibration solutions and digested
RNA samples were analyzed on an Agilent 1260 HPLC
series equipped with a diode array detector (DAD) and a
triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Agilent 6460). A Syn-
ergy Fusion RP column (4 �m particle size, 80 Å pore size,
250 mm length, 2 mm inner diameter) from Phenomenex
(Aschaffenburg, Germany) was used at 35◦C column tem-
perature. The solvents consisted of 5 mM ammonium ac-
etate buffer adjusted to pH 5.3 using acetic acid (solvent
A) and pure acetonitrile (solvent B). The elution was per-
formed at a flow rate of 0.35 ml/min using a linear gradient
from 0 to 8% solvent B at 10 min, 40% solvent B at 20 min
and 0% solvent B at 23 min. For additional 7 min, the col-
umn was rinsed with 100% solvent A to restore the initial
conditions.

MS parameters. Prior to entering the mass spectrometer,
the effluent from the column was measured photometrically
at 254 nm by the DAD. The triple quadruple mass spec-
trometer, equipped with an electrospray ion source (Agi-
lent Jet Stream), was run at the following ESI parameters:
gas (N2) temperature 350◦C, gas (N2) flow 8 l/min, nebu-
lizer pressure 50 psi, sheath gas (N2) temperature 350◦C,
sheath gas (N2) flow 12 l/min and capillary voltage 3000
V. The MS was operated in the positive ion mode using Ag-
ilent MassHunter software. For the detection and quantifi-
cation of m1A, time-segmented multiple reaction monitor-
ing (MRM mode) was applied in order to ensure the sepa-
ration of m1A from other methylated adenosine derivatives.
The elution of m1A took place in the time segment from 5
to 8.5 min, while e.g. m6A could be detected in the last seg-
ment starting at 14 min, thus the segmentation allowed the
exclusive detection of m1A. Mass transitions and QQQ pa-
rameters used can be found in Table 1. Peak areas were de-
termined employing Agilent MassHunter Qualitative Anal-
ysis Software. In the case of adenosine, peak areas were ex-
tracted from the recorded UV chromatograms in order to
avoid saturation of the mass signals.

m1A and A quantification. In order to quantify the m1A
content of the RNA samples, 13C-labeled total RNA from
S. cerevisiae was used as a stable isotope-labeled internal

standard (SIL-IS) as described for total RNA from Es-
cherichia coli previously (24). Briefly, 10 calibration solu-
tions containing 0.01–500 fmol/�l m1A (Sigma Aldrich,
Munich, Germany) and 10 ng/�l SIL-IS were prepared and
analyzed by LC-MS/MS (injection volume 10 �l/sample).
For determination of a nucleoside–isotope response factor
for m1A, the ratio of the extracted areas of the 12C-m1A
and 13C-m1A peaks was calculated for each calibration so-
lution. The resulting response factor was then used for m1A
quantification in the RNA samples.

Quantification of A was performed by running an ex-
ternal calibration series (5–1000 pmol) and extracting the
peak areas from the recorded UV chromatogram. For inter-
sample comparability, the detected m1A amount was nor-
malized to the A content for each sample (% m1A/A).
For the synthetic RNA samples with defined sequence,
the quantification of A enables the calculation of the an-
alyzed amount of RNA as well as the percentage of RNA
molecules carrying an m1A modification. Results are dis-
played in Supplementary Table S7.

RESULTS

Our approach to capture a comprehensive profile of re-
verse transcription encounters with m1A containing tem-
plates is depicted in Figure 1. Like in conventional RNA-
Seq procedures, RNA preparations were reverse transcribed
into cDNA libraries and submitted to Illumina sequencing.
However, in contrast to typical library preparations, which
include numerous biochemical steps prone to result in bi-
ased amplification of certain RNA species, we applied a
specifically optimized protocol (18,20). This was designed
to minimize such biases, as well as to capture abortive re-
verse transcription products originating in particular from
encounters of the enzyme with nucleotide modifications in
the template. The choice of RNA preparations as starting
material was guided by the necessity to assess or eliminate,
by proper control samples, other factors known to influence
the RT-signature. Thus, we compared known m1A sites in
tRNA and rRNA with that of null mutants to assess the
influence of strongly structured RNA domains on the RT-
profile. Short synthetic m1A containing oligonucleotides
were included to assess the influence of the nucleotide di-
rectly 3′-to the m1A site, as this is the last one to be conven-
tionally reverse transcribed before the direct encounter of
the RT-enzyme active site with the m1A modification. For
all known m1A sites, the resulting reads were inspected for
their arrest rate at the m1A site, and in reads bypassing the
modification site, the ratio of all four nucleotides was deter-
mined and extensively analyzed.

Library preparation

An overview over the library preparation is given in Sup-
plementary Figure S1. It was slightly adapted from a previ-
ously published protocol (18). The first step included in an
optional fragmentation, applied to preparations containing
RNAs significantly longer than tRNAs, such as e.g. rRNA.
It consisted in incubation with ZnCl2, followed by excision
from preparative PAGE of a size range denoted by the 50
and 150 nt bands of a size standard. Treatment with al-
kaline phosphatase was performed to remove phosphates
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and cyclic 2′-3′-phosphates that might block the 3′-end for
the subsequent ligation with a DNA adapter. The adapter
contained the following sequence elements (details in ‘Ma-
terials and Methods’ section): (i) pre-adenylated 5′-cytidine
(18) (ii) nine randomized nucleotides (‘N’) for indexing of
individual molecules (iii) P5 Illumina sequencing template
(iv) 3′-blocking non-nucleosidic building block. In a third
step, adapter ligation was followed by specific hybridiza-
tion and elongation of a primer complementary to the non-
random part of the adapter, resulting in a cDNA library.
This library contained the pertinent information, namely
the length and sequence of RT-events resulting from read-
through events at the modification site, as well as of abortive
products. To quantitatively convert this information into ds
DNA libraries ready for Illumina sequencing, the RNA was
degraded by alkaline hydrolysis, and the cDNA was sub-
mitted to CTP tailing by terminal transferase. The oligocy-
tidine overhang was used as an anchor to hybridize a sec-
ondary adapter of double-stranded DNA, containing one
helper strand in addition to the principle primer (18). The
latter contained the following elements: (v) 5′-phosphate for
ligation and (vi) the P7 Illumina sequencing element (se-
quences in Supplementary Table S1). The complementary
helper strand contained an additional two guanosines as an
overhang on its 3′-end to improve ligation efficiency by hy-
bridization to the oligocytidine tail of the cDNA. This li-
brary was amplified in two PCR steps, the first one using
only the P5 and P7 sequencing primers. After gel purifica-
tion and excision, the second PCR was conducted using the
full length P5 and P7 primers containing indices i5 and i7
for dual barcoding of multiple samples in a single sequenc-
ing run, as well as flow cell anchoring sequences. This latter
step allows direct sequencing on the Illumina platform, cir-
cumventing an additional step, normally contained in the
TruSeq kit protocol. A total of 20 libraries were prepared
for this paper, annotated with various relevant characteris-
tics as listed in Supplementary Table S2.

Characterization of RT-signature at known m1A sites

To find particular m1A-related signatures in thus prepared
RNA-seq libraries, the reads were mapped onto a mini-
mal target genome consisting only of rRNA and tRNA
sequences. The respective sequences have been obtained
from the Modomics database (9) and do thus not con-
tain any unspliced or unprocessed sequences, but, impor-
tantly, sequences of known modifications status. This is in
some contrast to the previously published HAMR method
(16), which relied on the generation of tRNA families form
the ensemble of genetic copies of tRNA genes. The precise
mapping parameters are of some concern, because among
the various tRNAs sequences present in e.g. yeast, there
are many strong similarities, especially among isoacceptors.
Isoacceptors are tRNA species related by the amino acid
they decode and are charged with on their 3′-end (25). As a
results of such similarity, a significant fraction of reads may
be assigned to targets that they do not biochemically origi-
nated from also outside the isoacceptor context. To evaluate
the degree to which such mismapping might influence a po-
tential m1A-signature, we used a parameter called the Lev-
enshtein distance, essentially the number of mutation steps

necessary to interconvert both species (26). As this is a mea-
sure of the relative similarity of two given RNA sequences,
it inversely correlates with the probability for mismapping
between the two species. The comparison of yeast tRNA
sequences based on Levenshtein distance (details shown in
Supplementary Figure S2) impressively shows, that most
concerns for mismapping must be directed toward isoac-
ceptors, while the sequence similarities outside these groups
are minor in comparison. Therefore, for reads with multiple
potential mapping sites, a regime termed ‘k1’ was applied,
which reports one valid mapping site only. This and the
treatment of other details on the mapping strategy must be
relegated to the discussion part of this manuscript, because
most of the relevant aspects are yet to be developed below.
Thus, for example we later on comment on the clear advan-
tages of the k1 regime when compared to the k3 regime (re-
sults displayed in Supplementary Figure S3), which reports
up to three valid mapping sites.

To initially circumvent the above problems, a first as-
sessment of RT-signatures was conducted with yeast 25S
rRNA, which has known m1A sites at positions 645 and
2142 of the large ribosomal subunit (entry 5 in in Supple-
mentary Table S2). Pure 25S rRNA, isolated from whole ri-
bosomes as described in (6) showed a distinct occurrence of
both, abortive RT-products and misincorporation of non-
adenosine signals at positions suggestive of a causal con-
nection to the presence of m1A. Importantly, both aspects
were absent in negative controls obtained from either sin-
gle or double knockout strains (6) of the methyltransferases
responsible for the respective methylation (Figure 2A). Sim-
ilarly, comparable RT-signatures were detected at position
58 of various yeast tRNAs, of which one example is shown
in Figure 2B, whereas the remainder is detailed in Supple-
mentary Figure S4 and an average signature is compiled in
Figure 2C, which also lists the corresponding deviations.
These signatures were absent in tRNA preparations from a
knockout strain of the respective tRNA m1A methyltrans-
ferase (Figure 2B) (27,28). This clearly demonstrates that
m1A residues leave a distinct signature even in RNA species
whose stable structures are known to affect RT-arrest rates.

These RT-signatures displayed common characteristics
in the mismatch incorporation of nucleotides into the
cDNA at the positions corresponding to m1A in the RNA
template. However, significant variation is evident, which
also applies to the RT-arrest rate between m1A and the posi-
tion to its 3′, as indicated by a red line in Figure 2. Clearly, a
significantly larger number of instances must be investigated
for a comprehensive picture. Therefore, we analyzed the RT-
signatures of known m1A residues in further RNA prepara-
tions with known m1A sites, including yeast tRNA, human
mitochondrial tRNA, human rRNA and rRNA from S.
pactum (samples listed in Supplementary Table S2). The lat-
ter is of particular interest, because its m1A residue, which
mediates an antibiotic resistance, is the only one situated in
small subunit rRNA.

m1A’s RT signature is dependent on the sequence context of
the RNA template

For all instances from Table 2, the m1A-dependent mis-
match composition was analyzed as a function of the
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Figure 2. Detection of m1A signatures in deep sequencing data. The representations illustrate the coverage of a given site in gray, the arrest rate is plotted
as a red line, and the mismatch composition is visualized by colored stacks at the m1A sites. For a position p, the arrest rate reflects the relative amount of
mapped reads ending at p + 1, i.e. not covering p. (A) Sequencing profiles from single and double methyltransferase knockouts of Saccharomyces cerevisiae’s
LSU rRNA with m1A sites 645 and 2142. Signatures of m1A residues are clearly apparent in the wild-type, and disappear in the corresponding knockout
constructs. (B) Sequencing profiles of tRNAIle TAT from wild-type and Trm6-knockout strains. The signature clearly disappears in RNA from a knockout
strain of the enzyme, which is responsible for synthesis of m1A58 in tRNAs (28). tRNAIle TAT was chosen as an example out of 37 signatures, which are
detailed in Supplementary Figure S4. Positions are labeled according to absolute length of reference sequences, including variable regions. (C) Average
signature of said 37 yeast cytosolic tRNAs at m1A58 complemented with absolute standard deviations of signature features among and between groups of
isotypes. For the displayed profile, signatures were averaged among isotypes first, before calculating the final means.

neighboring sequence context, including one upstream nu-
cleotide and two downstream nucleotides of the RNA tem-
plate, denoted −1, +1 and +2, respectively. This implies that
nucleotides +1 and +2 are reverse transcribed, before the
m1A residues acts as a template in the RT active site, with +1
denoting the characteristic position after which RT-arrest
occurs. Consequentially, the −1 position only enters the RT
active site after the enzyme has bypassed the m1A residue.
In a first instance, the influence of each position was an-
alyzed independently from the others. A distinct influence
of a given nucleotide would result in a clustering of signals
in a ternary plot (16) of the mismatch composition. While
no significant impact of nucleotide identity on positions −1

and +2 was observable in such plots (Supplementary Figure
S5 A and C), the ternary plot of position +1, visualized in
Figure 3A and B, stands out. For example, the 5′-m1A-U-3′
motif leads to very efficient misincorporation of dATP into
cDNA.

Since nucleotide information is mapped to the template
sequence, this corresponds to high T signal, as well as to
low G and low C signals. This characteristic misincorpo-
ration pattern is visually recognizable by clustering of 5′-
m1A-U-3′ derived red data points in the upper end of the
ternary diagram in Figure 3A. Similarly, m1A-G (yellow)
and m1A-A (green) give rise to distinct clusters with overall
low C signal, while data points for m1A-C are more spread
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Figure 3. Revolver assay. Revolver oligonucleotides feature permutation of the four major nucleotides at a position of interest, here the +1 position (3′ to
m1A). For a position p, the arrest rate reflects the relative amount of reads ending at p + 1 (i.e. not covering p) out of all reads covering p + 1. (A) Ternary
plot of mismatch composition of 41 natural m1A sites (black dots) for base configurations guanosine (yellow), cytidine (blue), uridine (red, T in mapping
profile) and adenosine (green) at position +1 w.r.t. m1A. Data points from revolver oligonucleotides are represented as colored letters corresponding to
the color code also used in (C) and (D). (B) Twenty-two hierarchically clustered data points derived from initial 41 measurements in (A). (C) Mismatch
composition at m1A site for base configurations guanosine (i), cytidine (ii), uridine (iii, T in mapping profile) and adenosine (iv) at position +1 w.r.t. m1A in
sequencing profiles of synthetic oligonucleotides. (D) RT signature by modification level. Arrest rates and mismatch contents at different ratios of modified
and unmodified equivalents of revolver oligonucleotide are shown: 0% m1A in (D-i), 25% in (D-ii), 50% in (D-iii), 75% in (D-iv) and 100% m1A in (C-i).
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Table 1. QQQ parameters of the dynamic MRM method

Mod.
nucleoside

Precursor
ion [m/z]

Product
ion [m/z]

Fragm.
voltage [V]

Coll.
energy [eV]

Cell accel.
voltage [V]

Time
segment [min]

12C-m1A 282 150 92 17 2 5–8.5
13C-m1A 293 156 92 17 2 5–8.5

Table 2. m1A sites

RNA spec. Position Organism Distinct RNAs Replicates

Confirmed
tRNA cyt. 58 Yeast 20 2
tRNA mit. 9 Human 13 1
rRNA 645 Yeast 1 2
rRNA 2142 Yeast 1 2
rRNA 1309 Human 1 1
rRNA 964 Streptomyces pactum 1 1
Artif. oligo. 9* 2 2
Revolver oligo. 9* 4 1
tRNAArg UCG cyt. 58 Trypanosoma brucei 1 2
Unconfirmed
rRNA 1136 Mouse 1 2
tRNA mit. 9 Human 1 1
tRNA cyt. 58 Trypanosoma brucei 15 1

Confirmed instances include published and self-designed m1A sites, whereas unconfirmed sites rely on homologous identification. Distinct RNAs refers to
the number of non-redundant RNAs, in which m1A signatures were found. * labeled synthetic oligoribonucleotides contain m1A9 in a sequence derived
from tRNALys of Homo sapiens.

out, and share high cytidine and low thymidine content as
a common characteristic.

Of the originally 54 m1A instances present in our data, ex-
perimental replicates were averaged, leading to the 41 data
points plotted in Figure 3A. Because certain sequence con-
texts were over-represented in that dataset, we further re-
duced the dataset by averaging data points from RNAs of
over 95% sequence identity (e.g. tRNA sequences contain-
ing SNPs) and a final averaging step left only sequences dif-
fering at positions −1, +1 and +2, relative to the m1A site.
This dataset, which is plotted in Figure 3B, only incom-
pletely covers the permutation space of said three positions
(Supplementary Figure S5 D). Therefore, to cover more
of the remaining sequence space, we investigated the RT
profiles of synthetic m1A-containing oligoribonucleotides.
These oligoribonucleotides were derived from the naturally
occurring m1A containing sequence of human mitochon-
drial tRNALys (11). In what we termed ‘revolver’ concept,
position +1 was systematically variegated, such that the in-
fluence of the respective nucleotide could be assessed in di-
rect comparison. The resulting RT-profiles, which are visu-
alized in Figure 3C, point out a pronounced effect of posi-
tion +1. As is apparent by visual inspection of Figure 3A
and B, in which the revolver data are highlighted by col-
ored letters, they reflect well the clustering of the respective
natural instances. This visually apparent clustering was sta-
tistically verified (computational details in Supplementary
Figure S5 E, F and Method S1). Further computational in-
spection of the revolver-extended experimental dataset (as
detailed in the supplement) did not reveal any significant
influence of positions +2 and −1. Note that all revolver
oligonucleotides in Figure 3B show similar arrest rates, sug-
gesting that the sequence context at the +1 position does not
significantly influence the reverse transcription arrest rate.

Quantification of m1A occupancy

Synthetic oligoribonucleotides were also used to gauge the
effect of incomplete occupancy of the modification site. Fig-
ure 3D shows profiles obtained from the unmodified olig-
oribonucleotide of wild-type sequence mixed with increas-
ing amounts of the corresponding m1A containing oligori-
bonucleotides. Clearly visible, both, the arrest rate and the
misincorporation increase linearly with the fraction of m1A.
This suggests, that some of the biological samples might be
incompletely modified and that RT-profiles may eventually
be used to gauge modification efficiency after thorough cal-
ibration. Therefore, in addition to verifying the presence or
absence of m1A, we have quantified the m1A content by LC-
MS, using a recently developed biosynthetic stable isotope
labeled standard (24).

Figure 4 shows chromatograms of the four revolver-
oligoribonucleotides, from which an m1A content of about
80± 10% at position 9 was calculated. Only traces of m6A, a
known rearrangement product of m1A, were found, there-
fore a possibility of incomplete occupancy at m1A9 even in
synthetic samples remains. Not surprisingly, a plot of mis-
match rate and arrest rate as a function of m1A content
in Figure 4C suggests a linear dependence of both param-
eters, but neither correlation is precise enough to confirm
or discard the possibility of incomplete m1A modification
in the revolver oligoribonucleotides. LC-MS quantification
of the m1A sites (Figure 4B) in yeast rRNA by analysis
of the single knockouts and double knockout yielded 0.7
mol m1A per mol rRNA for each of both sites, which is
consistent with a total of 1.4 mol m1A per mol rRNA in
the wild-type. Interestingly, the profiles vary strongly, al-
though both sites have similar occupancy. Thus, while ar-
rest and mismatch rate at position m1A645 (Figure 2) cor-
relate at least roughly with the m1A content, the profile at
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Figure 4. Quantification of m1A by LC-MS using a biosynthetic internal
standard. LC-MS/MS chromatograms showing the m1A and 13C-labeled
m1A peaks in the revolver oligonucleotides (A) and in 25S rRNA from
wild-type and rrp8/bmt2 knockout yeast (B). Continuous lines represent
the peaks of unlabeled m1A, dotted lines those of 13C-labeled m1A added
as an internal standard (24). To ensure inter-sample comparability of the
m1A peaks, the peak heights were adjusted to the respective 13C-m1A
peaks and normalized to the injected amount of oligonucleotide or 25S
rRNA. The amount of analyzed oligonucleotide or 25S rRNA was deter-
mined by calculating the amount of adenosine in the respective samples
using the UV peak of adenosine and dividing the amount by the number
of adenosines per molecule. AU––arbitrary units. (C) Plot of RT signature
occupancy by m1A content.

m1A2142 incorrectly suggests a much lower modification oc-
cupancy. Of note, LC-MS analysis (Figure 4B) and RNA-
Seq analysis were conducted with aliquots from the same
rRNA preparation, and while the quantification of frac-
tional occupancy is apparently fraught with a ∼10% error
in precision, the relative comparison of rRNA from both
knockout mutants is largely more precise, because numer-
ous error sources average out (24). Comparison of the pro-

files of m1A645 and m1A2142 clearly show differences despite
identical occupancy. In the case of m1A2142, a large fraction
of correctly incorporated dTTP, visualized as green bar, er-
roneously suggests a significant fraction of unmodified A
residues in the RNA template. This leads to the conclusion
that RT-profiles have limited use in the quantification of
fractional occupancy, in that they tend to underestimate the
degree of fractional occupation because the RT does occa-
sionally incorporate the correct dTTP even when challenged
by m1A. Inversely however, the sum of RT-arrest and mis-
incorporation provides a plausible lower limit, since these
events clearly derive from events occurring only on an m1A
containing RNA template. This finding has deeper implica-
tions and consequences, in particular for structural probing
experiments with DMS.

Confirmation of m1A sites predicted by homology

Despite the variations described above, the signature of
m1A appears characteristic already by visual inspection of
RNA-Seq representations in Figures 2 and 3. Of obvious
interest is the use of such data for the detection of m1A
residues where they have not been detected by other meth-
ods. Arguably the easiest application is the qualitative con-
firmation of m1A at putative sites that show plausible ho-
mology to known sites. For example, human 28S rRNA
was reported to contain an m1A residue at position 1309
(29), while the corresponding rRNA from mouse has not
yet been analyzed for this modification. Figure 5 shows a
strong m1A signature at the corresponding position in hu-
man rRNA, as well as at position 1136 of mouse rRNA,
which is homologous to the human site. Another example
is the m1A signature at position 9 of human mitochondrial
tRNAAsn (Figure 5B), of which the bovine homolog has re-
cently been sequenced (30). These profiles plausibly show
that an RT-signature can qualitatively confirm the presence
of m1A.

To apply this identification by computer-aided visual in-
spection in a more challenging biological question, we have
applied it to an organism in which the occurrence of m1A
in tRNA was little investigated, namely T. brucei. From a
dataset obtained by application of the library preparation
protocol outlined above to total RNA (22), we isolated the
profiles of tRNAs. By visual inspection, 16 species showed
a clear m1A signature, as shown in Supplementary Figure
S10A. Importantly, the sequence dependence of their mis-
match distribution, which is plotted in Supplementary Fig-
ure S10C, agrees very well with the authentic one in Fig-
ure 3B. To further verify the actual existence of m1A in at
least one of these species, we isolated tRNAARG UCG by hy-
bridization with a biotinylated cDNA, and subsequent se-
questration on streptavidin-beads, as detailed in the ‘Mate-
rials and Methods’ section. The purified tRNA was submit-
ted to both-LC-MS analysis and renewed RNA Seq. Both
confirmed the presence of m1A. LC-MS analysis suggested
near complete occupancy, i.e. one m1A residue per tRNA
molecule (Supplementary Table S7), and the m1A signature
obtained from the isolated tRNA (Supplementary Figure
S10B) is in excellent agreement with that of the bulk tRNA,
experimentally confirming that mismapping effects are in-
deed minor.
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Figure 5. Homology based confirmation of m1A. For a position p, the ar-
rest rate reflects the relative amount of mapped reads ending at p + 1, i.e.
not covering p. (A) Homologous identification of m1A1136 in murine 28S
rRNA (i) by alignment to human sequence containing m1A1309 (ii). (B)
m1A9 in human mitochondrial tRNA, identified by alignment to identical
bovine sequence with published m1A9.

Supervised prediction of m1A by machine learning

To quantitatively assess how robustly m1A signatures can
distinguish actual modification sites from non-m1A sites in
RNA-Seq data, a supervised prediction of m1A by machine
learning was conducted. Known instances of m1A and non-
m1A sites in equal numbers were fed to a machine learn-
ing algorithm (overall workflow depicted in Supplementary
Figure S6). Thus, 45 m1A signatures (coverage ≥ 10, 3′-
adjacent coverage ≥ 15, taking isoacceptors into account
as separate entities) of tRNA, rRNA and artificial oligonu-
cleotides were merged with an equal amount of data points
from non-m1A sites randomly drawn from the adenosine
pool of bona fide m1A-containing datasets: mitochondrial
(human) and cytosolic (yeast) tRNA and rRNA (yeast and
mouse), according to setting (i) in the ‘Materials and Meth-
ods’ section. This dataset was fed to a RF model (500 trees)
classifying both kinds of adenosine instances. Briefly, an
RF (31) is a machine learning model for object classifica-
tion by an ensemble of decision trees. Under randomiza-
tion in training, binary forks are formed in each individual
tree, used to differentiate objects according to their features,

Figure 6. Validation outline for supervised prediction. RT signatures (yel-
low) of m1A and non-m1A (A*) sites and are distributed into subsamples,
termed folds, with uniform ratios (stratification) m1A / A*. The system
was tuned toward both, sensitivity and specificity by equal abundance of
each class, minimizing learning biases due to a priori class probabilities. In
each of 10 repetitions (10×), the Random Forest was trained on another
four of five possible fold combinations (5×) and tested on the respective
left-out fold.

based on information content. The final object classifica-
tion is a consensus of all class votes returned by the single
trees. Features visible to the RF-classifier included: arrest
rate a, mismatch rate m, the m/a ratio, the mismatch com-
position (fractions of G, T and C), and a parameter that we
termed CSA. The latter is defined as the fold change of the
site’s a with respect to its sequence environment of five bases
up- and five bases downstream (details in the ‘Materials and
Methods’ section).

Despite its documented impact we did not include the
identity of the +1 neighboring base, in order to avoid biases
and overfitting side effects in the training run. We applied
a five-fold stratified cross-validation (Figure 6), i.e. the data
were divided into parts parts, of which four-fifth were used
for a training run and one-fifth as a test dataset, for which
the model was tasked to classify all adenosines. In a total
of 10 runs, during which the five parts were permutated be-
tween training and testing sets, the model scored better than
97% for both, sensitivity and specificity (setting (i), detailed
in ‘Materials and Methods’ section). In setting (ii), a more
stringent variation of this validation, the non-m1A sites
fed to the RF were deliberately chosen among those that
showed the closest resemblance to m1A-signatures among
the non-m1A sites. Under these circumstances, the values
dropped to 89% (SD = ±2.4%) for sensitivity, and 87% (SD
= ±2.8%) for specificity (averaged from ten repetitions, all
statistics are given in Supplementary Table S5). Of inter-
est is the deliberate inclusion of other modified adenosine
residues in the training set for ‘non-m1A’, in particular of
two ubiquitous consecutive m6,6A rRNA residues at posi-
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tions 1781 and 1782 of yeast 18S rRNA. This modification
type features a methyl group on the Watson–Crick face, as
does m1A and was reported to show a similar misincor-
poration pattern (16). Indeed, m6,6A1781 shows a signature
(shown in Supplementary Figure S9) that, by visual inspec-
tion, is indistinguishable from that of m1A (Figure 2C) and
is classified as such by the algorithm as well. On the other
hand, the adjacent m6,6A1782 also shows a clear signature,
which is however, different from the typical m1A signature.
Accordingly, it is correctly classified as ‘non-m1A’ by the al-
gorithm. Of note, when the model was trained on the en-
tire amount of available tRNA instances of m1A with as
many random non-m1A adenosine signatures (setting (iii)),
all presented (five) rRNA sites of m1A (2× S. cerevisiae, 1×
S. pactum, 1× M. musculus, 1× H. sapiens) were correctly
identified with a specificity >99.9%.

In addition, a leave-one-out cross-validation was per-
formed. This roughly corresponds to the above stratifica-
tion concept with the number of folds maximally increased,
such that the test-fold contains only a single positive and
a single negative m1A instance. As expected, performance
increased with availability of additional training instances
(Supplementary Table S6). This thus provides additional
confirmation of the overall feasibility of the concept and
underlines the need to maximize training instances for effi-
cient machine learning.

Out of concern that our dataset of 45 positive m1A in-
stances might be too limited for complex classifiers such
as RF, we compared the performance of the latter with a
more basic method, namely k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN). In
a so called receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analy-
sis, the area under the curve corresponds to the probabil-
ity with which a model scores a random positive m1A in-
stance higher than a negative one. As can be deduced from
the various curves plotted in Supplementary Figure S7, the
RF model consistently outperforms various kNN setups by
a large margin. The shape of the RF curve also illustrates
that the RF achieved considerable sensitivity while main-
taining high specificity.

Finally, we have analyzed in depth, which parameters
have been retained by the RF model as most informative for
the recognition of m1A sites. From inspection of the trained
RF, it became clear, that both, arrest rate and at mismatch
rate played an important role for performance. A more de-
tailed analysis was conducted by a leave-feature-out anal-
ysis, which measures performance in various permutations
of incomplete feature combinations. The results, which are
shown in Supplementary Figure S8, clearly confirm our ini-
tial approach to m1A signature identification, namely that
neither arrest rate nor mismatch analysis alone come close
to the performance of their combination.

DISCUSSION

Encounters of reverse transcriptase enzymes with non-
canonical nucleotides are about to become a focus of intense
research. Early investigations into the effect of m1A were
mostly concerned with the application in structural prob-
ing in vitro (1), and the replication of the HIV genome in
vivo, which actually strongly relies on RT-arrest induced by
m1A58 of the HIV-primer tRNALys3 (32–34). The topic is

subject to renewed impetus, as RNA-Seq based approaches
are being developed to detect RNA modifications on a tran-
scriptome wide scale. Such analyses for m5C (35), m6A (36)
and pseudouridine (37–39) have recently revolutionized the
RNA modification field, and the common belief is that
more modifications types are to be found in transcriptomes
by similar methods. So-called PSI-Seq (37–39) relies com-
pletely on RT-arrest upon encounter of the enzyme with a
CMC modified nucleoside and an understanding of the effi-
ciency of RT-arrest clearly will improve the accuracy of such
approaches.

Here, we present an in-depth investigation of the effect
of m1A in an RNA template on the composition of cDNA
fragments generated during reverse transcription. Where
previous studies have provided a more general picture of
various modifications in parallel (16,17), we focused on a
single modification species and characterized the resulting
arrest rate as well as the misincorporation pattern for over
50 RNA sequences. We taught the common characteristics
to a computer learning program for supervised prediction
and identification. The method is well capable of qualita-
tively confirming the presence of m1A at a defined candidate
position, such as e.g. A964 in rRNA from S. pactum. Since
this methylation mediates resistance to the pactamycin (12),
our approach can conceivably be applied to the detection
of antibiotic resistance. Because m6,6A blocks the Watson–
Crick face of an adenosine like m1A and leaves signatures
as well, we expect that moderate adaptation of parameters
will allow the monitoring of m6,6A at position 1519 in bacte-
rial rRNA, which mediates resistance to kasugamycin (40).
From our results, we can project that the limiting step in
this endeavor is likely to be a larger training set of bona fide
m6,6A sites.

Parameters that shape the RT-signature

As an important message, the presented data suggest, that
the amount of misincorporation by the RT enzyme is very
substantial, resulting in a non-negligible read-through effi-
ciency. It is known from the literature, that read-through by
RT-enzymes in vitro may depend on a variety of parameters,
including e.g. the dNTP concentration (41) in the case of 2′-
OMe modifications (42). Certainly, the nature of the enzyme
itself is important in the encounter with an RNA modifica-
tion (43), and we can expect key parameters of in vitro con-
ditions such as pH, ion strength and divalent cations to be
important as well. The present study has kept these param-
eters constant and focused on the identification of features
residing in the RNA template itself. Our investigations into
the influence of neighboring nucleotides −1, +1 and +2 re-
vealed a clear influence of the nature of the +1 nucleotide,
situated 3′ to the m1A residue. Beyond the scope of detect-
ing m1A residues at new positions in transcriptomes, this
insight has significant implications for the interpretations
of structural probing data obtained by primer extension.
With respect to the interpretation of structural probing data
of m1A residues generated using DMS, the classification of
RT-arrest signals as weak, intermediate, or strong (44), may
now be refined by taking into account the penultimate nu-
cleotide.
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Higher order structure of RNA has long been known
to negatively affect the efficiency of primer extension, a
fact frequently encountered in structural probing of e.g.
rRNA, where a strong noise from RT-arrest signals made
data interpretation difficult. Our data, however, suggest that
RNA structure may, in certain cases, even facilitate read-
through. This is exemplified by comparison of the signa-
tures of rRNA (Figure 2) with revolver oligonucleotides
(Figure 3). The latter can reasonably be assumed to be
weakly structured (11). In each case, the m1A residue causes
>80% arrest rate, while the two rRNA sites show strongly
diverging arrest albeit being equally modified to ∼70%. Said
discrepancy must mostly stem from outside the immediate
neighboring sequence context, which is quite similar be-
tween both sites.

Limitations

From the above discussion flow a number of limitations
of the presented method at its current state. Clearly, esti-
mates of fractional occupancy of an m1A site can be semi-
quantitative at best, and only after calibration as shown
in Figure 3D. The differential strength of equally modified
sites in rRNA (Figure 2A) points to further factors that
influence the strength of the m1A signature, whose identi-
fication must await further work. In contrast, analyses of
different mapping strategies as detailed in Supplementary
Figure S3 show, that the influence of the mapping strategy
was efficiently minimized in the k1 regime we applied. This
analysis revealed that for tRNA-related reads, mismapping
in a k3 regime, which allows up to three mappings per read,
strongly depends on the tRNA species, and may potentially
outnumber the reads derived from conservative k1 regime
mapping by more than an order of magnitude (Supplemen-
tary Figure S3A), although the k3-related mismapping was
mostly inside isoacceptor groups. Interestingly, differences
in the signature-relevant parameters arrest rate and mis-
match content were relatively minor (Supplementary Figure
S3C), when k1, k3 and ‘best’ (default) settings were com-
pared, and this was exemplarily visualized for a selected
tRNA species in Supplementary Figure S3D. For scenarios
with higher cross-mapping rates, reporting the best align-
ment on cost of computation time may be considered, al-
though this can lead to undesired suppression of mismatch
information. In this study, variation of signature parame-
ters due to mapping artefacts is clearly smaller than what we
expect from experimental parameters. Given that salt con-
ditions, temperature and the type of enzyme are known to
affect polymerization characteristics e.g. in PCR reactions
(45), we will turn our attention to these parameters in the
near future.

Potential applications, prediction performance and scope

In the rapidly developing field of RNA modifications there
is an urgent need for new methods, which are sought for ap-
plications to a variety of biological questions. These include
transcriptome-wide searches to detect new modifications
sites as well as quantification e.g. in the context of a response
to outside stress. With respect to the latter, elevated tem-
peratures were recently shown to ablate a thiol-modification

in yeast (46,47). In analogy, we have investigated potential
changes in the m1A-signatues of tRNAs from yeast raised
at normal temperature versus 39◦C, but failed to identify
any differences (data not shown). Although this might be
due to the limited quantification accuracy (compare Figure
3D and related material), total ablation would have been
detectable.

At the current state, our machine learning algorithm can
distinguish m1A from an unmodified adenosine with very
good accuracy, if these two possibilities are the only ele-
ments in the training data. Not unexpectedly, when other
modifications are forcibly included as non-m1A training
data, the performance drops. The erroneous classification
of an m6,6A as m1A is readily rationalized: m6,6A carries a
methyl group on its Watson–Crick face, and therefore leads
to RT-arrest as well. Furthermore, a previous study suggests
that all the adenosine modifications have similar misincor-
poration patterns (16). The latter argument must be atten-
uated somewhat, since our current analysis shows strong
variability even within m1A samples (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4). Still, this instance once more illustrates, that once
a candidate site is identified, further evidence, such as se-
quence homology to known sites, RNA-Seq data from rele-
vant knockout organisms, or biochemical analysis is needed
for confirmation.

The performance of a prospective large-scale prediction
depends on the quality and quantity of both, positive and
negative training instances. Our m1A pool covers a large
number of sequence contexts, but is clearly biased in that
some portions of the sequence space are missing in the train-
ing pool. Obviously, the sequence context of m1A occur-
rence in nature is not random, but biased by biological evo-
lution, e.g. of the m1A methyltransferases (48,49). Since the
algorithm is based on learning, its current version will be
more successful at predicting m1A sites situated in a simi-
lar sequence context, and it is prone to perform poorly in
the prediction of sites in a radically new sequence context,
including in particular such situated in clusters containing
multiple different modifications. The training pool of non-
m1A instances determines the success along similar lines.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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Table S1: Library preparation - Sequence elements. 

Element Sequence 

RAdapter 5’-P-CNNNNNNNNNAGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGT-3‘-C6-spacer 

RTPrimer 5’-ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT-3’ 

DAnchorA 5’-GTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTGG-3’ 

DAnchorB 5’-P- AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCAC-3’-C6-spacer 

PCR P7 primer 5’-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT77777777GTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT-3’ 

PCR P5 primer 5’-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACAC55555555ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT-3’ 

Barcodes used with P7 Sequence Barcodes used with P7 Sequence 

N701 TCGCCTTA N501 TAGATCGC 

N702 CTAGTACG N502 CTCTCTAT 

N703 TTCTGCCT N503 TATCCTCT 

N704 GCTCAGGA N504 AGAGTAGA 

N705 AGGAGTCC N505 GTAAGGAG 

N706 CATGCCTA N506 ACTGCATA 

N707 GTAGAGAG N507 AAGGAGTA 

N708 CCTCTCTG N508 CTAAGCCT 

N709 AGCGTAGC   

N710 CAGCCTCG   

N711 TGCCTCTT   

N712 TCCTCTAC   

Oligoribonucleotide type Sample ID Sequence 

A-G 17 5’-CACUGUAAAGCUAACUUAGC-3’ 

revolver m1A-G 12 5’-CACUGUAAm1AGCUAACUUAGC-3’ 

revolver m1A-C 13 5’-CACUGUAAm1ACCUAACUUAGC-3’ 

revolver m1A-U 14 5’-CACUGUAAm1AUCUAACUUAGC-3’ 

revolver m1A-A 15 5’-CACUGUAAm1AACUAACUUAGC-3’ 

hybridization oligo for tRNAArg_UCG  S24 biotin-CGGCAGGACTCGAACCTGCAACCCTCA 
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Figure S1: Library preparation - Outline. Note that the 

presented procedure captures cDNA resulting from abortive 

reverse transcription events. Primer information is given in 

Table S1. 
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Table S2: Sequence libraries. Raw reads denote the number of FASTQ sequences obtained from Illumina prior to bioinformatic processing. Mapped reads reflect the relative 

number of processed reads mappable to references provided to Bowtie2. Value pairs refer to reads from paired end libraries or replicates (sample 1). Bp is the length of these 

reads in base pairs, where 150 bp were used in the single end (s) mode of sequencing and 151 or 35 + 88 bp for the reads in paired end (p) mode of libraries. For comparability, 

the average number (Ø reads / kb ref) of reads mapped on a kilobase (kb) of an m1A-annotated target reference sequence is listed, e.g. tRNAIni in sample 3 and rRNA in sample 5. 

The mean coverage (Ø cov. 3’ of m1A) at +1 positions 3’ of m1A provides a reference for the arrest rate, (Ø arr. (m1A)), at the Sm1A position and Ø mism. (m1A) provides the 

mismatch contents. Sample 1 values originate from replicates (N=2). Numbers annotated with Ini refer to tRNAIni only. Entries in brackets refer to pairs of m1A sites in the 

corresponding sample, such as m1A645 and m1A2142 in rRNA. The mean is given in front of each bracket. 

ID Interest Material Organism Raw reads Mapped [%] Bp End Ø Reads / kb ref Ø cov. 3’ of m1A Ø arr. (m1A) [%] Ø mism. (m1A) [%] 

1 Signature pool total tRNA S. cerevisiae 2.95 M / 2.23 M 40.0 / 40.7 151 p 370 k / 260 k 10.0 k / 6.6 k 21 / 22 54 / 54 

2 Signature pool total mito. RNA H. sapiens 2.1 M 14.3  151 p 189 k 1.6 k 62 32 

3 m1A58 knockout total tRNA S. cerevisiae Δ trm6 5.58 M 89.9 / 89.1 35, 88 p 16.4 MIni 776 kIni 0.1Ini 0.4Ini 

4 Positive control total tRNA S. cerevisiae 6.37 M 77.3 / 82.1 35, 88 p 579 kIni 1.25 kIni 18.1Ini 7.0Ini 

5 Positive control rRNA S. cerevisiae 4.95 M 47.9 150 s 213 k 9.3 k (10.0 / 8.6 k) 35 (54.0 / 15.0) 28.0 (44.7 / 11.2) 

6 single knockout m1A645 rRNA S. cerevisiae Δrrp8 5.40 M 63.1 150 s 407 k 25.6 k (39.1 k / 12.0 k) 9.15 (2.0 / 16.3) 9.6 (1.2 / 18.0) 

7 single knockout m1A2142 rRNA S. cerevisiae Δbmt2 3.82 M 76.4 150 s 308 k 12.6 (13.7 k / 11.6 k) 23.35 (44.7 / 2.0) 24.3 (47.0 / 1.6) 

8 double knockout m1A645 and m1A2142 rRNA S. cerevisiae Δrrp8 + Δbmt2 7.37 M 68.33 150 s 402 k 21.6 k (28.3 / 14.8 k) 2.75 (3.2 / 2.3) 0.8 (0.8 / 0.8) 

9 m1A on SSU of rRNA total RNA S. pactum 6.27 M 1.2 / 0.6 35, 88 p 250 k 6.4 k 76.0 56.9 

10 Homologous identification rRNA H. sapiens 5.14 M 77.7 / 72.0 35, 88 p 12 k 8.0 k 90.0 30.3 

11 Homologous identification rRNA M. musculus 7.18 M 71.0 / 68.7 35, 88 p 150 k 11.4 k 89.7 30.9 

12 RT sequence context dependency oligo. synthetic 1.42 M 92.6 / 86.8 35, 88 p 18.6 M 430 k 76.0 48.9 

13 RT sequence context dependency oligo. synthetic 1.66 M 87.9 / 82.3 35, 88 p 23.9 M 550 k 54.4 56.7 

14 RT sequence context dependency oligo. synthetic 1.56 M 84.1 / 80.1 35, 88 p 20.1 M 410 k 82.7 24.5 

15 RT sequence context dependency oligo. synthetic 1.89 M 88.4 / 68.0 35, 88 p 27.1 M 510 k 81.4 22.2 

16 RT sequence context dependency 2 oligo. ligate 0.37 M 42.7 / 15.1 151 p (500 k / 400 k) 2.9 k (44.1 / 60.5) (39.1 / 27.2)) 

17 Signature vs. occupancy oligo. in vitro transcr. 1.77 M 89.1 / 81.1 35, 88 p 16.0 M 350 k 8.2 3.1 

18 Signature vs. occupancy oligo. synthetic 2.00 M 90.1 / 83.1 35, 88 p 21.2 M 480 k 41.5 11.7 

19 Signature vs. occupancy oligo. synthetic 1.72 M 91.0 / 84.4 35, 88 p 20.0 M 450 k 48.5 12.8 

20 Signature vs. occupancy oligo. synthetic 2.17 M 91.8 / 86.0 35, 88 p 26.4 M 610 k 64.0 25.0 

S21 Positive control total tRNA S. cerevisiae 1.95 M 44.4 / 49.7 80, 80 p 145 k 5.6 k 51.9 60.2 

S22 m1A58 knockout total RNA S. cerevisiae 3.21 M 58.8 / 51.9 80, 80 p 571 k 11.2 k 0.2 0.3 

S23 Novel sites total tRNA T. brucei 1.36 M 4.8 / 3.9 80, 80 p 7.5 k 0.4 k 36.6 83.0 

S24 Signature vs. occupancy tRNAArg_1 T. brucei 1.79 M 13.1 / 12.4 80, 80 p 2.6 M 85 k 18.3 82.8 
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Fig. S2: Pairwise Levenshtein edit distances of cytosolic tRNA sequences of S. cerevisiae. Normalization was 
done by division of each distance value by the length of the longer of two compared sequences. 
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Fig. S3: RT signature vs multiple mappings. A) Relative read count comparison of k = 1 (“report best only”, set 
as 100 % for each tRNA) and k = 3 (“report best three”) modes for valid alignments by Bowtie2. B) Isotype 
confusion behavior for k = 3. The red bars indicate the relative amount of mapped reads per tRNA also mapped 
to tRNA(s) of a different acceptor group. C) Distribution of absolute difference in arrest and mismatch rates: k = 
1 vs. k = 3 and k = 1 vs. “best”. D) Exemplary comparison of m1A58 (sequence position 59) RT signatures for 
reporting modes k = 1, k = 3 and “best” (default) in yeast’s cytosolic tRNAVal_AAC. 
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Fig. S4: m1A58 signature compilation from 37 cytosolic tRNAs of wildtype and m1A-negative (ΔTrm6) S. 

cerevisiae. Plot scope: 5 bp upstream and 5 bp downstream of m1A. Arrest and mismatch rates range on a [0, 1] 

scale as in the main article. 
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Figure S5: RT sequence context. Mismatch composition at m1A site by nucleotide configuration at -1 (A), +1 

(B*, identical with Figure 4 A from main document) and +2 (C). Data points from revolver oligonucleotides are 

specified by base at +1. D) Observed combinations of base configurations at positions +1, +2 and -1 relative to 

m1A. E) Positional comparison by clustering measures cohesion, separation & silhouette coefficient (1) as well as 

Random Forest prediction performance in ten repetitions of seven-fold stratified cross-validation. Means for 

negative and positive predictive values (NPV & PPV), sensitivity and specificity indicate the model’s performance 

predicting the base configuration at position -1, +1 or +2 from the m1A site’s mismatch composition. F) 

Accordance of revolver assay with m1A pool. Knowing that the mismatch compositions of the synthetic instances 

correspond to four distinct populations of the global pool, 22 of 23 alternative permutations are outperformed (i) by 

the actual assignment, based on the mean of the four corresponding distances to cluster centers (MDC). The 

correct assignment ranks at 97.6 % of the mean MDC of the best-performing permutation (ii). 
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Method S1: Computational analysis of sequence context mediated mismatch composition  

Evaluation of determinism regarding mismatch compositions driven by neighboring bases was done 

using both, descriptive and inferential statistics. Fig. S1, E shows seven measures, comparing 

positions -1, +1 and +2 in what is generalized as performance in RT context-mediated 

misincorporation pattern determinism. Separation describes the average inter-cluster center distance, 

while cohesion is the inverse of average intra-cluster deviation from the corresponding center. Edit 

distances were calculated for clusters with more than one data points only. They are defined as the 

alteration of the two least-diverging mismatch types   of an arbitrary pair of misincorporation 

patterns  required to transform one data point into the other, equivalent to:  

 

In case of cohesion, performance scale normalization was performed constituting the weakest 

performance as the maximum possible average deviation of data points from cluster means, 

amounting to 2/3 in the hypothetic worst case of uniform distribution of a cluster’s data points to the 

three corners of the ternary plot. Mean calculation from the four cohesion values was done using 

weights corresponding to the number of data points in each cluster. The maximum theoretical average 

inter-cluster center distance, used for normalization of the separation parameter, was set to 100 

percentage points, corresponding to three perfectly condensed clusters of contrary misincorporation 

characteristics. Determinism analysis was supplemented by performance assessment of a Random 

Forest classifier ((2), 500 trees) inferring the base type of a corresponding neighbor position from the 

mismatch composition. In a four-fold stratified cross validation, we obtained sensitivities of (34.7, 54.5 

and 17.3), specificities of (64, 84.8, 72.4) as well as positive and negative predictive values of (29.8, 

49.5, 12.9) resp. (63.6, 86.5, 70.6) for the model in average for positions -1, +1 and +2. Fig S1, F 

shows how the measurements from the revolver oligonucleotides fit the clusters of the remaining data 

points. Distances from revolver oligonucleotide data points to cluster centers were normalized by 

average intra cluster distances, accounting for variance. Additional normalization with cluster member 

counts corrected for a priori class likelihoods. 
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Fig. S6:  Workflow - Data processing for prediction. 

 

 

 

Table S3: Profile format. 

ref_seg pos refbase cov matches A G T C arrest mismatch 

tdbD00003245|Sacch…cer..|4932|Val|AAC 59 A 7793 3822 3822 858 3057 56 0.612 0.515 

 

 

 

Table S4: Classification input format. CSA denotes context sensitive arrest rate as defined in methods section. 

arrest mismatch mismatch per arrest CSA G mism  T mism C mism mod. type 

0.76 0.569 0.749 8 0.29 0.448 0.262 'm1A' 
 

Table S5: Random Forest performance - 10 rep. 5-fold cross-validation. SDR is the absolute standard 

deviation of a mean value calculated from 10 runs. SDF is the mean SD of 10x5 = 50 foldwise outcomes for the 

corresponding performance measure. 

performance for class m1A (avg. of 10 runs) low resemblance high resemblance 

sensitivity [%]                                         (+/- SD)R   (+/- SD)F 96.2   (+/- 1.0)R     (+/- 6.2)F 88.9 (+/- 1.4) R     (+/- 9.1)F 

specificity [%]                                         (+/- SD)R   (+/- SD)F 96.9   (+/- 2.0) R     (+/- 4.1)F 87.0 (+/- 2.8) R      (+/- 10.5)F 

positive predictive value (PPV)   [%]  (+/- SD)R   (+/- SD)F 97.1   (+/- 1.8) R     (+/- 3.8)F 87.4 (+/- 2.4) R      (+/- 8.9)F 

negative predictive value (NPV) [%]  (+/- SD)R   (+/- SD)F 96.6   (+/- 0.9) R    (+/- 5.5)F 89.4 (+/- 1.1) R      (+/- 8.1)F 

 

 

Table S6: Random Forest performance - 10 rep. leave-one-m1A-out cross-validation 

performance for class m1A (avg. of 10 runs) low resemblance high resemblance 

sensitivity [%] +/- SD 96.0 +/- 0.9 89.3 +/- 1.9 

specificity [%] +/- SD 98.0 +/-1.8 86.7 +/- 3.8 

positive predictive value (PPV) [%] +/- SD 95.1 +/-1.4 82.8 +/- 3.2 

negative predictive value (NPV) [%] +/- SD 96.1 +/- 2.0 81.4 +/- 4.2 
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Fig. S7: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot (3) showing the areas under curve (AUC) for Random 

Forest and k Nearest Neighbor (NN) supervised prediction of m1A vs. other sites. The curves are averaged from 

10 repetitions of a 5-fold cross validation. Error bars show the standard deviations of the ROC curve at the 

models’ rating scores attributed to the m1A candidates. The grey diagonal corresponds to the performance of a 

guessing classifier. 
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Fig. S8: Prediction quality vs. number and category of predictors. Quality is given as mean of sensitivity, 

specificity, positive and negative predictive value. A) Low and B) high mean resemblance of non-m1As to m1As as 

specified in subsection ‘Supervised prediction of m1A by machine learning’ results. 27-1=127 combinations of 7 

used or omitted features were tested for classification by Random Forest. The number of data points in each 

column corresponds to the possible combinations for the categories i)-iii) using the respective feature count 1-7. 
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Fig. S9: RT signatures of m6,6As 1781 and 1782 in 

yeast 18S rRNA. For a position p, the arrest rate 

reflects the relative amount of mapped reads ending at 

p+1, i.e. not covering p. 
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Fig. S10: Trypanosomal m1A58. A) 16 single tRNA profiles from total tRNA preparation from Trypanosoma. B) 

Sequencing profile of a purified sample of tRNAArg_UCG. C) Mismatch composition by base configuration at pos +1. 

The data points taken from Figure S10A were treated in the same way as described for yeast and averaged, then 

visualized as open circles. For comparison, yeast data averaged from Figure 3B are plotted in closed circles. 
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Table S7: LC-MS/MS quantification of m1A. 

ID Sample Material Interest m1A/molecule % m1A/A 

3 S. cer. Δ trm6 total tRNA m1A58 knockout  0.04 

4 S. cer. wt total tRNA positive control  3.89 

5 S. cer. 25S wt rRNA wildtype 1.50  

6 S. cer. 25S Δrrp8 rRNA single knockout m1A645 0.73  

7 S. cer. 25S Δbmt2 rRNA single knockout m1A2142 0.77  

8 S. cer. 25S Δrrp8 + Δbmt2 rRNA double knockout m1A645 and m1A2142 0.01  

9 S. pactum total RNA m1A on SSU of rRNA  0.15 

10 H. sapiens rRNA Homologous identification  0.15 

11 M. musculus rRNA Homologous identification  0.09 

12 revolver m1A-G synthetic oligo. RT sequence context dependency 0.77  

13 revolver m1A-C synthetic oligo. RT sequence context dependency 0.82  

14 revolver m1A-U synthetic oligo. RT sequence context dependency 0.92  

15 revolver m1A-A synthetic oligo. RT sequence context dependency 0.79  

17 A-G in vitro transcr. negative control 0.00  

S24 Signature vs. occupancy tRNAArg_UCG Novel site 1.01  
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.2 Diastereoselectivity of 5-methyluridine osmylation is inverted inside an
RNA chain

Methylation on the Hoogsteen edge of pyrimidine nucleosides is known to have little or
no effect on reverse transcriptases [95]. Therefore, detection of 5-methyluridine (m5U) and
5-methylcytidine (m5C), based on a next generation sequencing method, requires a preceding
chemical labeling step. That step would ideally alter the modifications, and thus produce a spe-
cific reverse transcription signature. Since there were already published successful experiments
on labeling those nucleotides in DNA with osmium tetroxide - bipyridine (os-bipy), [71, 154, 66]
a focus was set to evaluate this agent with RNA.

Experiments performed on a nucleoside level revealed that Os-bipy was about ten time more
selective for m5U than its non-methylated equivalent uridine and about 5 times more selective
over m5C. 5-methylcytidine reacted about 5 times faster than cytidine.

Additionally, upon reaction of osmium tetroxide-bipyridine with the double bond of 5-
methyluridine, two formed diastereomers were chromatographically separated and with the help
of 1- and 2-dimensional 1H-NMR characterized and determined. It was shown that in analogy
to DNA, the ribose attached to the C-1 of the nucleobase induces the same favored si attack
of the Os-bipy label toward the 5,6 double bond of the pyrimidine leading to the formation of
a preferred product with 5R,6S configuration. Of note, all products of Os-bipy adducts were
confirmed by high resolution mass spectrometry attached to an HPLC device.

Because of the high preference of Os-bipy toward 5-methyl pyrimidines on a nucleoside
level, further experiments were performed to investigate whether this preference was preserved
in short oligonucleotide chains. For this, two 5-mer RNAs were designed that featured either
5-methylcytidine or 5-methyluridine at the central position, flanked by two unreactive purines
and terminated with pyrimidines at the extremities. Surprisingly, when comparing m5C incor-
porated in the oligonucleotide and as a nucleoside, its reactivity was reduced by a factor of 4,
which made it indistinguishable from the unmodified pyrimidine nucleosides. To some contrast,
the reactivity toward m5U was only reduced by half, and since the reactivity for uridine dropped
by roughly the same factor, selectivity remained high (roughly 8 fold). Further investigations on
the formation of corresponding diastereomers offered an explanation for the observed reduced
reactivity. On nucleoside level, the preferred osmylation product for 5-methylpyrimidines re-
sulted from a si attack of the Os-bipy label. This site was shielded by the RNA chain and was
significantly slowed down. In the case of m5U the reduction was about 3.5 fold, for m5C it was
about 12 fold. This led to a change in the formation ratio of osmylation from roughly 80:20
(si/re) on a nucleoside level, to about 40:60 (si/re) in the oligonucleotides.

Furthermore, accessibility of uridine in a 5-mer oligonucleotide chain containing four un-
reactive adenosines was investigated. The effects of sterical shielding and following change in
the formation ratio of osmylation reaction were not as pronounced as was the case with 5-
methylpyrimidines. Nevertheless, a tendency was observed, that uridines located at either 3’-
or 5’ extremity lead to a formation ratio similar to that of a nucleoside, whereas approaching the
middle of the chain, the ratio was nearly equalized. These results imply that osmium tetroxide-
bipyridine is extremely sensitive toward the chemical environment of pyrimidines within an
RNA chain, and can be further exploited in e.g. structure probing experiments. The results of
this study were recently published [155].
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ABSTRACT: In this study, we investigated the reaction of the
osmium tetroxide−bipyridine complex with pyrimidines in
RNA. This reagent, which reacts with the diastereotopic 5−6
double bond, thus leading to the formation of two
diastereomers, was used in the past to label thymidine and 5-
methylcytosine in DNA. In light of the growing interest in post-
transcriptional RNA modifications, we addressed the question
of whether this reagent could be used for labeling of the
naturally occurring RNA modifications 5-methylcytosine and 5-
methyluridine. On nucleoside level, 5-methylcytosine and 5-
methyluridine revealed a 5- and 12-fold preference, respectively,
over their nonmethylated equivalents. Performing the reaction
on an RNA level, we could show that the steric environment of
a pentanucleotide has a major detrimental impact on the reaction rate of osmylation. Interestingly, this drop in reactivity was due
to a dramatic change in diastereoselectivity, which in turn resulted from impediment of the preferred attack via the si side. Thus,
while on the nucleoside level, the absolute configuration of the major product of osmylation of 5-methyluridine was (5R,6S)-5-
methyluridine glycol-dioxoosmium-bipyridine, reaction with an RNA pentanucleotide afforded the corresponding (5S,6R)-
diastereomer as the major product. The change in diastereoselectivity lead to an almost complete loss of selectivity toward 5-
methylcytosine in a pentanucleotide context, while 5-methyluridine remained about 8 times more reactive than the canonical
pyrimidines. On the basis of these findings, we evaluate the usefulness of osmium tetroxide−bipyridine as a potential label for the
5-methyluridine modification in transcriptome-wide studies.

■ INTRODUCTION

Interest in the field of RNA modifications has recently surged
as a consequence of technical breakthroughs in detection and
analytics, which led to the discovery of a large number of new
modification sites on a transcriptome-wide scale.1−4 This
development concerns numerous chemically distinct RNA
modifications, and their newly discovered distribution and
functional impact is of considerable importance in the
regulation of gene expression, to an extent that has recently
coined the term “epitranscriptome”,5−13 which is meant to
include all post-transcriptional RNA alterations that affect the
epigenetic state of a cell. This development is largely driven by
the appearance of antibodies against various modifications such
as N6-methyladenosine,4 N1-methyladenosine,1 and 5-methyl-
cytosine.14 The detection of the latter modification tran-
scriptome-wide was spearheaded by the adaptation of bisulfite
sequencing from DNA to RNA.3 This method results in the
conversion of unmodified cytosines to uridines, whereas leaving
5-methylcytosines intact allows their distinction upon sequenc-
ing. Bisulfite sequencing has maintained the status of gold
standard in the field of DNA methylation (more specifically, the
detection of 5-methyldeoxycytosine (5dmC)). However,
despite the applicability of bisulfite sequencing and antibodies
against 5dmC, as well as other detection methods such as

AzaIP,15 detection of the corresponding modification in RNA,
abbreviated m5C, is still controversial,11,15,16 and new detection
methods are needed. Of note is the fact that no sequencing-
based method for the detection of the related pyrimidine
modification 5-methyluridine (m5U) has been described to
date.
While quantification of m5C or m5U by liquid chromatog-

raphy−mass spectrometry (LC−MS) techniques is routinely
conducted with high sensitivity, this method incurs hydrolysis
of the RNA sample to mononucleosides and thus a complete
loss of sequence information.17 Alternatively, the modifications
can be detected by mass spectrometry in oligonucleotides
obtained by diverse RNases,18 although a drawback of this
method is the requirement for large amounts of material and
limited sequence information near the modified site. Methods
that supply sequence information are typically based on an
enzymatic amplification step using a polymerase. Recently, it
was shown that products of next-generation sequencing contain
information about RNA modifications that were shown to be
useful in determination of the underlying modification.19
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However, the 5-methylgroup in m5C and its sibling species,
m5U, are situated on the Hoogsteen edge, and substituents at
this position are known to have very little effect on polymerase
activity.16 Indeed, 5-methylpyrimidines are recognized, like
their canonical unmodified equivalents, by typical polymerases,
the most obvious example being the occurrence and replication
of the m5U analog thymidine in DNA. Thus, polymerase erases
all information on 5-methylpyrimidine in nucleic acid templates
unless, as in the case of bisulfite sequencing, information is
added in the form of a selective chemical derivatization.3 This
information may manifest itself by different means in the cDNA
of a reverse-transcribed RNA template. However, applications
of bisulfite sequencing to RNA suffer limitations from RNA
degradation and background signals, especially for less-
abundant RNAs. Therefore, and because of the complete lack
of reagents for the detection of m5U-containing sequences in
RNA, there is a need for selective reagents for 5-
methylpyrimidines. We here investigate the possibility of
selective derivatization of 5-methylpyrimidines in RNA by
agents known to yield the product of a cis-addition reaction.20

A first indication for selectivity of such reagents is their use in
DNA footprinting studies, conducted with permanganate that
selectively reacted with thymidine and 5-methyl deoxycytosine
but not with cytosine.21−23 Osmium tetroxide (OsO4) has been
used in similar applications in a pure form24 as well as in the
presence of nitrogen-containing ligands such as TEMED,
pyridine, and 2, 2′-bipyridine (bipy).25−32 The latter forms a

well-characterized complex with OsO4, which allows experi-
ments to be conducted under very mild conditions.33

Because of its stability, this complex was already applied as a
covalent label for the detection of single- and double stranded
DNA and RNA in the lower nanomolar range by means of
electrochemical hybridization.34−38 Furthermore, Palecek et al.
have worked on the osmium tetroxide−bipyridine label for
footprint applications in DNA.27 More recently, the concept
has been applied to selective labeling of thymidine for
nanopore-based DNA Base Discrimination by Kanavarioti et
al.31,39 This work included the development of derivatization
conditions for labeling of either all pyrimidines or for selective
labeling of thymidines only. Clear demonstration that osmium
reagents can discriminate 5-methylcytidines against cytidines in
DNA came from Okamoto, who generated OsO4 in situ from
potassium osmate-(VI) and potassium hexacyanoferrate-
(III).40,41 His work included the thorough stereochemical
characterization of the 5-methyl-2′-deoxycytidine glycol−
dioxoosmium−bipyridine ternary complex obtained from the
reaction of oligodeoxynucleotides, which revealed by X-ray
crystallography the preferred reaction product (5R,6S) resulting
from a si attack of the osmylation reagent.33

So far, Okamoto’s reagent has not been investigated in the
context of 5-methylpyrimidine osmylation in RNA, possibly
because the starting reagents osmate (VI) and 2, 2′-bipyridine
were found to react with the vicinal hydroxylgroups of the
ribose moiety.26,32 The latter reaction is not undergone by the

Figure 1. General reaction scheme of osmylation reaction toward m5U and identification of products by LC−MS and 1H NMR. (A) Formation of a
OsO4−bipy complex by reaction of osmium tetroxide with 2,2′-bipyridine followed by the reaction with 5-methyluridine and the formation of two
stereoselective products. (B) Detection and separation of two products by HPLC. Detection of consumed substrate m5U at 260 nm (black lane) and
detection of products at 312 nm (gray lane). (C) 1H NMR of chromatographically separated products. Signals at 1.89 and 2.01 correspond to
mobile-phase acetonitrile and acetate.
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OsO4−bipy combination.26,42 Detailed analysis of the kinetics
of the labeling reaction of thymidine, cytosine, and uracil was
performed by Reske et al.25 Nevertheless, a comparison of the
kinetics between the canonical pyrimidines cytosine and uridine
and their 5-methyl equivalents still lacks. We therefore decided
to investigate the selectivity of the OsO4−bipy complex in
osmylation of 5-methylpyrimidines in comparison to unmethy-
lated pyrimidines in RNA.

■ RESULTS
Diastereoselectivity of cis-Osmylation of 5-Methylur-

idine. To determine if 5-methyl-ribopyrimidine nucleosides are
preferentially attacked by a si attack in analogy to the reports by
Okamoto,33 5-methyluridine (m5U) was reacted with osmium
tetroxide (OsO4) and 2,2′-bipyridine (bipy). Preliminary data
showed that a reaction with OsO4 alone, i.e., in the absence of
bipy, was very slow (Figure S1). This confirmed literature data
for the slow reactivity of the deoxy equivalent thymidine with
OsO4 alone.

43 Hence, a 10 mM solution of m5U was incubated
in the presence of 10 mM bipy and 20 mM OsO4. HPLC
analysis indicated the reversible formation of an OsO4−bipy
complex in approximately 10%. The reaction was monitored by
HPLC, and concomitant with the disappearance of the starting
material, the formation of two product peaks at t = 14.7 min
and t = 16.1 min upon separation on an RP-18 column was
observed (Figure 1B). The masses of these two products, as
determined by LC−MS (electrospray ionization (ESI)−ion
trap) corresponded to that of the expected (5R,6S)- and
(5S,6R)-5-methyluridine glycol−dioxoosmium−bipyridine
compounds ([M + H]+, calc: 671.095; experimental: 671.1)
(Figure 1B).
After 1 h, the disappearance of starting material indicated

completion of the reaction, and at this point, the reaction
mixture was treated with water-saturated corn oil to remove
OsO4 and a major fraction of the bipy. The remaining aqueous
phase of the reaction mixture was lyophilized, redissolved in
water, and subjected to separation on a semipreparative RP-18
column. Analysis by 1H NMR of both products (Figures 1C,
S2, and S4) revealed high similarities with the thymidine
glycol−dioxoosmium-bipyridine complexes described for
DNA.33 To determine their absolute configuration, an in-
depth NMR characterization was conducted including COSY
and NOESY experiments, as shown in Figures S3 and S5. In
agreement with the results found by Okamoto et al.33 and
Vaishnav et al.,43 including similar lipophilicity and ratio of
corresponding diastereomers, it was determined that the major
product was of 5R,6S configuration and, thus, the result of a si
attack by the OsO4−bipy-complex. Consequently, the less-
efficient re attack lead to the minor product of 5S,6R
configuration. Some characteristic 1H NMR signals that support
this conclusion are compiled in Table S1. From these data, it
was concluded that the major product of the reaction with the
nucleoside m5U had a 5R,6S configuration and the minor had
5S,6R, respectively.
In a separate experiment, the reaction was conducted in an

NMR tube, and the ratio of the two products was determined
by using integrals of the well-resolved signals (Figure 1C) that
had been attributed to H3−C(5), H−C(6), H−C(1′), and H−
C(2′), respectively. Quantification of these signals, as detailed
in Table 1, was in excellent agreement with the product ratio
measured by the 312 nm absorption of an HPLC run of the
same reaction mixture. The relative quantification by NMR
therefore allowed us to state that the extinction coefficients of

both diastereomers at 312 nm are comparable within the
accuracy of these two detection methods and could thus be
used for quantification in the determination of kinetic
parameters by HPLC in what follows.
From the above flow, two conclusions relevant to the further

course of this study were drawn. First, it was shown that the
ribose moiety of 5-methyluridine induces the same preferred
attack of osmylation reagent OsO4−bipy toward the double-
bond 5−6 of the nucleobase, thus delivering the same preferred
diastereomer that has been described for both deoxynucleosides
and oligodeoxynucleotides in DNA,33 namely the (5R,6S)5-
methyluridine glycol−dioxoosmium−bipyridine complex. Sec-
ond, with the combined analysis of NMR and HPLC, it could
be shown that a relative quantification of two osmylated
products for each reacted pyrimidine nucleoside was possible
and could be used for an in-depth analysis of formation kinetics.

Selective Osmylation of 5-Methylpyrimidines. To
evaluate selectivity of the OsO4−bipy reagent in a potential
RNA labeling reaction, various nucleosides were reacted under
conditions that afforded pseudo-first-order kinetics, including 8
mM OsO4, 4 mM bipy, 400 mM phosphate buffer pH 7, 7 M
urea, and 50 μM nucleoside. Under similar conditions, purines
did not undergo oxidation for several hours at room
temperature, as evidenced by NMR (Figures S6 and S7). In
contrast, m5U, 5-methyl ribo-cytidine (m5C), ribo-cytidine (C),
and uridine (U) all underwent oxidation, as observed by both
NMR and HPLC. To determine kinetic parameters, aliquots
were drawn at various time points from reaction mixtures
containing one of the pyrimidines and 50 μM adenosine. The
latter was used as internal standard in the subsequent HPLC
analysis, from which the remaining concentrations of
pyrimidines were determined. Figure 2A shows decaying
concentrations of the four pyrimidines, whose oxidation was
essentially completed within 2 h. In a logarithmic plot, a linear
dependence of concentration against time was evident,
confirming pseudo-first-order kinetics (Figure S8) and allowing
the extraction of an overall reaction rate constant k for each
individual nucleoside. When the reaction was conducted with
all four pyrimidines in the same reaction mixture, the kinetics as
shown in Figure 2B were essentially unchanged compared to
individual kinetics (Figure 2A), suggesting the absence of any
interaction among the nucleoside species. Consequently, the
resulting values for k were found to be similarly unchanged, as
shown in Figure 2C. The latter figure also illustrates strikingly
that the reaction of m5U was by far the fastest, about 5 times

Table 1. Relevant 1H NMR Signals Used for the Relative
Quantification of Diastereomeric Products 5-Methyluridine
Glycol−Dioxoosmium−Bipyridinea

m5U complex (integral of
signal)

1H NMR(300 MHz, D2O) product 1 product 2 ratio of P1 to P2

H3−C(5) 1167.63 393.94 3.0
H−C(6) 390.43 131.49 3.0
H−C(1′) 396.42 117.06 3.4
H−C(2′) 381.09 133.75 2.8
mean: 3.0
HPLC [312 nm] 1938.4 654.24 3.0

aComparison with the peak areas from HPLC were detected at 312
nm. Similar experiments were performed with further pyrimidine
nucleosides (m5C, U, and C; see Tables S2−S4).
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higher than that of the second fastest, namely m5C, and 12
times higher than the osmylation of uridine.
From these data that show significant selectivity in terms of

different k values, we hypothesized that it should be possible to
selectively label both m5C and m5U within oligoribonucleotides
and thus distinguish them from the nonmethylated pyrimidines
inside RNA sequences.
Osmylation of Uridines in Oligonucleotides. Because

the presence of phosphate groups is one of the major
differences when moving from nucleosides to oligonucleotides,
osmylation kinetics of a pyrimidine mononucleotide under the
conditions described above were investigated next. We chose
uridine 5′-monophosphate as the more reactive of the two
canonical pyrimidines occurring in RNA. Workup of the
reaction prior to HPLC analysis now additionally included a
treatment with alkaline phosphatase FastAP to remove the
phosphate. To also characterize the difference between
monomeric and oligomeric nucleotides, a series of 5-mers
was investigated that were composed of four inert adenosine

residues and a single uridine at varying positions within the
chain. After osmylation reaction under standard conditions and
prior to HPLC analysis, RNA was enzymatically digested to
nucleotides with a mixture of nuclease P1 and snake venom
phosphodiesterase and then further dephosphorylated with
FastAP, as described in ref 17. Again, normalized substrate
concentrations were plotted against time, and pseudo-first-
order reaction rate constants k were calculated for each uridine
in RNA and UMP, respectively (Figure S9)
Comparison of the reaction rate of uridine nucleoside with

that of uridine monophosphate (Figure 3) shows that the
addition of a phosphate group to the 5′ of uridine alone slows
the reaction slightly. Furthermore, inclusion in a short RNA
chain of four adenosines led to even more, now-considerable
reduction of the reaction rate, which strongly depended on the
relative position of the uridine within the 5-mer chain. The
reaction was slowest in a 5-mer with a 3′-terminal uridine. As
uridine was moved along the chain toward the 5′ end, the
reaction rate increased correspondingly, achieving similar or

Figure 2. Reaction rates of pyrimidine nucleosides toward the OsO4−bipy complex. Error bars indicate the standard deviation from three
independent experiments. The dotted lines in (A) and (B) show the fit of a pseudo-first-order reaction type. (A) Normalized substrate decay in a
time-dependent manner for single reacted pyrimidines. (B) Normalized substrate decay in a time-dependent manner for pyrimidines reacted in a
mixture. (C) Comparison of overall reaction rates for pyrimidines reacted either as single nucleosides or in a mixture.
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slightly higher reactivity for 5′-UAAAA-3′ than for UMP. From
this data, it was evident that the position of the pyrimidine in
the chain played a role in its reactivity toward OsO4−bipy.
Given the structural similarity of the different 5-mers, the

most likely explanation for differential reactivity was accessi-
bility to the reagent as a consequence of differential steric
encumbering. Because this, in turn, could be expected to affect
the diastereoselectivity previously observed (Figure 1), we
reinvestigated the experiments presented in Figure 2. Whereas
previous reaction rates had taken account of the decay of
pyrimidine starting material without consideration of the
diastereomeric ratio of products, the latter was now quantified
from HPLC traces, as shown in Figure 4A,B. From the overall
reaction rate constant k, deduced from the decay of starting
material and the ratio of products, the corresponding k1 and k2
values were calculated.
Figure 4B shows a comparison of characteristic HPLC traces

monitoring the nucleoside glycol−dioxoosmium−bipy complex
at 312 nm, obtained from reactions of uridine nucleoside,
uridine monophosphate, and one of the 5-mer oligonucleotides
featuring the uridine residue in a central position. Clearly
visible, the diasteromeric ratio was strongly affected by the
presence of a single phosphate and the oligonucleotide context,
respectively. A systematic analysis of the respective reaction
rates, as shown in Figure 4C, reveals pronounced effects,
especially for uridine residues situated inside the RNA chain.
Although uridines at the 3′ and 5′ extremities show a strong
bias toward high k1 values, in-chain uridines approach a near
equalized ratio of k1 and k2. This suggests that the overall
reaction rate drops within the oligomer because the attack from
the preferred side of the free nucleoside, reflected in the k1
values, is more susceptible to steric hindrance caused by an
extended RNA chain than is the attack from the opposing side.
Of note is the fact that all reactions were performed in high
urea concentrations to denature as much as possible the
portions of RNA structure that rely on hydrogen bonds.
Osmylation of 5-Methylpyrimidines in Oligonucleo-

tides. Taking into account, as noted above, (i) that the
pyrimidines at the 5′- end of oligonucleotides appear to be
especially exposed because they react faster than internal
position and that (ii) 5-methylpyrimidine nucleosides show a
5−10-fold increased reaction rate compared to that of canonical
nucleosides, we designed oligomers to assess the selectivity of
osmylation of 5-methylpyrimidines in oligonucleotides. In two
5-mers (5′-CG[m5C]AU-3 and 5′-CG[m5U]AU-3′), the m5C

and m5U residues, respectively, were placed at the central
position, flanked by two unreactive purines at the penultimate
position of the chain, and terminated again with pyrimidines at
the extremities. After these oligonucleotides were reacted under
standard conditions, overall reaction rates for all pyrimidine
nucleosides were determined from the decay of the respective
peaks in HPLC chromatograms as described above (compare
this with Figure 2). Figure 5B shows a comparison of the decay
rates in the 5′-CG[m5C]AU-3 oligomer, which reveals little

Figure 3. Comparison of the reaction rate of OsO4−bipy toward
uridine in the context of a nucleoside or nucleotide or incorporated in
a short RNA chain. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the k
value calculated by the pseudo-first-order fit of three independent
experiments.

Figure 4. Reaction of OsO4−bipy complex with uridine and
corresponding diastereomeric product formation. (A) Substrate
decay in a time-dependent manner and simultaneous formation of
products 1 and 2. The dotted lines show a fit of a parallel first-order
type. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of three
independent experiments. (B) LC−MS traces of selected uridine
glycol−dioxoosmium−bipy complexes detected at 312 nm. Those
chromatograms were taken after 30 min of reaction with OsO4−bipy.
(C) Comparison of reaction rates k1 and k2 responsible for the
formation of product 1 and product 2, respectively, for the reaction of
OsO4−bipy with uridine in the context of a nucleoside, a nucleotide,
and incorporated in a short RNA chain. The error bars indicate the
standard deviation of calculated k values. The ratios over the bars
indicate the ratio of formation kinetics, k1/k2.
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change for the cytidine reaction and a clearly visible decrease in
the uridine reaction that is comparable to what was previously
observed (Figure 3). Finally, a dramatic decrease of m5C
reactivity inside the 5-mer was observed. In comparison to the
free nucleoside, it dropped by a factor of 4 to a level that barely
distinguishes it from the unmodified pyrimidines. In some

contrast, m5U in the analogous 5-mer suffered only a 2-fold
reduction. Because the reaction rate of uridine dropped by
roughly the same factor, the selectivity for m5U was still ∼8
fold.
As before (Figure 4C), the relative formation rate of

diastereomers in both oligonucleotides provided some details

Figure 5. Comparison of reaction rates of pyrimidines in the context of nucleosides and incorporated in short RNA chains containing either m5U
(A) or m5C (B). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the calculated k value of three independent experiments.

Figure 6. Reaction of OsO4−bipy complex with methylated pyrimidines incorporated in a short RNA and detection of diastereomeric product
formation. (A) LC−MS traces of 5-methyluridine glycol−dioxoosmium−bipy complex formation in the case of free nucleoside and incorporated in a
short RNA chain detected at 312 nm. Both chromatograms were taken after 5 min of reaction with OsO4−bipy. (B) LC−MS traces of 5-
methylcytidine glycol−dioxoosmium−bipy complex formation in the case of free nucleoside and incorporated in a short RNA chain detected at 312
nm. Both chromatograms were taken after 5 min of reaction with OsO4−bipy. (C) Comparison of formation rates k1 and k2 for the reaction of
OsO4−bipy with either 5-methyl uridine or 5-methyl cytidine in the context of nucleosides and incorporated in a short RNA chain. Error bars
indicate the standard deviation of calculated k1 and k2 values of three independent experiments. (D) Change of stereoselective attack toward m5U
and m5C, depending on whether methylated pyrimidine was used as a free nucleoside or incorporated in an RNA chain.
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on the intriguingly different behavior of m5C versus m5U in the
pentanucleotide context. Panels A and B of Figure 6 show
characteristic traces of 5-methyl-pyrimidine glycol−dioxoosmi-
um−bipy complexes monitored by HPLC. Clearly visible, the
effect of steric shielding in the central position of the
pentanucleotide was even more pronounced for methylated
pyrimidines than for uridine. Most strikingly, formation of the
product of a si attack on m5U (designated as product 1 in
Figure 6A), which was clearly predominant in reactions with
free nucleoside, is slowed by about ∼3.5 fold and is now the
slower for both reactions, inversing the selectivity from 82:18
(si/re) to about 37:63 (Figure 6C,D). Even more striking is the
slowdown of product 1 formation in the case of m5C, as is
clearly visible in the HPLC traces in Figure 6B. This ∼12-fold
slowdown is the principal reason for the loss of osmylation
selectivity of m5C when moving from nucleosides to
oligonucleotides. Figure 6C shows a direct comparison of
rate constants k1 and k2 for each m5C and m5U, and an
overview over all determined rate constants is given in the
Supporting Information (Table S5).

■ DISCUSSION
The accessibility of functional groups in nucleobases in general
is of interest for several reasons, including the aspects of
structural probing in solution44 and the tagging of nonstandard
nucleotide modifications for either detection2,45,46 or iso-
lation.47 Here, we present a detailed study on the reactivity
of the 5−6 double bond in pyrimidines toward an osmium
tetroxide−bipyridine complex. A comparison of reaction rates
in uridine, uridine-5′-monophosphate, and the 5′-UAAAA-3′
pentamer strongly suggests that the presence of phosphates
does not affect reactivity via electronic effects, leaving indeed
steric accessibility as the governing factor. The present work
contributes interesting insights into factors affecting accessi-
bility and, as will be detailed toward the end of this discussion,
provides a perspective for the selective tagging of naturally
occurring post-transcriptional methylations of pyrimidines at
the 5-position, as has been pioneered by Okamoto in the DNA
field.48

Configuration of Preferred Osmylation Product of 5-
Methyluridine. The present work picks up an interesting
observation of Okamoto’s group in DNA, namely that the
chiral deoxyribose moiety induces substantial diastereoselectiv-
ity in the osmylation of the planar nucleobase.33 After HPLC
separation of the diastereomers, the major adduct of 5dmC had
been deaminated to the corresponding deoxythymidine adduct
and then characterized by NMR and crystallography. The latter
allowed the determination of its absolute configuration to be
5R,6S,33 which had resulted from a preferential si attack. The
same configuration was also inferred by Vaishnav et al. after
oxidation of deoxythymidine with OsO4 and subsequent
hydrolysis to the vicinal diol.43 Our reenactment of osmylation
with ribothymidine (m5U) was carried out with slightly
different reagents; while Okamoto’s protocol generated an
Os-(VIII) species by oxidation of osmate-(VI) with Fe(III)-
hexacyanoferrate, we directly generated the osmium complex
from OsO4 and bipy. After the resulting diastereomers were
separated by HPLC, investigation by two-dimensional nuclear
magnetic resonance specstroscopy (2D-NMR) similarly lead us
to conclude that a predominant si attack, which is superficially
seen, an anticipated result.
RNA Structure Impedance of the si Attack of Osmium

Tetroxide−Bipyridine toward Methylated Pyrimidines.

Surprisingly, however, we observed a change of the
predominant attack from si to re when moving from free
nucleoside to pentanucleotide oligomers (Figure 6). This is in
stark contrast to the observation on 5dmC in DNA, where this
preference was conserved between the free nucleoside and an
oligodeoxynucleotide.33 A change of accessibility from 82:18 to
37:63 (si/re product) was observed for ribothymidine (m5U),
but a similar effect was also seen for 5-methyl ribocytidine, with
which the ratio of 79:21 of the nucleoside changed to 37:63 in
the pentanucleotide (Figure 6D). For uridine, the ratio changed
from 75:25 to a range of 77:23 to 59:41, depending on the
position in the pentanucleotide. The latter observation suggests
an exquisite sensitivity of the osmylation reagent to the steric
environment of the targeted double bond, making it potentially
very useful for mapping accessibilities, e.g., as in structural
probing experiments.49 The current bottleneck here is the lack
of position specific detection of osmylation in RNA
oligonucleotides. Our efforts to induce strand scission at
osmylated sites by aniline treatment alone, or a combination of
borohydride reduction and aniline treatment failed. Also, the
osmate−bipy adducts could not be mapped in reverse
transcription experiments (not shown).

Potential for Enrichment of 5-Methyl Uridine Con-
taining RNA. The higher reactivity of OsO4−bipy reagent
toward m5U compared to the other pyrimidine nucleosides in
RNA offers the possibility for selective tagging and isolation of
fragments containing this modification. A prerequisite for this
would be, e.g., a modified 2,2′-bipyridine carrying an azide
moiety that allows its conjugation to biotin via click chemistry
and subsequent streptavidin−biotin interaction. Another
important factor is that the reactivity toward thus-modified
OsO4−bipy derivative remains similarly unchanged.
As a case in point, we evaluated the theoretically possible

enrichment of m5U containing fragments in an example RNA
molecule. This hypothetical scenario is based on a number of
model assumptions, including a reaction rate constants of k =
0.33 min−1 for m5U and k = 0.03 min−1 for U. The model RNA
molecule was assumed to be 1000 nucleotides in length and to
contain equally distributed canonical nucleosides, plus a single
m5U residue. Prior to the osmylation reaction, the RNA was
hydrolyzed into fragments of approximately 15 nucleotides,
producing roughly 66 fragments per RNA molecule. The
interest was now to determine if a hypothetical reagent with the
properties described would be able to isolate the one fragment
containing the m5U residue and, in particular, to what purity.
Side reactions would obviously occur when nonmethylated
uridines were tagged as a consequence of the selectivity
described above. Assuming that the osmylation reaction was
stopped after one half-life (i.e., 2.1 min), 0.50 mol/mol m5U
would have reacted. In the same time, only 15 of 250 uridines
(or 0.06 mol/mol U) would have been tagged. In the worst-
case scenario in which each uridine comes from a different
fragment, 15 out of 66 fragments would have reacted. This
corresponds to 0.23 mol of labeled fragment per mol of total
fragment. Assuming a near-perfect separation of labeled
fragments from the rest, the best enrichment factor would be
0.5/0.23 = 2.2 for the fragment containing m5U. Although
fragment size and reaction time clearly do modify this
enrichment factor, the current state of selectivity obviously is
too low for a whole-transcriptome enrichment approach like
that recently employed with a pseudouridine-selective
reagent.47 The osmium tetroxide−bipy complex may, however,
become highly useful if a method for the sequence-specific
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detection of the resulting osmylation products involving, e.g.,
reverse-transcription signatures50 can be developed.

■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials. Osmium tetroxide (OsO4), ammonium acetate,
uridine, uridine-5′ monophosphate, cytidine, 5-methyl uridine,
and LC−MS-grade acetonitrile were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich, and 5-methyl cytidine was purchased from Berry and
associates. Bipyridine (bipy), disodium−hydrogen phosphate,
and sodium−dihydrogen phosphate were purchased from Carl
Roth. Urea was purchased from Acros. RNA oligonucleotides
were purchased from IBA.
All reagents were dissolved in either Milli-Q water or

deuterium oxide for NMR experiments.
Caution: osmium tetroxide in the solid state is very volatile

and toxic. Perform experiments only under the hood!
Methods. Reaction for Pyrimidine Nucleosides with

Osmium Tetroxide and Bipyridine. Pyrimidine nucleoside
(50 μM) was mixed with 8 mM OsO4, 4 mM bipy, and 7 M
urea in a phosphate buffer (0.4 M, pH 7) and 50 μM adenosine
in a glass vial covered with a PTFE cap to prevent the
evaporation of osmium tetroxide. The reaction was performed
at 25 °C, and depending on the pyrimidine used, an aliquot was
drawn at different time points and the reaction stopped by
dilution and the addition of corn oil. The oily phase was then
removed, and the aqueous phase was directly used for HPLC
analysis.
For statistical reasons, each reaction was performed in

independent triplicate.
Reaction for Uridine 5′-Monophosphate with Osmium

Tetroxide and Bipyridine. The same reaction conditions were
used as above except that, prior to HPLC analysis, 1 U of
FastAP (Thermo Scientific) including corresponding buffer was
added to the aqueous phase, and the reaction was performed
for 1 h at 37 °C.
For statistical reasons, each reaction was performed in

independent triplicate.
Reaction for 5-mer RNA with Osmium Tetroxide and

Bipyridine. The same reaction conditions were used as above.
Additionally, prior to HPLC analysis, a digestion step
(involving SPV and NP1; duration of 2 h) followed by a
dephosphorylation step (fastAP, 1U) were performed as
described in ref 17.
For statistical reasons, each reaction was performed in

independent triplicate.
HPLC Analysis. An Agilent 1100 was equipped with a quat

pump, autosampler, DAD detector, optional mass selective
detector (LC−MSD−Trap-SP_10180).
HPLC conditions:

1. Analytical:
Column: YMC-Triart C18/S-3 μm/12 nm, column

size: 150 × 3.0 mm I.D.
Buffer A: 5 mM ammonium acetate, pH 5.3
Buffer B: acetonitrile
Flow rate: 0.4 mL/min
Gradient I: 0−4 min, %B to 2.7% constant; 4−23 min,

%B to 10%; 23−25 min, %B to 70%; 25−30 min, %B to
constant 70%; 30−32 min, %B to 2.7%; 32−40 min,
equilibrate
Detection: 260 nm for nucleosides and 312 nm for

nucleoside−osmium−bipyridine complexes
2. Semipreparative:

Column: Phenomenex-Clarity Oligo-RP, 5 μm,
column size: 250 × 10 mm I.D.
Buffer A: 5 mM ammonium acetate, pH 5.3
Buffer B: acetonitrile
Flow rate: 5 mL/min
Gradient II: 0−30 min, %B to constant 4%
Detection: 260 nm for nucleosides and 312 nm for

nucleoside−osmium−bipyridine complexes.

Mass Spectrometry. In addition to the UV detection, a mass
spectrometer was used for the identification of the osmium
tetroxide−bipyridine complexes. Settings used included ion
polarity: positive; ion Source: ESI; dry temp: 350 °C; nebulizer:
50 psi; dry gas: 12 l/min; trap drive: 43.2; Octapole RF
amplitude: 142.5 Vpp; capillary exit: 125.1 V; skimmer: 40.0 V;
Oct 1 DC: 12.0 V; Oct 2 DC: 1.9 V; scan range: 105−1000m/
z; averages: 2 spectra; maximum accumulation time: 500 ms;
and ICC target: 100 000.

NMR. A Bruker 300 MHz NMR instrument was used.
Experiments performed: 1H (differing numbers of scans),

2D- COSY, and NOESY
Determination of Reaction Rate Constants k, k1, and

k2. For a competitive pseudo-first-order reaction, it holds that

→ +A B C
k

, with →A B
k1 and →A C

k2 , where k is the
overall reaction rate constant, and k1 and k2 are the formation
rate constants for the two competing products. From the
reaction law, it is known that

= − = − +A
t

k A k k A
d[ ]

d
[ ] ( )[ ]1 2 (r1)

After integration,

= − +A A e[ ] k k t
0

( )1 2 (r2)

Additionally,

=B
t

k A
d[ ]

d
[ ]1 (r3)

and

=C
t

k A
d[ ]

d
[ ]2 (r4)

Substituting A from r2 in r3 and r4 and after integration, one
gets:

=
+

− − +B
k A

k k
e[ ] (1 )k k t1 0

1 2

( )1 2

(r5)

and

=
+

− − +C
k A

k k
e[ ] (1 )k k t2 0

1 2

( )1 2

(r6)

This means that

=B C k k[ ]/[ ] /1 2 (r7)

From the decay of the substrate, one therefore can calculate the
overall reaction rate as k = k1 + k2. Furthermore, from the ratio
of the two products, one can calculate the ratio k1/k2. From
both reactions, one can thus calculate each individual k, k1, and
k2 value.
The determination of k was calculated by fitting the

normalized concentrations for each time point to a first-order
reaction by using GraphPad Prism version 7.0 for Windows,
GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA. For fitting the parameters of a
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first-order reaction type, the starting and the end concen-
trations were constrained to 1 and 0, respectively. The
normalized starting concentrations was experimentally deter-
mined by performing a negative control for each reaction by
excluding osmium tetroxide from the reaction mixture.
k1 and k2 for each substrate used were calculated using the

mean of the ratio of both products for each measured time
point. The standard deviation of the ratio was then used to
calculate the standard deviation of k1 and k2, respectively.
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Supplementary Figure S1: Reaction of 3 mM m
5
U with 8 mM OsO4. Reaction was monitored by 

1
H-

NMR. 

Supplementary Figure S1 shows, that after 4 hours of reaction, minimum oxidation of m
5
U is 

observed. 
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NMR analysis of HPLC separated diastereomers of 5-methyluridine glycol dioxoosmium bipyridine 

 

Settings used for the COSY scans: Temperature: ambient, Number of scans: 32, Receiver gain: 32, 

Relaxation delay: 1.7397, Pulse width 12.5, Acquisition time: 0.3355 

 

Settings used for the NOESY scans: Temperature: ambient, Number of scans 64, Receiver gain: 32, 

Relaxation delay: 1.7397, Pulse width 12.5, Acquisition time: 0.3355 

 

 

  

 

 

 
Supplementary Figure S2: 

1
H-NMR of major diastereomer: (5R, 6S) 5-methyluridine glycol-

dioxoosmium bipyridine complex  

(5R, 6S)-m5U-Os-Bipy (major isomer). 
1
H NMR (D2O, 300 MHz,) δH 9.32 (1H, d, J = 5.5 Hz, H-C(6-

bipy)*), 9.14 (1H, d, J = 5.4 Hz, H-C(6’-bipy)*), 8.69 (2H, d, J = 8.1 Hz, H-C(3, 3’-bipy)), 8.49 (2H, q, J = 

7.7 Hz, H-C(4, 4’-bipy)), 8.04 – 7.91 (2H, m, H-C(5, 5’-bipy)), 5.99 (1H, d, J = 5.2 Hz, H-C(1’)), 5.64 (1H, 

s, H-C(6)), 4.60 (1H, t, J = 5.4 Hz, H-C(2’)**), 4.24 (1H, t, J = 5.0 Hz, H-C(3’)**), 4.07 (1H, q, J = 4.1 Hz, 

H-C(4’)), 3.79 (1H, dd, J = 12.6, 3.2 Hz, H’-C(5’)***), 3.69 (1H, dd, J = 12.6, 4.7 Hz, H’’-C(5’)***), 1.77 

(3H, s, H3C(5)). 

 

Notes: 

Signals at 1.89 and 2.08 belong to the HPLC mobile phase acetonitrile and acetate 

* Two protons at 6 and 6’ of 2, 2’-bipyridine have different chemical shifts due to different 

surrounding chemical environment. 
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** These signals are apparent triplets. Since each proton couples to two neighboring protones, a 

doublet of doublets was expected. 

*** Both protons at C(5’) are diastereotopic, therefore also magnetic inequivalent. 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S3: 1- and 2-dimensional NMR analysis of major product (5R, 6S) 5-methyl 

uridine glycol dioxoosmium bipyridine A) 
1
H NMR spectrum B) COSY to determine the 

neighboring/coupling protons; C) NOESY experiment to determine spatially neighboring protons 

Using COSY analysis, the neighboring protons of the ribose were determined. H-(1’) couples to H-(2’) 

which in turn couples to H-(3’). H-(3’) is coupled to H-(4’), which is coupled to both H2-(5’). 

In the NOESY analysis, the signal of cis configured H-(6) and H3-(C5) was normalized to -1 and used to 

determine the remaining spatially neighboring signals. Of special interest was the signal coming from 

H-(6) and H-(2’) measured to be -1.12. 
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Supplementary Figure S4: 
1
H-NMR of minor diastereomer: (5S, 6R) 5-methyluridine glycol-

dioxoosmium bipyridine complex 

 

(5S, 6R)-m5U-Os-Bipy (minor isomer). 1
H NMR (D2O, 300 MHz,) δH 9.33 (1H, d, J = 5.6 Hz, H-C(6-

bipy)*), 9.17 (1H, d, J = 5.2 Hz, H-C(6’-bipy)*), 8.71 (2H, d, J = 8.2 Hz, H-C(3, 3’-bipy)), 8.50 (2H, q, J = 

7.6 Hz, H-C(4, 4’-bipy)), 8.05 – 7.91 (2H, m, H-C(5, 5’-bipy)), 5.91 (1H, d, J = 5.4 Hz, H-C(1’)), 5.57 (1H, 

s, H-C(6)), 4.45 (1H, t, J = 5.5 Hz, H-C(2’)**), 4.23 (1H, t, J = 5.1 Hz, H-C(3’)**), 4.10 (1H, q, J = 4.4 Hz, 

H-C(4’)), 3.85 (1H, dd, J = 12.6, 3.3 Hz, H’-C(5’)***), 3.71 (1H, dd, J = 12.6, 4.6 Hz, H’’-C(5’)***), 1.82 

(3H, s, H3C(5)). 

 

Notes: 

Signals at 1.89 and 2.08 belong to the HPLC mobile phase acetonitrile and acetate 

* Two protons at 6 and 6’ of 2, 2’-bipyridine have different chemical shifts due to different 

surrounding chemical environment. 

** These signals are apparent triplets. Since each proton couples to two neighboring protones, a 

doublet of doublets was expected. 

*** Both protons at C(5’) are diastereotopic, therefore also magnetic inequivalent. 
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Supplementary Figure S5: 1- and 2-dimensional NMR analysis of minor product (5S, 6R) 5-

methyluridine glycol dioxoosmium bipyridine A) 
1
H NMR spectrum B) COSY to determine the 

neighboring/coupling protons; C) NOESY experiment to determine spatially neighboring protons. 

Using COSY analysis, the neighboring protons of the ribose were determined. H-(1’) couples to H-(2’) 

which in turn couples to H-(3’). H-(3’) is coupled to H-(4’), which is coupled to both H2-(5’). 

In the NOESY analysis, the signal of cis configured H-(6) and H3-(C5) was normalized to -1 and used to 

determine the remaining spatially neighboring signals. In contrast to the major product (5R, 6S), in 

this case a much stronger signal coming from H-(6) and H-(2’) was measured (-1.92). This indicated 

that those protons are spatially nearer to each other. This signal was used already analyzed by 

Vaishnav et al.
1
 in characterizing the stereoisomers of 5,6-dihydro-5,6-dihydroxy-thymidine. 
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Supplementary figure S6: Reaction of 1 mM adenosine with 8 mM OsO4 and 4 mM bipy. Reaction 
was monitored by 1H-NMR. 

Supplementary Figure S6 shows that under these conditions, no reaction between adenosine and 

OsO4-bipy after 4 hours was observed. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S7: Reaction of 1 mM guanosine with 8 mM OsO4 and 4 mM bipy. Reaction 
was monitored by 1H-NMR. 

Supplementary Figure S7 shows that under these conditions, no reaction between guanosine and 

OsO4-bipy after 4 hours was observed. 
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Supplementary Figure S8: Linear dependency of natural logarithm of normalized concentration over 

time that confirmed pseudo first order reaction for osmylation of pyrimidines. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S9: Normalized uridine decay in a time dependent manner in the context of 

uridine monophosphate (A) and incorporated in short RNA chains (B-F). The error bars indicate the 

standard deviation of three independent experiments. The solid lines correspond to a fit of a first order 

type.   
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1
H 

NMR(300 

Mhz, D2O) 

thymidine glycol-

dioxoosmium-bipyridine
2
 

5-methyl-uridine glycol-

dioxoosmium-bipyridine 

  5R, 6S 5S, 6R 5R, 6S 5S, 6R 

H3-C(5) 1.53 1.56 1.77 1.82 

H-C(6) 5.25 5.22 5.64 5.56 

H-C(1') 6.23 6.09 5.99 5.91 

Supplementary Table S1: Comparison of relevant 1H-NMR signals for osmylated products of 5-

methyl uridine and its DNA equivalent thymidine.  

 

 

 

  

m5C-Complex 

(Integral of signal)   

1
H NMR(300 

Mhz, D2O) Product 1 Product 2 Ratio P1/P2 

        

H3-C(5) 5193.06 1387.06 3.7 

H-C(6) 1724.83 448.84 3.8 

H-C(1') 1745.78 492.65 3.5 

H-C(2') 1657.86 423.92 3.9 

Mean:     3.8 

HPLC [312 nm] 1222.19 329.64 3.7 

Supplementary Table S2: Relevant 
1
H NMR signals used for the relative quantification of 

diastereomeric products 5-methyl-cytidine glycol-dioxoosmium-bipy. Comparison with the peak areas 

from HPLC detected at 312 nm. 

 

  

U-complex 

(Integral of signal)   

1
H NMR(300 

Mhz, D2O) Product 1 Product 2 Ratio P1/P2 

        

        

H-C(6)+H-C(1') 4653.68 1950.29 2.4 

H-C(2') 2295.98 946.62 2.4 

Mean:     2.4 

HPLC [312 nm] 942.26 394.29 2.4 

Supplementary Table S3: Relevant 
1
H NMR signals used for the relative quantification of 

diastereomeric products uridine glycol-dioxoosmium-bipy. Comparison with the peak areas from 

HPLC detected at 312 nm. 
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C-complex 

(Intergral of signal)   

1
H NMR(300 

Mhz, D2O) Product 1 Product 2 Ratio P1/P2 

        

        

H-C(6)+H-C(1') 2640.78 875.43 3.0 

H-C(2') 908.27 277.88 3.3 

Mean:     3.1 

HPLC [312 nm] 378.33 123.25 3.1 

Supplementary Table S4: Relevant 
1
H NMR signals used for the relative quantification of 

diastereomeric products cytidine glycol-dioxoosmium-bipy. Comparison with the peak areas from 

HPLC detected at 312 nm. 

 

 

  Overall reactivity (k) Product 1(k1) Product 2 (k2)   

Nucleoside 

    C 0.027 - - 

 U 0.055 0.042 0.013 

 m5C 0.142 0.115 0.026 

 m5U 0.664 0.521 0.143   

Nucleotide 

    UMP 0.049 0.040 0.010   

5-mer RNA 

    AAAAU 0.033 0.026 0.007 

 AAAUA 0.034 0.020 0.014 

 AAUAA 0.038 0.022 0.016 

 AUAAA 0.038 0.023 0.015 

 UAAAA 0.052 0.035 0.018   

CG[m5C]AU 

    C 0.023 - - 

 U 0.024 - - 

 m5C 0.036 0.013 0.023   

CG[m5U]AU 

    C 0.017 - - 

 U 0.029 - - 

 m5U 0.325 0.119 0.206   

Supplementary Table S5: Compilation of all determined reaction rate values k, k1 and k2. 
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.3 Application of os-bipy reagent and next generation sequencing for de-
tection of 5-methylpyrimidines

5.3.1 Stability of Os(VI)-bipy complex during reverse transcription

Oxo-amine-osmium(VI) complexes are very stable. Nevertheless, a cleavage with a reductive
agent such as bisulfite or lithium aluminium hydride is described as the most effective method
for cis-hydroxylation of alkenes [55]. Because an RNA library preparation protocol requires
a reverse transcription in a buffer solution (RT-buffer), the question waas raised whether the
pyrimidine-os-bipy complex is stable toward this step. Reductive agent that is present in the
reverse transcription reaction is for example dithiothreitol (DTT, 5 mM final concentration).
In order to evaluate its effect, a short 5-mer RNA, featuring four adenosines and a single
uridine in the central position, was reacted with osmium tetroxide and bipyridine under the
conditions already described [155]. Upon completion of the reaction and purification, the os-
bipy-complexed oligonucleotide was separated in three vials. One was prepared for reverse
transcription according to the method described in [149] ommiting the RT-primer. Another
was prepared analogously, but omitting additionally the enzyme reverse transcriptase. The last
was a control, without the buffer and without the reverse transcriptase. All three vials were
kept at 50 ◦C for one hour in order to simulate the conditions of an actual reverse transcription.
Finally, the RNA was digested according to [155] and products were analyzed using HPLC.

Figure 23: Effect of RT-buffer, with and without reverse transcriptase, on the stability of two uridine-
os-bipy complexes. Products in each reaction were related to the adenosine content.

Figure 23 shows clearly that the overall product, normalized to the adenosine content, was
decreased in both reactions where RT-buffer was added. The effect was more pronounced when
the enzyme was present. Most striking is the observation that both diastereomers were unevenly
affected. It was already demonstrated in section 5.2 that the stereochemical environment of the
RNA chain has a substantial effect on the accessibility of os-bipy toward the 5,6 double bond of
uridine. There the accessibility for formation of product 1 in a short RNA chain was hindered
in comparison to the single nucleoside. Comparably, here the chain had a more protective effect
for product 1, which led to its slower hydrolysis. Of note, expected hydrolyzed products 5,6-
dihydroxy-5,6-dihydrouridine were not observed by the UV-detector due to loss of aromaticity.
Also, these are the results of a single experiment, so validation is still missing.
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5.3 Application of os-bipy reagent and next generation sequencing for detection of
5-methylpyrimidines

5.3.2 Detection of 5-methylcytidine in yeast tRNA

Although the results from previous subsection 5.3.1 showed some instability of os-bipy com-
plex during the reverse transcription step, an attempt was made to label 5-methylpyrimidines
in yeast total tRNA. Cytosolic tRNA from Saccharomyces serevisiae was chosen because of
the numerous well-annotated 5-methylcytidine- and 5-methyluridine sites. Total tRNA6 was
treated with Os-bipy under the conditions described in reference [155]. To determine possible
time-dependent effects, two reaction times were chosen: 30 minutes and 1 hour. Both reactions
were stopped by precipitation7 and samples were prepared for deep sequencing according to the
protocol described in [149]. A corresponding control contained untreated tRNAs.

Figure 24A shows the sequencing profile of tRNAIle(TAT). Clearly visible is the signature of
m1A at conserved position 58. The coverage is high starting at the 3’ end of tRNA because of
the nature of the library preparation protocol, that includes a cDNA synthesis starting from
that end. Due to the complex 3D structure of tRNAs, as well as the high modification rate at
the anticodon loop, the coverage profile is continuously dropping along the tRNA toward the 5’
end. Recently developed software in the Helm group by Ralf Hauenschild [publication accepted]
[156] allows a differential analysis and visualization of two samples, either by comparing the
mismatch pattern-, or the context sensitive arrest rate change between them. Visual comparison
between untreated and Os-bipy-treated samples shows no significant difference in the arrest rate
(Figures 24AB and A.5).

In contrast, differential mismatch pattern analysis (Figure 24) shows significant changes
comparing untreated- with Os-bipy-treated samples. The observation that mainly pyrimidines
are effected by the chemical treatment, (denoted by X in figure 24C) confirms results shown in
reference [155]. Not only does Os-bipy react with pyrimidine nucleosides but this also leads to a
changed RT signature. Important is the fact, that among those pyrimidines, cytidine at position
48, annotated as 5-methylcytidine in MODOMICS [3], shows pronounced mismatch change.
While the control sample showed no misincorporation, in the 30 min. treated sample a very
high thymidine content was present (about 50 %). The misincorporation rate was even higher
in the 1 hour treated sample (about 56 %). This means that reverse transcriptase incorporated
also adenosines instead of correct guanosines. Two explanations for this effect are possible.
Either Os-bipy as a labeling agent changes the base-pairing properties of 5-methylcytidine, or
a deamination occurs leading to false base-pairing (see figure A.6).

Visual inspection of position 54, annotated as 5-methyluridine in MODOMICS [3], shows
no significant increase in misincorporation. This, and the lack of arrest rate on osmylated
positions, shows that under the given conditions and chemicals it is not possible to detect this
modification.

The results presented in this chapter are to some extend contradictory with the previous
one (Chapter 5.2). In reference [155] it was shown, that the reactivity of Os-bipy toward m5C,
incorporated in a short RNA, and cytidine at the 5’ extremity of the same oligonucleotide, was
comparable. Here, a discrimination between both methylated- and non-methylated cytidines
was visible. One possible explanation is, that in this case all pyrimidines are inside an RNA
chain, and therefore the reactivity is expected to be similarly reduced. This effect was already
observed for uridine incorporated at differing positions in a short RNA [155]. Also, it was
expected that, upon reaction, Os-bipy-labeled pyrimidines would offer a road-block for a reverse
transcriptase. Thus, a reaction with 5-methyluridine was expected to lead to a strong arrest

6Total tRNA from yeast was purchased from Roche, REF: 10109525001
7Precipitaion of RNA was perfomed as follows: NH4OAc to 0.5 M final conc. and three volumes of ice-cold

ethanol were added. Samples were kept at -80◦ for 30 min, centrifugated at 13,000 rpm for 1 hour, washed with
70 % ethanol and dried. Finally, the pellets wre redissolved in pure water.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 24: Comparison of sequencing profiles for tRNAIle(TAT). Profiles were exported from Cover-
ageAnalyzer, software developed in the Helm group by Ralf Hauenschild [156]. Red boxes denote the
annotated position for m5C from MODOMICS. A) Sequencing profile of untreated sample. B) Sequenc-
ing profile of sample treated with Os-bipy for 30 min. C) Differential mismatch analysis of untreated-
and Os-bipy treated samples. Mismatch change upon Os-bipy treatment is denoted by X.

rate at that position. This effect was not observed, which is probably due to, either the small
size of the labeling agent, or strong capability of reverse transcriptases to read-through over
modified sites. Of note, thirteen different reverse transcriptases were tested and upon visual
inspection, no one lead to a significant arrest rate on osmylated positions (data not shown).
One way to circumvent this, would be the exchange of the nitrogen donor 2,2’-bipyridine with
a more sterically demanding substituent.

The results of this study were partially used in a recently published article describing the
software CoverageAnalyzer developed by Ralf Hauenschild [156].
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Abstract: Combination of reverse transcription (RT) and deep sequencing has emerged as a powerful
instrument for the detection of RNA modifications, a field that has seen a recent surge in activity
because of its importance in gene regulation. Recent studies yielded high-resolution RT signatures
of modified ribonucleotides relying on both sequence-dependent mismatch patterns and reverse
transcription arrests. Common alignment viewers lack specialized functionality, such as filtering,
tailored visualization, image export and differential analysis. Consequently, the community will profit
from a platform seamlessly connecting detailed visual inspection of RT signatures and automated
screening for modification candidates. CoverageAnalyzer (CAn) was developed in response to
the demand for a powerful inspection tool. It is freely available for all three main operating
systems. With SAM file format as standard input, CAn is an intuitive and user-friendly tool that is
generally applicable to the large community of biomedical users, starting from simple visualization of
RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) data, up to sophisticated modification analysis with significance-based
modification candidate calling.

Keywords: RNA modifications; reverse transcription; reverse transcription (RT) signature; RNA
sequencing (RNA-Seq); Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS); candidate screening; alignment viewer

1. Introduction

The detection of RNA modifications has recently re-emerged as a very timely topic of current
research. Coupled to new detection methods came new insights into the function of RNA modifications
in the regulation of RNA stability [1], regulation of gene expression [2–5], and immunity [6]. RNA
modifications are structurally highly diverse, and among the approximately 150 chemically different
structures in the Modomics database [7], all major classes of natural product compounds can be
found [8,9]. Furthermore, there is evidence that the diversity may yet increase with the discovery
of more modifications [10]. Despite this high diversity, some common denominators apply to both
function and detection. Here, two important features for detection are reverse transcription (RT)
arrest and misincorporation during complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis. Before the advent
of methods that are nowadays subsumed as deep sequencing, RT reverse transcription arrest
was traditionally analyzed by gel or capillary electrophoresis [11]. A model modification for
misincorporation, inosine, the product of an A-to-I deamination, is reliably reverse transcribed into
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a cytidine rather than a thymidine residue in the resulting cDNA. This misincorporation has led
to the first transcriptome-wide mapping of an RNA modification [12]. The combined appearance
of both RT arrest and misincorporation at modification sites was analyzed in early work [13,14].
Detailed analysis showed correlation between modification type and the relative composition of
misincorporated nucleotides [15]. Also, chemical treatments that selectively alter the properties of a
given modification [16,17] may therefore be exploited as an additional layer of information in single
RNA species or in transcriptome-wide mapping [18–20]. Collection [7] and curation [21] of RNA
sequences containing modifications underline a central problem in the field, arising from the vast
number of candidate sites in large datasets. Because of these vast numbers, experimental verification
of candidate sites by independent methods must typically be restricted to a small subset. Before
engaging in such an endeavor, the experimentalist, and potential user of the software presented here,
may want to assess the significance of an identification event, and visually inspect parameters at a
given site. In principle, a variety of so-called alignment viewers like IGV, Tablet, Savant, UGENE
and Persephone provide more or less detailed graphical representations of mapping results, typically
resolving the base composition and orientation of reads covering a reference sequence. However,
our recent application of machine learning approaches to the identification of modification sites
has uncovered an unmet need for particular features in said tools. Specifically, the combination of
mismatch patterns and a newly defined RT arrest rate has emerged as the central feature allowing
efficient identification of 1-methyladenosine residues [22]. In response, CoverageAnalyzer (CAn) was
specifically created for analysis of modification signatures in deep sequencing data. Distinct from
variant caller and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) identification tools, it allows the definition
of a highly detailed query, based on combinations of arrest rates and mismatch composition, as well
as a Context Sensitive Arrest rate (CSA). A differential visualization tool is particularly useful to
compare signatures upon differential chemical treatment, or between wild-type and knockout mutants
e.g., of a methyltransferase [22]. CAn combines a data processing pipeline with flexible controls for
independent or differential visualization and automated screening for modification candidates based
on complex RT signatures.

2. Results

CAn was optimized to allow rapid pre-selection and convenient visualization of such sites in
transcriptome data, which display conspicuous RT signatures and are therefore potential candidates
for further scrutiny, e.g., by visual inspection. The RT signatures in question may comprise nucleotide
misincorporation or transcription arrest, and frequently originate from nucleotide modification at
the position of interest. Several library preparation protocols have been published that capture
cDNA from abortive RT [16,20,22,23] and can therefore be fully exploited by CAn. However, even
preparation methods that do not capture abortive cDNA may provide useful information by providing
misincorporation signals that may be analyzed by CAn. It is hence recommended that the user
familiarizes himself with details of the various preparations beforehand ([24]). A typical CAn-session,
conceived to identify, highlight, and visually inspect modification candidates, is depicted in Figure 1.
The user is required to input a dataset in SAM format, containing RNA sequencing (RNA Seq) reads
mapped to a genome or transcriptome. This is converted to the internally used Profile format by an
automated pipeline (Figure 1a). To optimally detect stalled RT events, a parameter called CSA was
introduced, which queries a local background arrest rate near the inspection site and takes it into
account. CSA was defined as the fold change of a site i’s arrest rate A [22] with respect to the median A
of its sequence environment of r bases up- and r bases downstream (here r = 5):

CSAr (i) =
Ai

median (Ai−5, Ai−1, Ai+1, . . . , Ai+5)
(1)
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Figure 1. Workflow for a typical CAn session (a) Input SAM files are processed to a positional profile;
(b) Sorting and filtering of data by various statistical criteria. From the depicted result table, users
select sequences for visualization; (c) Visualization tab. Independent plots and differential comparison
for mismatch and/or arrest parameters with marked above-threshold sites (yellow triangle). Display
of base sequences is enabled automatically depending on the horizontal plot dimension; (d) Candidate
casting tab; (i) Formula editor: Specification of screening thresholds. Conditions are combined with
Boolean operators AND, OR and XOR and can be parenthesized; (ii) Control panel for serial plotting
of a resulting candidate batch.

The CSA feature, since it maps cDNA from abortive RT events, can only be meaningfully applied to
data from library preparation protocols that specifically include such reads. Whether or not a protocol
does so, typically hinges upon the incorporation step that introduces the second primer binding site.
The installation package provides test datasets which were obtained by a library preparation protocol
that captures abortive RT reads by ligation of a second adapter to the cDNA, as described in [22].
After selection of an RNA sequence of interest (Figure 1b), the software displays the sequence for
visual inspection in a window (Figure 1c(i)). Events are labeled (yellow triangles), where values
for misincorporation or peaks of CSA exceed adjustable thresholds. Additional profiles of the same
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sequence can be loaded and displayed in parallel plots (Figure 1c(ii)) for comparison of samples of
variegated modification status, for example a wild-type RNA preparation versus one from a knockout
organism lacking a certain modification activity [22]. Another application of interest is exemplified
by the included test dataset, namely a chemical treatment suspected to alter the profile of certain
modifications. With test data 1 as the naive sample in window (i) and test data 2 treated with an agent
causing partial deamination of 5-methylcytidines in window (ii); a differential plot was generated
in window (iii), where differences are displayed according to self-defined threshold criteria, and
combinations thereof. The candidate casting tab (snippet shown in Figure 1d) offers a formula editor
to generate filter rules of arbitrary complexity using thresholds combined by Boolean expressions and
brackets. The resulting candidates files can be submitted to batch plotting for fast visual inspection of
many candidate positions. With high flexibility in image dimensions, parameters, and legend details,
these data can be exported as publication-ready images.

3. Discussion

CAn is a tool that allows the visualization and assisted inspection of deep sequencing data in
the search for RNA modifications. Perusal of vast amounts of data is facilitated by a toolbox that
allows to automatically highlight sites, where noticeably unusual combinations of RT arrest and
misincorporation hint at the potential presence of modifications. Of note, there are no predefined
thresholds that the program uses to flag unusual instances. Rather, it is up to the user to define
threshold values for different parameters, and to combine them by Boolean operators. CAn is not
meant to predict a modification event, or even to decipher the chemical structure of a potential
modification. The program is rather designed to point attention to special candidate sites for its
visual inspection. Inspection of large datasets automatically increases the statistical likelihood of the
occurrence of conspicuous signals without a biochemical cause. Therefore, it is prudent to increase
the stringency in such a case. While it is left to the user to decide how p-values are used to gauge
the significance of findings, we recommend to use techniques like the Bonferroni correction [25] in
order to account for the number of tested positions. In addition, the False Discovery Rate (FDR) can be
controlled in the manner of Benjamini and Hochberg [26]. Outside these two approaches, which are
rooted in statistics, a number of experimental approaches are open to the user to improve confidence by
experimentally validating the candidate sites proposed by CAn. We urgently propose to call and treat
these sites as “candidates” until validated by further experiments, e.g., by biochemical interrogation
of a suggested site. In this context, we again emphasize the comparison feature, through which
CAn specifically provides the possibility to inspect profiles before and after treatment with specific
chemicals known to alter the RT-profile of a given modification. These may include, e.g., a Dimroth
rearrangement of 1-methyladenosine (m1A) by alkaline treatment [27], acrylonitrile treatment for the
detection of inosine [28], and others [16].

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Implementation

The graphical user interface (GUI) and the core of CAn are written in Java. The Miniconda Python
based plotting component uses Matplotlib [29], Numpy [30] and Scipy. The software is distributed as
self-extracting archive (~100 MB) for Windows (64-bit) and as zip files installed via included script
setup routines for Linux and Mac OS X. Dependencies are downloaded automatically. On Mac OS X,
latest Homebrew is installed to setup SAMtools [31]. Java 1.7+ is expected to be installed by the user,
whereas Linux version installs dependencies via apt-get. Test data, a getting-started screencast and a
user manual are included.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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4.2. Workflow

From unseen SAM input data files from N user-specified samples and the original FASTA mapping
reference, CAn creates sorted and indexed Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) and finally the Pileup format.
Users may replace the generated results on the hard drive with own files if they prefer different
SAMtools parameters. In Pileup, periods and commas indicate matches, As, Gs, Ts and Cs mismatches
and the arrest rate A of position i can be calculated as quotient of circumflexes at i + 1 and coverage
at i + 1. Thus, a tabular Profile format is created, listing sequence positions line-wise with columns
providing information on: position, reference base, coverage, mismatch rate M, number of (#) As, #Gs,
#Ts, #Cs, and arrest rate A. Profile is divided into subfiles named by an x_y.txt tag, where x represents
the reference number and y the yth file of a 1 kb block of subsequence of reference x. For example,
a file named 3_7.txt contains data for positions 6001–6430, if the third reference has 6430 nt. Hence,
hashing allows fast access to a query region without reading or memorizing leading positions, when
accessing ends of long reference sequences. Thus, although the scope is on short sequences of RNA,
chromosomes can be handled, too. In parallel, statistics are gathered for reference sequences (Figure 1b):
ID, file path, length, sequence (first 100 nucleotides (nt)), coverage peak, number of high-arrest sites
(SA), high mismatch sites (SM), heterogeneous mismatch sites (SH) and mapped reads. This facilitates
manual sorting and filtering by the user for visualization. Let c be the coverage at position i of reference
f of length n. Let R be the reference base at i. Let Fb ( f , i) obs.(b,i)

c( fi)
:= where b ε {A, G, T, C} be the

observed frequency of base type b covering i in f. Thus, mF := {Fb ( f , i) , with b 6= R} is the set of
mismatching Fb ( f , i). All i with c ≥ 20 contribute to SH f , if two or more mismatch types exhibit a
minimum mismatch rate of 0.1:

SH f :=
n

∑
i=1

x, where x = 1 i f c ( fi) ≥ 20 and median
k

mF ( f , i)k ≥ 0.1, 0 else. (2)

SA and SM are calculated similarly, for arrest or mismatch rates exceeding a threshold normalized
with coverage c, such that low arrest rates are considered insignificant at low c, but captured if c is high.

5. Conclusions

CAn was developed as a cross-platform open-source software running on most current computers.
It allows efficient inspection of RNA Seq profiles for RT signatures of modifications, such as m1A [22].
The user is provided with assistance to identify unusual patterns, to compare different datasets
containing the same sequence, and to perform significance-based candidate calling. Important to the
field is the implementation of both misincorporation patterns and RT arrest, including also the CSA
format as defined during our recent extraction of RT signatures by machine learning [22]. CAn is highly
conductive to the extraction of complete RT signatures, by providing full control of all thresholds for
visualization, identification and discrimination to the user.

Supplementary Materials: CoverageAnalyzer setup files (incl. source code), instructions and documentation can
be downloaded at: https://zenodo.org/record/164811 (doi:10.5281/zenodo.164811) or https://sourceforge.net/
projects/coverageanalyzer/.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

The topic of this thesis lies within the dynamic field of rapidly developing tools for detection
of RNA and its naturally occurring modifications. In general, several achievements upon the
successful detection of RNA modifications have to be mentioned:

• HPLC-MS methods were developed for a sensitive discrimination of modified nucleosides.
The methods that include stable isotope-labeled internal standards are especially useful
in quantitative analyses [83, 157]. Drawback of these methods, however, is the loss of
sequence information.

• Reverse transcription (RT) methods are used for sequence-specific detection of modi-
fied nucleosides, when the modification directly interrupts the Watson-Crick base-pairing
properties of the underlying nucleoside [95]. Alternatively, for modifications that do not
impede the reverse transcriptase, specific chemicals were developed that upon reaction
lead to an RT stop at the modified position [95].

• Chemical labeling, or usage of antibodies against certain modifications, in combina-
tion with high-throughput sequencing led to the detection of RNA modifications on a
transcriptome-wide level. These include, for example, the detection of 5-methylcytidine
[136], N-6-methyladenosine [142, 37, 38] and pseudouridine [42, 41, 43].

The project presented here focused on two subjects.

Detection of N-1-methyladenosine
First, the development of a reverse transcriptase-based high-throughput sequencing method

for detection of naturally occurring RNA modifications was aimed at. For this, a library prepa-
ration protocol was adapted that was able to capture reverse transcriptase events occurring
during the synthesis of complementary DNA from RNA. For modifications that interrupt the
base-pairing properties of the underlying nucleoside, such RT events include, among others,
abortive cDNA products and misincorporations.

N-1-methyladenosine (m1A) was used as a model modification for reasons already described
in the section 5.1.2. It was demonstrated, that this modification, leaves a very specific RT-
signature in sequencing data. This signature, highly dependent on the immediate 3’-neighbor,
allowed for the first time to show that a computer-assisted prediction of the existence of m1A at
previously unknown positions is possible. One such position was validated by a complementary
method. It included the targeted isolation of RNA of interest, followed by a digestion step and
HPLC-MS analysis.

Using the developed approach, detection of m1A modifications in high abundant RNAs such
as tRNAs and rRNAs was achieved. However, detection of this modification in rare RNA species
such as mRNA was not done yet. At the time this work was written, two approaches on the
transcriptome-wide detection of m1A were published [48, 47]. Both described methods are based
on an immunoprecipitation step and thus output only regions of m1A presence. Additionally,
Chen et al. [158] implemented a support vector machine for the prediction of existent m1A
sites using the data sets produced by the work of Dominissini et al. [47]. This computer-based
method calculates a feature space out of the chemical nature of the nucleosides that build the
RNA of interest. On the contrary, the method developed in our group implements random
forest as a machine-learning approach and uses the mismatch composition and the arrest rate
as the most informative features.
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In further experiments, the method presented here, has to be applied to a total RNA,
in order to assess its applicability on a transcriptome-wide basis. Design of corresponding
complementary experiments is important as well. One possibility is the mild alkaline treatment
of RNA, upon which m1A sites are converted to m6A in a Dimroth rearrangement reaction.
This approach was successfully applied by Dominissini at al. [47]. The other possibility is the
usage of a demethylase enzyme ALKB, that among other methylated nucleosides converts N-1-
methyladenosine to adenosine, as was demonstrated by Li et al. [48]. In both cases, a change
in the behavior of the reverse transcriptase is aimed at. This change can then be evaluated by
differential analysis e.g. by CoverageAnalyzer, a software that was recently developed in our
group by Ralf Hauenschild [publication accepted].

Detection of 5-methylpyrimidines
As was already mentioned in the introduction section 1.3.2, methylations outside theWatson-

Crick Edge typically do not impede a reverse transcriptase. Therefore, 5-methylcytidine as well
as 5-methyluridine cannot be directly detected by sequencing approaches. Several methods have
been developed and already applied to the transcriptome-wide detection of 5-methylcytidine (see
section 1.5.3). On the contrary, while 5-methyluridine was first discovered about 60 years ago
[77], knowledge on the existence of this modification is still limited to tRNA and rRNA. Also,
transcriptome-wide detection for this modification is still missing.

Therefore, a second focus in this work was the evaluation of osmium tetroxide and bipyri-
dine (os-bipy) as a labeling agent for both 5-methylpyrimidines. The results obtained after
reaction of os-bipy with tRNA, presented in section 5.3.2, show high potential for this labeling
agent toward 5-methylcytidine. 5-methyluridine showed high reactivity in single nucleosides and
short oligonucleotides. Nonetheless, in the context of total tRNA, in combination with high-
throughput sequencing, it could not be discriminated against uridine upon differential analysis
performed with CoverageAnalyzer. Some possible explanations for these effects were already
discussed in the corresponding section 5.3.2.

General considerations for RNA labeling
An important observation is that the stereochemical environment of an RNA molecule

plays an essential role in the chemical labeling of nucleosides. This is relevant not only
in labeling experiments for detection of modified nucleosides, e.g pseudouridine, inosine, 5-
methylcytidine, but also in structure-probing experiments. We have already encountered two
N-1-methyladenosine positions in the same 25S yeast rRNA molecule with similar modification
occupancy, but substantial difference in reverse transcriptase behavior. This shows that ex-
treme caution should be taken upon interpretation of results coming from a chemical treatment
in combination with RT-dependent sequencing approaches.

Single nucleoside sequencers offer a possibility to circumvent such problems. Of special
interest are the Nanopore methods that do not rely on an enzymatic step. As already mentioned
in the introductory section 1.4.5, the read-out of a Nanopore sequencer is typically an amplitude
and duration of transient current blockage between translocation events. A drawback is that
this two-dimensional read-out may be insufficient to allow the discrimination of all modifications
known to date. Nevertheless, it was recently reported that the Oxford Technologies Nanopore
sequencer is capable of discriminating between N-6-methyladenosine and adenosine [113].

Recently developed sequencing-based methods emerge as effective tools in the detection
of modified nucleosides. Especially the high-throughput methods that allow detection and
localization of modifications in low abundant RNA gain special interest.
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6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Nevertherless, several important aspects need to be considered:

• For a given RNA modification employing different, possibly complementary methods to
increase the probability of correct detection.

• Performing experiments in different laboratories in order to prove their robustness.

• If possible, validation of the existence of the target modification by applying appropriate
biochemical and biophysical methods, e.g. LC-MS methods of isolated and purified RNA
species, SCARLET methods, or primer extension methods.

In conclusion, the results presented in this thesis are important in the field of RNA de-
tection. Reverse transcriptase events have proven effective in determination of given modified
nucleosides, as was demonstrated for N-1-methyladenosine. Additionally, the chemical reagent
osmium tetroxide-bipyridine was used with RNA for the first time in the context of selective
labeling of 5-methylpyrimidines and its possible application in the detection of 5-methylcytidine
was demonstrated.
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8 Appendix

8.1 The plus and minus - sequencing method

This method is based on the original work of Sanger and Coulson on DNA sequencing
[88], later adapted for RNA [159]. It involves the in vitro synthesis of complementary 32P-
labeled products that are then separated into two sets of systems. The first system, called the
minus system, is based on the fact that polymerases stop synthesis at positions where a single
deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) is absent. The second system, the plus system, exploits
that Klenow enzymes in presence of a single dNTP degrade a DNA strand from its 3’ end up to
a residue corresponding to the one present in the mixture. This way, loading all eight samples
on a denaturing PAGE (four plus systems for each dNTP missing in the mixture, and four
minus systems with each single dNTP present in the mixture) allows the determination of a
sequence of up to 150 nucleotides of RNA or DNA of interest.

8.2 Chemistry of the template-directed DNA synthesis

Figure A.1: Template-directed elongation of the DNA chain at its 3’-end. Attack of the 3’-OH of the
DNA chain toward α-phoshate of dNTP, in this case deoxyadenosine triphospate, leads to internucleotide
linkage. This mechanism allows the radioactive labeling when [α-32P]dNTP is used. Reaction is adapted
from [92, p. 253].
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8.3 Sequencing of RNA - nucleoside-specific reactions

Figure A.2: Diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) reacts selectively with N-7 of purine nucleotides, which
leads to a loss of aromaticity followed by a base cleavage. Reaction is shown for adenosine, adapted from
[92, p. 270].

Figure A.3: Hydrazine attacks the 5,6 double bond of pyrimidine nucleotides. The reaction leads
to a selective degradation of the nucleobase, allowing the site-specific hydrolysis of the RNA chain at
those positions. Under appropriate choice of reaction conditions, either uridines or cytidines are reactive
toward hydrazine. Reaction is shown for cytidine, adapted from [92, p. 237].
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8.4 Inosine base-pairing

Figure A.4: Base-pairing properties of adenosine and inosine. While adenosine base-pairs with thymi-
dine, its deaminated product inosine base-pairs better with cytidine. Figure adapted from [160].

8.5 Padlock probes

Padlock probes were first described by Nilsson and co-workers for the localized detection
of DNA [161]. For this, an oligonucleotide was designed whose 3’ end hybridizes to the 3’ side
of the questioned sequence and the 5’ end to the 5’ side. Then, a polymerase, dNTPs and a
ligase are added which leads to a circularization of the padlock probe. Finally, a PCR step is
performed and upon sequencing, the unknown region of the DNA can be determined.

8.6 SCARLET method

Site-specific Cleavage and radioactive-labeling followed by ligation-assisted extraction and
TLC (SCARLET) was originally developed by Liu and colleagues for the specific detection of N-
6-methyladenosine in low abundant RNA species such as mRNA and lncRNA [162]. The method
is based on results obtained previously by Yu et al. [163]. An RNA molecule, hybridized to a
chimeric oligonucleotide containing 2’-deoxynucleotides flanked by 2’-O-methyl ribonucleotides
is cleaved at the position complementary to the first 2’-deoxynucleotide of the chimeric sequence.
Therefore, for a cite of interest specific chimeras are designed and upon hybridization with
the target RNA, RNAse H treatment is performed. Cleaved RNA is then 32P-radioactively
labeled and with the assistance of a splint oligonucleotide ligated to a DNA of approximately
100 nucleotides length. Ligation product is then purified on a denaturing PAGE, excised and
eluted. Finally, purified product is digested to nucleotides and modification status is evaluated
by thin-layer chromatography. The method was also demonstrated effective for detection of
pseudouridine by Li et al. [129] and is probably also applicable for other RNA modifications
[162].
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8.7 Os-bipy label of tRNAIle(TAT) - differential CSA analysis

Figure A.5: Differential Context Sensitive Arrest rate analysis of tRNAIle(TAT) before- and after 30
min Os-bipy treatment.
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8.8 Proposed base-pairing properties of osmylated pyrimidines

Figure A.6: Proposed base-pairing properties for pyrimidine nucleosides and their osmylated equiva-
lents
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